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CHAIRMAN · BOBBY
KIDNAPPED
BY BERKELEY PIGS
Tu esday, August 19, 1969.
Approximately 9:30 p.m.

Tuesday night at approximately 9:30 p.m.,
m e mbers of the Black Panther Party were
leaving the Free Church located on Park er
S treet in Berkeley, California. The Panthers
were leaving the Church following the wedding
of Minis ter of Education Ray "Masai" Hewitt
and Shirley Neely. The Berkely pigs pulled
the car in which the Chairman was riding
over. They pointed a finger at Chairman
Bobby and said, "You are uner arrest."
When the pigs were asked what the charges
were, they oink ed that it was in connection
with the Connecticut 8 case.
T he Berkeley pigs took the Chairman directly to the San Francisco Jail which i s
some twelve miles away and across the San
Francisco Bay. The Berkeley J a il is only
a few block s away from where the arrest
took place. As this paper goes to press,
there are no details availabl e except the
fact that the Chairman of the Black Panther
Party is incarcerated in the San Francisco
Pig Pen under a federal hold.

FASCIST D.A. OUT
TO RAILROAD
CBIEF OF STAFF
Fasc ist District Attor ney Lowell
Pig Jensen is determ ined to rail roJd Black Panther Party Ch ief
of Staff , David llilli<>rd to jail.
David was with '' Li'l Bobby llutron , E ldr idge Cleaver , Char les
Bursey and Warren Wells on
.\pril 6 , 1%8 when the Oakland
Pig Dep.irtment viciously dttJ.cked
members of the Party , killing
"Li'l" Bobby and wounding El dridge Cleaver and Warren \\'ell::.
Since t his attack on the Part y
occurred , Warren Wells h.is spent
-fifteen months in jail. I le hJ.S been
through two trials (which have
failed to find him guilty) and he
is now beginning his third tr ia l.
Determined to imprison some of
the Pan_thers , the fas-cist D.. \.
succeeded in g(.!tting the jury he
wJnted for Char les Uursey's trial.
The jury was composed of white,
old, d<.!crepn, middle cl...i: s racis ts
of which the youngL'St WJS not
under forty yeJrs old. This WJS
defin ite l y not J jury of Bursey ' s
peers . DavidllilUJrdw .sfortunate

enough to escape the ha il of gun
fire and bombs leveled aga inst
the Black Panther s that night.
Now the fascist dogs of Alameda
County are trying to use their
so-called "legal mach inery" to
railroad him to pr ison. We, the
members of the Black Panther
Par ty recognize th is act ion on
the
part
of the pigs as just
another attempt to destroy and
ge t rid of the leadersh ip of the
Black Panther Party.
David wos originally charged
with assault with intent to comm it
murder and .i.ttemprcd murder . But
t he ch arges were dismissed by
the cour t. Now Pig Lowell Jensen , boorlicker for Ronald " fag got " Reagan, and J. Edgar Flatfoot I loover has resumed attempts
to railroad the Ch i<'f of Staff of
the 13lack Panther Party. The next
courl appearance for David will
be Se1nember 17, 1969.
Dync1mite

David Hilliard
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DEATH OF A PAPER GOD

by Landon Williams

Since the beginning of time, man
has been awed by the many so-called
unexplainable and uncontrollable
forces that make up the world we
live in. The mysteries of life ,
death, fire, water, the s tars and
other
natural phenomenon constantly challenges our reasoning
from birth to the grave. In their
endless search to find a meaning
for life, some men turned away
from the objective material world,
rejected all their senses and began
to seek. the answers in the world
of fantasy and spirits. The deceptive philosophy of idealism was
born and the worship and belief
in gods began. Since then everything conceivable has been worshipped as a god including evil.
The ear ly caveman fe lt that the
fire that cooked his food, warmed
his bodyandprotectedhiscavefrom
the beasts that roamed at night,
was a god, and worshipped it as
such. The ancient Greeks worshipped the sun god , Apollo, who
they thought rode across the sky
in a (laming chariot. During the
course of human development the
idea of a godhasconstantlychanged
with the values and morals of the
society . Along with the develop ment of these different gods, many
different types of worship and religious practices came into being.
To show reverence to their gods
and to gain their good wishes and
graces some people resorted to
sacrifices and everything from corn
and wine to human beings have been
sacrificed by crazed idealists, in
the names of so-called all powerful
and all knowing gods. This useless
waste of human lives is one of the
tragedies of ancient humanhistory,
but with the ending of the dark.
ages and the coming of "civilization" this senseless slaughter,
in the name of the gods, has become even more monsterous and
barbaric, For worldly power and
we a lth, supposedly pious men have
time and time again brought the
world to the brink of destruction
and a ll the while claimed to be
following the wishes of some mystical, unseen, spiritual god .

compare, cities of marble and
streets of jewel. Up until that
time the cities or the holy lands
and Jerusalem were nothing but
vague names in the Bible that no
one in Europe had thought of as
being real places for centuries.
Soon, however , after the news of
this
wealth and untold riches
r eached Europe , the Po~ of Rome
got a divine vision and together
with the greedy monarchs of Europe
launched a "holy war" to save the
holy lands . At the Pope' s calling
and in the name of God, tens of
thousands of Christian knights rallied around the cross and rode off
on the crusades. Those soldiers
of God murdered, r aped and plundered everything in their path.
For the riches of this world those
madmen who ruled Europe launched
eight such crusades of holy wars
that lasted 300 years and cost
thousands upon thousands of lives
inc luding
50,000 children lost
during the .. children crusade" in
1212 A.O.
Cortez, the butcher, left from
Spain in the 15th century and came

lbfl.l'l''

....,,

believing in the " true religion," guise of diving guidance, pushed
the Catholic Church . In checking their economic rule and exploithis shit out closely though, you tatlon a ll the way from the Atlantic
begin to see it for what it really Ocean on the east to the Pacific
was -- another
money making Ocean on the west. From the Canascheme of lhe rulers of Spain • dian border to Mexico. Numerous
It was simp ly a concentration of treaties wilh the Indians were
wealth, an elimination of compe - broken and the rulhless bourgeoisie
tition. In the dungeons of Spain , murdered nearly all the original
the head of the fam ily would be inhabitants of this land. From time
tortured until he "confessed'" that to time, different areas or land
he did not believe in the Catholic were set aside as reservations for
faith. Acts paralleledintheircruel- the lnd!ans to live on and this
ty if not in their magnitude took lying, deceitful government made
place in America during the Puri - promises to leave those lands alone.
tan and Protestant directed Salem As soon, however, as a way could
Witch I lunts. After the pseudo- be seen to make a profit off those
trial he would be branded atheist , lands, all the promises would be
guilty of heresy and his entire scrapped and the real meaning of
family would be sent to the exe- this country's national motto, "ln
cutioner to be liquidated. Then all Cod We Trust," became crystal
the property and wealth the family clear. More and more Indian land
had would be turned over to the was stolen and plundered. 1be dischurch and the state to be admln- cover y of large deposits or gold in
istered as the servants of God saw the hills spelled out the doom of
fit. The rulers of Spain lived high not only the Indian domains, but
on the hog and ruled with an iron a lso the doom of the Mexican poshand. The word of the monarchs and sessions in North America. Built
the church was law and they val- on a foundation made up of the
ued gold above human lives.
blood, sweat and mangled bodies of
In 1492, Columbus sa iled the black., red, brown, and white people
blue looking for a trading route lo the dream of the aspiring bourthe riches of India. Being a poor geolsie class was realized. The
navigator he got lost and was lucky American dollar soon had its place
____.,. enough to stumble upon the Ameri- in the sun and its gold backing
to th e new world, bringing wi th cas and thus saved himself and his could be denied by no one. The
him all lhe advantages of Euro- crew from dying of thirst and dollar was stamped with the ipean Chri st ian society. He la nded starvation. Less than 130 years dealist phrase, "In God We Trust"
in Centra l America, planted th e later in 1619, the first s laves were and the American bourgeoisieworcross, knelt to pray, a nd th en went kidnapped from Africa and brought shipped and served the dollar like
about destroying a nd plu ndering a to America to begin to build the the early Greeks worshipped the
civilization th at dated back hun- wealth that this country is based sun god.
dreds a nd hu ndr eds of years. The on. According to the crazed idealTo further ensure the backing for
Aztec empire was sacked, th e Inca ist preachers who justified it, the the dollar and its economicgrowth,
th
nd
rde
nd
I tans mu
red, a
eir gold Afric2ns had been damned by God the U.S. went beyond its borders
was blessed by th e ever present and condemnedtobeforeverslaves. and the bourgeoisieforcedtheMonpriest who traveled wi th Cortez What the good Christian slave hold- roe Doctrine on Latin America
and sent back to fill th e purses ing and the bourgeoisie classes of at the point of a gun. In books it
of the archaic rulers of Europe. America did to the African slaves, is taught that the Monroe Doctrine
As during th e crusades, all th is while serving lheir God, is without was designed to protect South
was done in th e name of God. a doubt history's most barbaric America from becoming European
At one time lhe plu nde rers of example of man"s inhumanity co colonies. This is only a half truth,
th e new world got so gr eedy until m an . Over SO million Africans a deceptive bourgeoisie smoke
th ey thr.eatened to plunge th e mon- were mui-dered in the course of screen that disappearswhenviewed
archies of Spain and Portugal into the slave trade. In 17i6, the bour- objectively. It iS true that the U.S.
war with each other over the booty. geoisie of America declared their wanted to protect South America,
The situa t ion was cooled however independence from the monarch of but the protection was for the inby the Pope when he, wi th God's England, King George and thus terest of the expanding: U.S. bourgraces, divided th e world between began the blood soaked 193 year geoisie and not for the benefit of
these two powers. The church had old history of the most false God the workers and peasants who lived
its hand in many a fllthy plot. of them all, the American dollar. there.
During the Spanish Inquisition, the
King of Spain with the help of BIRTil OF TIIE DO LLAR
religious fanatics in the church
Over the next 100 years of the
ho.ct thousands of persons sentenced
to death anddisposed of for not Amer ican bourgeoisie under the

Continued on page 21
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UNDER 11-JE SIGN OF TIIE CROSS

Around the 11th and 12th centuries,
stories of the fabulous riches and
, beJ.uty of the Moslem kingdoms of
North Africa and the near east
began to filter across Europe , which
was just beginning to crJ.wl out of
the dark ages. 111ere were tales
of go ld, silk, and diamonds beyond

II
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JOf-lN f-lUGGINS

MURDER OF SYLVESTER BELL
Friday, August 15, 1969, members of the
US Organization, headed by LeRoi Jones and
Ron Karenga, murdered Brother Sylvester
Bell of the San Diego Branch of the Black
Panther Party. Sylvester Bell is the fourth
member of the Black Panther Party to be
murdered by this so-called "Black" Organization since January 17, of this year. Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter, Deputy Minister
of Defense for Southern California, and John
Jerome Huggins, Deputy Minister of Information of Southern California were murdered
by members of the same organization on
January 17, 1969, on the UCLA campus. Lt.
John Savage was murdered by this same
organization on May 23, 1969, on the streets
of San Diego.
The murder of Sylvester Bell is a blatant
attempt to intimidate Panthers and other
wimesses now testifying in the murder trials
going on in L.A. as a result of the UCLA
assasinations. We know that these murders
are encouraged and condoned by the fascist
power structure locally and nationally in hopes
of an excuse to murder or jail more of our
Party members.
The Black Panther Party has a bond of
brotherhood and unity with all organizations
and individuals, locally and internationally
that truly serve the people. This has been

proven in practice from Berkeley to Brooklyn,
from Harlem to Algeria. These groups range
from the local Black Student Unions to Al
F.ath, from the white Chicago based Young
Patriots to the National Liberation Movem ent
on the African continent. ln s hort all revo lutionaries and progressive el ements in America, Africa, Asia, and Latin Am erica.
The Black Panther Party calls on all r evolutionary and progressive elements, Black or
White, to actively condemn Black Capitalis m
and its Lap-dog, Cultural Nationalism. We call
on all who would condemn the puppet fas cist
regime of Papa Doc in Haiti and Ky in Viet
Nam,
to likewise
condemn the federally
financed puppet regime of LeRoi Jones and
Ron Karenga, the High Priests of Cultural
Nationalism, Black Racism, and Black Fascism. This condemnation must be both in
theory and in practice. Historically, the murder
of Panthers has been a primary Job of Fascist
Pigs. We call you, all the people, and all
progressive elements of society to give murderous pigs their just treatment. As to whether
a Fascist Pig is Black, Brown, Red, Yellow,
or White is of little relative importance. As
to whether those who reap Justice on such
murderers are Black, Brown, Red, Yellow
or White is also of little relative importance.

-··---~
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Ron Karenga
Boot licking pig- -tool of the fasc ists

Le Roi Jones
Higti Priest of Cultural Nationalism
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ELDRIDGE
ON BLACK CAPITALISM

The world that we now live in is a world
designed by capitalism. Capitalism has meant
the doom of all that was human in society
and r eplaced it with naked dog-eat-dog principles of exploitation. Profit and loss under

Eldridge Cleaver
Minister of Information B. P. P.
capitalism take the place of good and bad,
The people of the world deserve and mu st
have a be tter life. This is only possible
with an end to the system that makes a
better life impossible, The capitalists have
been universally condemned by thinkers and
philosophers and by the struggling masses
who have taken up arms against capitalism

5
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all over the world, People in Asia, Africa
and Latin America have suffered under th e
international policy of capitalism known as
imperialism. Misery of the people under
capitalism is unprecedented and brutal and
more difficult to identify because, unlike
slavery, capitalism disguises itself as a natural
system that is in harmony with the laws of
nature.
Capitalism in the United States was cons eructed out of the slave labor of Black
people; out of genocide of Indians; out of
the forced labor of Chinese and the exploitation of poor Whites. The world now has
the possibility of creating a new system that
will give justice to people in the economic,
political and social realm. We have the technology to make this a reality. But this cannot
become a reality until the vicious system
of capitalism is rooted out of the planet
earth and the principles of capitalism rooted
out of the minds of men. Black people in
the United States are now being subjected
to a neo-colonialist policy under the Warden
Nixon Administration called black capitalism.
Using the slogan of "Black Power'· as a
mask for this treacherous policy, Warden
Nixon tries to torpedo the black liberation
struggle by buying off the black bourgeoisie
and other black opportunists and cultural
n ationalists who are satisfied with crumbs
from the master's table. The interest of
Black people and the interest of all oppressed
people lies in continuing the struggle against
capitalism, imperialism and racism to the
bitter end. Only by perservering in the strug gle can we give true meaning to the s logan
"ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE,"

,-0 t-fA'-T THll V,lr,NC:,VARD ON
CAMPOS, Tl-l"E \..A. Pf&S (E&t./AL
Ol'l'<l!<TVNIST ElW\PLOY!RS) H IRECD
THE 8P1NEL.ESS PRoFES~ONAL
~A"'51N, R-olJ KOKAN~

KARENGA'S
TRIGGERMEN

WALTER L. WILLIAMS
... no address given

EDDIE BRADSHAW JR .
• . . of 714 S. 471b St.

TKII \.IST OF RI-VO\JJTIONARY
8Flort1E~ ASSASSIIJ ..."Tl:D
S,, THI:: HIRE'D 6UNS Of' THE
F't>RK CHOP PIGL-E:TS IS
GROWING- 1-0NGt=:R •••

_•,•~ ·~lS.~~,PAtL:(if]

AVARICICIOUS CAPIT AUST
OF BLACK COMMUNITY
KILLS BLACK MAN
July, 1969
munlly had begun playing with the
After the murder of a Blackman kids of a white capitalist who
of Columbus Ohio back in July, runsa cleaners in the Black coma spontaneous rebellion broke out munity. The capitalist took a diswlth young Black brothers and Uke to thls, hit one of the Black
sisters striking out blindly in re- children, t',en chased them home.
venge for the murder of this Black Upon doing thls, the father of
man who lived within their own one of these children returned to
community by an avaricious white ask the capitalist about his. An
capltallst businessman.
argument broke out which ended
The
incident evolved around up with the Black man being shot
ch1ldren1 s play. It seemed that in the chest once and in the back
the children of the Black com- twice. Whtie the Black man lay

dying, this murdertng capitalist
was just getting ready to stomp
him when the Pigs rode up in
thelr pig mobile. No, they did
not handcuff him. They acted like
gentlemen to this capitallst. They
acted as a chauffeur would act
when he opens the door ga1antly
for his employer. And this goes
to show how the avaricious businessmen and the terrorist pig cops
work hand in hand.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!

DECENTRALIZATION
OF THE POLICE FORCE
The decentralization or the pig
forces in the Black colony ts one
political method of ending the control of the present fascist pig
forces in racist America who are
owned, controlled, bought and sold
by the avaricious, greedy, .:!Xplotting businessmen: the H. L.
Hunts, the DuPonts , the Fords, e tc.
The community control of police
program is being moved on by
the Black Panther Party and the
progressive people throughout the
oppressed communities in Amerlea. The B P .P ls showing the
people that we are willing to exhaust all political means to end
the fascist murder of Black people in the Black community.
Some narrow-minded pseudo-

radical politicians will come forth
with idiotic statements saying the
decentrallzatlon of the police department ls a reform program.
On the contrary, the community
control of the police is a revolutlonary, socialistic program -a workable program for the people.
To struggle to implement a revolutlonar y program such as this
one, using parliamentary procedures within this hypocritical systern, shows that the Black Panther
Party ls exhausting all peaceful
means to fulfill the Ten Point
Platform and Program of the Party.
Power to the People
T.C
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LANDON AND RORY
While 1n Denver, Colorado, I
decided to go one step further in

the struggle for our politlcal prisoners, La.1\don Wllllams and Rory
Hlthe. Even though I was told

it was an impossible mission, I
took it to the highest level, as
any Black Panther Party me mber
would do for these comrad es in-

carcera ted by this pig power structure in Denver, Colorado.
Upon arr! ving at the pig for-

tress here tn Denve r, all around
you ventures of this capitalist
society can be s een. There ls a
metropolitan airport, a paper com pany and any other a varlcious
business that can afford to
put
their people serving business
firms on that land (what a laugh).
The people know the rest.
Then you gaze off 300 yds and

red brick to brick concentration camp surrounded by a
curly nature 30 ft high barbed
wtre fenc e. And as far as security goes, you wonder If maybe this
is the great Denver Mint.
You park in a small parking
lot for approximately 20 cars and
you know right away that the y don' t
toke too many vlsiters for the
incarcerated masses of people that
are supposedly "in their care."
You then walk through a small
gate and a piggish, pig child of
fascism makes an appearance who
proceeds to demand to know your
business at "their'' establlshment
of the poor oppressed people.
After and only after stating Jt
promptly, are you allowed to go
on through where you meet two
more of the same species face
to face.
see a

RORY
Now you must remember that
Landon and Rory are allowed only
one visitor once a week. When 1n
fact there are three visiting days
in a week . And your time is
limited to 15 precious minutes
with your r evolutionary comrades.
Landon Is allowed his wife Ora
on that special visit and Rory
is allowed Omar. So when I came
as a s ister from California to
see my brother, I went through
all kinds of changes as to my
hidden identity. I had to talk dir ectly to Papa Pig of the day and
get special, ultra special treatment. I produced my plane ticket , driver's license and welfare
ca r d. After a lengthy amount of
ti me, I was granted the prlviledge
ot seetn~ Landon WUliams. When

in fact the 15 mi nute ti me Umlt
was cut to 7 1/2 minutes for me
and the same for his wife, Ora.
After going through these piggish
proced ures we gazed down a long
hallway to see two of the most
beautiful revol utlonary brothers In
the struggle. As you look at them
you wonder what has happened to
their beauttful brown complexions
that they r eceived while educating
the masses. They are now pale and
have lost a tremendous amount of
weight. But when you took harder
.into the souls of these brothers
who are s!,ll!ering at the hands
of the enemy, you see in them
a revolutionary spirit ·and hear
revoluti onary ideology . And you
know that the struggle has no
limits and wlll stop nowhere. And
all you can say is "Intensify the
struggle," so that more wUl fo(low.
Upon talking with my two com rades, I informed them of an
the up to date harassment, and
the up to date harassments and
accomplishment s
of the Part y
and its members . {For a brief
moment
they went Into s hock
upon hearing that our Minister
o! Education and Minister of Culture are getting married). I then
left so that Landon could see his
revolutionary wife for longer than
7 1/2 minutes. The brothers send
their spirit to the Party and all
message: ALL POWER TO PAPA AND
KATHLEEN
AND
PANTHER POWER TO THE VANGUARD.
Upon leaving, we went through
the same procedur es as com ing
in and once again we were on

the outs ide · of one or many of
the concentration camps. With our
names remaining on the register . We will be waiting again for
a chance to visit our comrades In
arms,
The Black Panther Party will
make the Denver and Connecticut
pigs look like the buffoon pigs
they are for bri ngi ng those tr umped
up chicken liver charges against
the revolutionary servants of the
people. And the true nature of
America's court system, her laws
and her so- called "justice" wlll
be exposed to the people.

After having given consent for
the ir church to be used for the
implementation of the Landon Williams Br eak!ast for ChildrenProgr am and the Rory Hlthe Liberation School , the Board of Directors of the High Street United
Methodist Church told Rev. Russ
Simpson that they s uppor ted the
Liberatlon School but that they
could not allow It to continue.
They could not allow it to continue because the y might lose the
support or the com munity due to
All Power to the People
the fact that the chlldren a re
taught revolutionary songs . They
Free Rory and Landon
And Get a Tighter Grip on Your do not like "0!! the Pig'', "P iggy Wlggy'', and''PlckUptheGun' ' .
Tr igger Squeeze
'It gives the church a bad image.'
The jive lying directors said that
AnnetteBroadnax
we can continue to have the break•fast program, but that the Liberation School had to be taught elsewher e.
We , the Denver Chapter of the
Black P anther Party have called
upon the people o! the Black community to com bat the repressive
attacks against the people and the
Black Panther Party. We ha ve
asked the people, the pare nts of
the children in the Liber ation
School who s upport the program to
come to a special lxlard of director s meeting this coming
Wednesday night at 8:00 p. m. We
will have our breakfast and Liberation School by any means necessary. If the people want 1t the
people shall have it. The people
will s how the directors Wednesday night who has the power. I!
the board won't go along with
the L lberatlon School being taught
in a church that ts suppos ed to
be a people's church the n the
people wlll boycott the church.
So we say, " Up against the wall;
we've come to get what's ours."
R.lght on!

LANDON

FASCIST PIGS MAKE FALSE
ARREST ON BALTIMORE
PANTHER

On July 24, 1969, at 2: 50 a.m.
or thereabout, I was heading
toward the Black Panther He:idqua rters at 1209 N. Eden Street.
As I approached the Intersection
of Olive r and Eage r Streets, I
wa s stopped by two pi gs In a pig
patrol car. One of the pigs asked
me what was that thing that I
had on my right side, and I told
him it was a machete. They as ked
me why was I carrying it, and
I said for my protection. They
again asked me the s ame questlon and my reply was the same
as befor e. I did Indicate to them
that I was carrying a good su m
of money that belonged to persons
who we r e conducting a F ree Lunch
Program for Chlldren. Then, the
big fat fascist pig (whose badge
number is 1325 ), Mazousky, told
me to go ahead where ver I was
going. So I went without questlon.
About two minutes later , as I
r eached the sidewalk, I was again
approached by the same pigs. This
tim e the younger pig whose badge
number Is 42 5, pulled the ca r
up to me and demanded ldentlflcation, which I produced. The pig
r ecor ded the information from my
identification cards and, asked me
mor e questions , like where I was
go ing, and I repeated to him my
destinati on. Then he said, that I
could not walk down the street
with the mac hete attached to my
s ide, as it was . He then told me
to take it out of its scabbard and
tu r n It ove r to him, and If I
wanted it back I could come down
to Eastern Poli ce Station. So I
ga ve 1t to him. The n with a pert
rema r k, he dema nd ed that I turn
over the machete , it s sca bbard and
the belt to whic h it was seq,ured.
I did as told, but at this time the
pig had his piece ready for me
in case I tr ied something r evolu-

As I walked across Hoffman Street
at Eden, justtwoblocksfromheadquarters, I spied the same pigs
conversing with two pigs in another
patrol car . When I r eached the
corner or Eden and Preston
Streets , tw o pigs pulled up along
side of me at a high rate of speed.
One of the cars belonged to the
pigs I had been harassed by, and
the othe r belonged to the pigs with
whom the y had conversed. They
jumped out of their cars to apprehend me, like pigs swarm inga!ter some slop deposited by a
funky farmer. They frisked me,
then called the police pig wagon.
T hey said I was guilty o! carrying
a deadly and dangerous concealed
weapon, openly with the intent to
do bodily harm to persons "unknown." While all this was hap.
pening, a brother was walking along
and I called to him, requesting that
he go to the Black Panther Office
and tell someone what was going
on. Then the pig said to the brother,"Don't you think thatthisman
should be arrested !or carrying
this thing'' The pig who made
this statement was one of the
second set of pigs who had come
to the scene. Anyway, the blood
who happened along. assisted me
as another blood brother stood by
trying to get help on the scene,
instead of listening to the pigs'
oinking.
The blood was able to arouse
the resting Panthers, and called
their Com munications Secretary
and another sister. They were up
all night calling the pi gsty for
Information concerning the brother, and passing the word on to
another chapter, and keeping a
guard on the office.
Charges were made against me
by the fascist pigs, badge numbers
425 and 1325, De Haven and Moth
1
1
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them and they drove away.
fo r mally made agains t me, at
I continued walking towards the Eastern Dist rict P ig Station, I was
headqua r ters afte r this encounter. held there until 9:00 a. m. at which

~:~:~:nZ~t. !n!: ~:a~~~t:
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time, l was arraigned before a
Judge R. Hargrove. The trial was
postponed until s uch ttme as I
was able to obtain either a court
appointed lawyer or a lawyer
working without pay for the Black
Panther Party. Judge Hargrove
then scheduled me to reappear before him the following day at
9:00 a.m . He stipulated that I
must have counsel or face a mandatory sentence. I thereafter questioned the judge as to whether I
would be allowed to defend myself.
He r epli ed that the o!fense committed by me was one that was
very serious. He said I needed
a lawyer as the sentence In such
a case could range from mandatory 6 months to 3 years according
to the degree of the offense. (offense: carrying a mac hete.)
Alter thts last reply, I was returned to my cell andlwaitedthere
until I was shipped back to Eastern
District Pig Statton to wait the
scheduled 9 :00 a.m . trial.
When trial time had long passed,
I was still without any kind of
lawyer except for a young court
appointed
lawyer. All ot her
lawers usually available to Black
Panthers were curious ly not
pr esent at the trial, even though
they were notified as to my unce rtain and perllous condltlon.
Therefore , I accepted the court
appointed lawyer.

corded all the things that were
visible and apparent to her.
Needless to say, all Panthers
here in Baltimore were aware of
what the Pigs were about to try.
But the Vanguard is never caught
napping and we are careful
to doublecheck ourselves and our
Red Books to be extra sure that
we keep abr east of the polltlcal
situations in fascist America. And
we use s uch incidents as this to
raise the revolutionary consc ious ness of the poor oppressed masses,
which in turn heightens the contradictions , clearly pointing out the
need for decentralization of the pig
department. Perhaps the verdict
was s uch only because the judge
was a Blac k man. But , again, we
r ealize that blackness is not the
criterion for a just and truthful
man, or a revolutionary.
other facts of interest in this
rare verdict case was (I) that my
bail was $1,000 dollars and (2)
that the Pigs who arrested me,
''testifying'• on behalf of the
''state,'' acted only as a profess ional Pig could and that Is
by lying. All fascist , racist pigs
lie to the people.
•
In addi tion to this fascist reaction, I later found out that $11.00
of the money I had on me at the
time had been stolen by the Pigs.
This occu:-red because I was preocc upied with counting the money
!or the free lunch program whi ch
was well over $200.00. All was
retur ned except for the $11 .00.

The "law• · ls very " clear" as
to under what circumstances carrying a weapon may be considered
a violation of the "law" . Without All Power to the
going into these " laws" real deep Free Huey and
and getting lost in the ensuing
nonsense, it would suffice to say Mahonney Kebe
that I should be fo und "not guilty'' Defense Captai n
and ' ' released," if these old es- Baltimore
ta bl1shment and fasc ist laws could
" hold water ." The verdict in my
case was a rare one ind eed. I
was found "not guilty" and r eleased.
Sis te r Reeva Dfnez White, our
Com munications Sec r eta r y, re -

All Power to the People

NEWS
FROM
DENVER

"Free Rory and Landon! Free
Rory and Landon!", was chanted
repeatedly by a s mall crowd of
people sitting on the lawn ot the
City and County Building, August
6, 1969. The chants were being
led by the young revolutionary
sisters and brothers from the
Rory Hlthe Liberation School, who
had come out to see about their
revolutionary brothers that they
love, Rory and Landon.
The demonstration, which lasted
about an hour, was preceeded by
the s is ters , and the youth from
Liberation School dr ill ing. Brother Arlando P ipkins was the keynote speaker. The brother blew
beautifull y on the three tools of
fasci sm, the need for unity and
solldarlty of the people. The br others and s is ters of the Liberation
School had no trouble following
along with what Brother Arlando
was saying because they had been
exposed to the words and the
terms before In sc hool Brother's
speech was well received by the
masses.
Also well received by the masses
was the ext r ad ition hearing, though
It Is first in our minds and deeds
People
the Ne·N York 21 that the brothers wlll be free one
way or another -- while we are
in the s tage of exalting all legal
r ights, it ls good to know that
they are making some progr ess.
It ls well know n that the Denver
pigs are asking for the people to
move on them. Well, if they don' t
free Rory and Landon, the sky
wlll be the Umlt .
All Power to the People!

-
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CONN. FASCIST PIGS
VAMP ON PANTHERS

SOSTRE
RELEASED FROM SOLITA RY CONFINMENT

ANOTHER ROUND WON
IN THE LONG PROTRACTED
STRUGGLE TO FREE MARTIN
SOSTRE
On August 11 Feder al Court Judge Mancusi of Green Haven and Attica

Cons tance Baker Motley (Southern
Distr ict state of New Yor k) signed a
prelim inary lnjunctton ordering
Martin Sost re's r elease from solitary confinement at Gr een Haven
P rison, Stormville, New York. Mr.
Sostre had been held ln sol\tary for
over a year allegedly because he
dared give legal advise and share
his law books with other Inmates.
This decis ion by Judge Motley,
the fi rst Black women to hold this
posltlon In the Southen District
court, Insures that Mr. Sostre will
re main with the regular prison populatlon pending a trial and civil aclion agalnstGovernorNelsonRockefelle r , state Commissioner of Correctlons, Paul McGinnis , and wardens Harold Follette and Vincent

Prisons respectively. The trial and
civil action -- Instituted by Mr,
Sostre while ln solitary -- raise the
claims or cruel andlnhumanpunlshment of Inmates 1n state prisons,
the denial of due process or law
and a racist conspiracy among the
defendants (l. e., Rockefeller et al).
Mr. Sostre will be represented
by two attorneys, Mrs. Kristin Booth
Glen and Mr, Victor Rabinowitz of
the New York City law firm of Rablnowttz, Boudin and standard. The
firm has been retained by the
National Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee (NECLC) in New York
City with the approv:ill of Mr. Sost:-e
and his defense committee. The
court action is scheduled tor September 30 -- Foley Square, New
York City.

SOSTRE TRANSFERRED
TO WALLKILL
On Friday, August 8 -·Ina surprise move -- Martin Sostre was
transferred from Green Haven
Prison to Wallkill Prison, Wallklll, New York. Located on theHudson, Wallkill ts a minimumsecurity-type state prison, and Mr.
Sostre Is expected to be granted
there small privileges usually accorded to other Inmates of US
prisons (which he has been denied
In the past). The prison warden,
Cha~les L. McKendrtck , not1f1edAttorney Glen ot the transfer early
Monday morning, August II.

OTHER COURT ACTIONS
Mr. Sostre's appeal of his 4Iyear
30 day sentence will be heard In
the New York State Court of Appeals
within the next month or two It ts
being handledbyMtssJoanFrankltn,
an attorney with the NAACP Legal
Department. In addition, he has an
appeal In US. Supreme Court, other
court actions In Federal Court and
a ctvtl action against U s. Attorney
General John Mitchell whlch are
all stlll pending.

FREE MARTIN
SOSTRE

On Wednesday, August 6, 1969,
Panthers fromr New York City,
Boston, and Party members from
throughout Connecticut, assembled
ln New Haven to hear the Field
Marshall ot the Black Panther
Party, Don Cox, speak at a rally.
New Haven is theintamous,tascist
llttle city in Connecticut where
one of our comrades was murdered
in cold blood and our actlng Deputy Chairman, Ericka Huggins,
and the rest ot the Connecticut
leadership of the Party were
framed and busted tor murder and
conspiracy to commit murder .
Field Marshall D.C was at the
rally to tell the people that Panthers do not murder their own
comrades and that the bust of our
Connecticut leadership was a fascistic attempt by the pig power
structure to destroy the leadership
and organization of the Black Panther Party. These attacks on the
Panthers, which are going on all
across the country, have been
unsuccessful in destroying our
leadership and organization. In
fact, we have grown stronger.
Panthers arrived about 50
strong. There were about 500 people at the rally, of which at least
a third were pigs. There were all
kinds of pigs at the rally, In different types ot uniforms. There
were police chiefs from other
areas with gold braids dangUng
from everywhere . Clusters of
plainclothsmen
(pigs out of
uniform) were all over the place;
hanging on the outskirts, staked
out on corners, across the street,
and upstairs In buildings with all
types ot elaborate telephonic
equipment and cameras taking
pictures. It was a pig rally and
Field Marshal D. C talked about
the pigs a little taste.
After the rally, the Panthers
immediately left the green (park)
and returned to the Panther crib.
The Field Mar:shall decided to re-

turn to New York City that night,
but the Boston Defense Captain,
Douglas Miranda, decided to stay
overnight because oneotthebrothers from Boston was sick with a
cold. As the car returning to New
York stopped at a gasoline station en route to the Connecticut
Turnpike, "it just so happened
that a police van was parked across the street." As soon as the
pig recognized the car, he got
on his telephone and within 60
seconds, 3 pig cars were at the
gas station. The Panthers made
it to the Turnpike and drove, without being followed back to New
York .
The following morning, we received information from Connecticut that Douglas Miranda and the
r est of the brothers and sisters
from Boston were vamped on by
the pigs. They were charged with
stealing a car, Interstate travel
In a stolen car and conspiracy to
steal the car. According to the
information we received, the car
the Boston Panthers were driving
was allegedly rented on a stolen
credit card. Sister Ida Walston,
the driver or the car ts being
being charged with the actual theft
of the car and is being held on
$100,000.00 ball. Douglas Miranda
and Lt. of Information John Cheetum, are being held on $15,000.00
each. Dave Quick ts being held on
$5,000.00 ba.11 and Wllltam Jackson ls being held in Ueu of $7,500.00
ball.

The FBI had spotted the car
at 760 Orchard Street, New Haven,
Connecticut, which ls a known Panther crib. The car had been seen
at the rally the day before and it
was known by the pigs that Panthers from California and Boston
were in New Haven. It was also
known that Douglas Miranda was
the Defense Captain from Boston
and that John Cheetum was Lt.
ot Information. After further In-

vestlgating, it was learned that
the pigs were looking for somebody else, besides those captured.
All or the arrested Panthers
except Sister Ida, whose ball ls
$100,000.00, were balled out of
jail, not before the sadistic fascis t
pigs got their thlng oft by shaving
the Incarcerated brothers' heads.
The pigs, with their comic book ·
mentality, were probablycaughtup
in the table ot Samson and thought
they were sapping the brothers of
their revolutionary strength. The
Black Panther Party relates to a
"unity of wlll" and we relate very
heavily to what Chairman Mao
says:
"I hold that It ts bad as tar
as we are concerned 1t a person,
a political party, an army (the
Black Panther Party) or a school
is not attacked by the enemy, tor
in that case it would definitely
mean that we have SWlk to the
level ot the enemy. It ts good U
we are attacked by the enemy,
since 1t proves that we have drawn
a clear line or dema rcation between the enemy and ourselves.
It ls stm better 1! the enemy
paints us as utterly black and without a single virtue; it demonstrates
that we have not only drawn a clear
line of demarcation between the
enemy and ourselves but achieved
a great deal In our work." (Chairman Mao, the Red Book)
Vamping on Panthers on such
absurd and ridiculous pretense will
not destroy the Black Panther
Party and cutti ng off brothers• ..
naturals wm definitely not sap
them
of their revolutionary
str ength. Right on ..•
Free Huey
Free the N.Y Panther 21
Free the Connecticut Leadership
Free All Polltlcal Prisoners
Zayd
Black Panther Party
2026 7th Ave.
New York City

AVARICIOUS
EXPLOITER
WITHDRAWS CLAWS
When she saw an ad in the
newspapers saying, "Three rooms
carpeted for the price of one,"
a sister contacted Carpet Discount
on 2272 Mission St. tor the purpose ot having her rooms carpeted.
Upon seeing a potentlal victim,
the avaricious exploiter started to
see dollar signs, and with his ambiguous rhetoric, the sister agreed
Inadvertently to let this capitalist
sink tn his claws. Arter hlslackeys appraised the sister's rooms,
they came up with an $800 price.
The appraisal dutered from that of
the ad, but the sister reluctantly
went ahead , unknowingly playing
into the claws otthe avaricious ex- l
plotter who was t rying to expand
his business by exploiting the
people. He demanded a down payment and the sister paid him $92. 50
on July 3, 1969 and seven days
later she paid him $5(1.00 more.
Then they overtly attempted to
steal the sister's money under
the guise that her credit didn't
go through. The sister was not
going for that and she started
seeking legal help because this
exploiter, this enemy ot the
people, this avaricious pig didn't
want to return her money . There
was no meaningful response from
other a venues. So s he called the
Black Panther Party to assist her
In getting her money returned from

C

(

GREEDY CARPET STORE IN SAN FRANCISCO
Carpet DtscoWlt Co. at 2272
Mission street,San Franclsco, The
Panthers started investigating and
making contact by dealing with the
actual conditions using dialectical
materialism. The s ister recovered
her money, and turther investt.
gallon revealed from the Belter
Business Bureau that this capt-

tallst had several complaints filed
aga.lnst his company by the people.
Stop this avaricious businessman
from exploiting the people. Drive
him out ot our community by any
means necessary!
All Power to the People
Fred Bennett
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ISOLATION
WITHIN
ISOLATION

CHARLES BURSEY
POLITICAL PRISONER

A
YEAR
AFTER

I

I

I

Editor's Note:
This article is reprinted from

the May 18, 1968 issue of the Black
Panther. The article was written
by Brother Charles Bursey, Slack
Panther and political prisoner,
while he was incarcer,Hed in the
Alameda County Jail in Oakland,
California.
Since
that
time,
Charles had been out on bail until August 7, 1969. On that day,
Charles Burs..;.y was convicted by
a fascist court on the decision of
a fascist Jury.
He was convicted of two counts

of attempted murder andtwocouncs
of assault with intent to commit
murder, stemming from the attack
on the Black Panther
members April 6, 1968, in which
"Li' l Bobby Hutton was murdered
by the fascist Oakland Pigs.

Charles Bursey is a black political prisoner in the Alameda
County Jail, Oak land, California.
Although he is physically impris oned, his spirit is out . Even though
he was sick, he took time to write
us and show all of us what's hap pening in there:
I w:lS sitting in the bullpen, and
l was concerned about not seeing
a doctor on the morning of April
2·1th . \\11en an officer pas s ed by,
I said, "Officer", but he kept
on walking, so I said "Okay" and
then he came back and took me to
the hole and made me take off all
my clothes . TI1e offic er took the
matrress outside and locked rhe
door. That night they brought me

and put me in the hospital tank
where I spent the night.
/
The next day they put me back
on the same diet and tried to put
/
me back in the hold, but someone
/
called the doctor, and the doctor
told them to leave me out.
About 6:30 a.m. on the 29th an
officer came and told me that
me the mattress back .
the same time and so I did . I was Lt. Smith was in charge and he
The next morning on the 25th, still nude when they put me back said for me to go to the hole, so
they came back about 6:00 a.m. in the ho le . Around 12:30 or 1:00 I went . l stayed there for about
and took the blanket and mattress. p.m., they brought some more of 45 minutes when I started to get
I was in the hole in the nude. 1 the mushlike stuff, and I asked the same feeling. l covered my
asked the officer for something them to cake it back . That night head and layed down. I called
for my cold,andhesaidthat I would around 6:30 or 7:00 p.m . they for about 15 minutes b;.1t no one
have to wait until the next day. l brought me some water and gave came. The feeling was beginning
asked for some aspirin, and he me the mattress.
to increase. So I asked Wade to
said ''no'' and slammed the door.
Around 5:30 or 6:00 a.m. the call, and I heard him call twice
and slammed the door. They came next morning, they came and took before I passed out . The next
back in about an hour with one the matrress out. About 7:30 they thing I knew I was in High land
half a dixie cup of something that brought me some more of that again with handcuffs on my hands
looked like corn m~al mush that scuff; I told them to cake it back. and feet. My left hand had a
no one could eat , and I lOld them Th is is the morning of the 27th. cut from handcuffs. The doctor
to take
it back. About 12 :30
Around 12:30 or 1:00 p.m., I to ld me and an officer that my
or 1:00 p.m ., they came back with started to feel the walls closing condition was the same as before.
some green mush lookingstuff , and in on me. l called for the of- The officer to ld the doctor how I
I ate a spoonful and threw it up, ficer
and the feeling kept on had been acting and the doctor
so I told them to cake It back coming. I asked Wade (another ca lled U. Smi th after he found out
because it made me sicker than brother being held) to call them what had happened the firs t time.
1 already was.
for me. The feeling kept growing . The doctor gave me a prescription
About 5:00 or 6:00 p.m ., on the I heard Wade call them two or to be filled and taken with my
25th , they took me downstairs to three times. TI1efeelingkeptgrow - . other medicines. They put me
another hole chat was bare with Ing and I layed down on the floor back in the tank.
a hole in the floor for a toilet. and passed out. TI1e next thing
The next day they put me back
I was still in the nude, and the I knew, I was at l ligh land Jlos - in tank A. I was supposed to see
hole was cold. They did not bring pJtal with handcuffs on my ankles. a doctor on May 2, 1968 , but this
me any water that night. They The doct0r said it was a psycho was changed to the 6th of May .
brought me one-half of a corn thing. They left two officers there I d id not get my medicine that
up matrress and d1ree torn blan - to observe me for five hours, and the doctor had ordered on April
kets about 7:30 or 8:00 p.m. that then took me back to jail with 29th until 5:30 on May 2nd. Twice
night.
some medicine to take.
on the 30th of April, I did not
On the 26th, in the mo:-ning,
Back in jail about 10:00 p.m. get my medicine, and I did not
about 0:00 a.m .. they came and the officer said my sei:.wre lasted get it on the afternoon of May
took one blanket and the mdttress. from 2:10 to 2:50 p.m. and that 2nd . I ran out of medicine on May
I chen asked to see the doctor, it was real bad. He told me that 4th , and none of the officers wou ld
and the officerssaidtheywouldtell I had to go back to the hole , that get me a refill. They have really
him that. .\.round 10:30 or 11:00 Lt. Smith ordered it. So i stripped been giving me the run around,
a.m., the doctor came, and I told off my things and went back in, .\].most every day I have to rehim about the cold and s inus prob- but in about 15 to 20 minutes I mind them to give me my medilern chat I had had for about two had the same feeling again. I cation .
weeks . He gave me five penicillin called out, and after about 5
pills and four more pills to take at minutes, the officers came back Ch..irles Bursey

Charles Bursey, as of August
7, 1%9, is back in Alameda County
Jail, Oakland, California, as a
result of his trial concerning the
April 6th incident of last year.
He is not in the hole ,m, but
he has already suffered two seizures. The pigs in charge would
not let the doctor l sent up there
give Charles any medicine. It was
only after prolonged arguments
that the doctor was permitted to
see him at all.
Within the last week Charles has
developed a boil on his groin and
asked to see a doctor. The doctor
on call there, Morris (a Black
doctor), refused to see him. lie
said that Charles•'causedhim coo
much rrouble." Even if the doc tor had consented to see him , it
has to be approved by Pig Lieutenant Smith or a pig captain who
know nothing about the seriousness
of Charles' case and wouldn ' t care
less if he died in their pig pen.
This is just one example of how
the inmates at Alameda County
Jail have been treated. And the
pigs wUl continue to treat them
this way .
After being served peanut butter sa ndwiches and tang for din ner the inmates scarred a food
strike last Wednesday , August 13th.
The strike will end Thursday,
August 21st with no positive resu lts .
It wuu ld be much appr eciated if
you would write letter s to the
fasc ist pigs of Alameda County
Jail to protest these atrocious
conditions , especa illy the food.
Write to:
Alameda County Jail
1225 Fallon
Oakland, California
10th Floor
A 11 Power to the People I
Free Charles Bursey!
Free All Political Prisoners!
Shellie Bursey

I
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TBE BLACK
PANTHERS

Black Panther Party is the people's
THE
party. We are fundamentally interested in
one thing, that is, freeing all people from all
forms of slavery in order that every man will
be his own master.
At present men are engaged in a struggle
for self-determination on both an ethnic and
an international level. People everywhere want
to eliminate the slave master in order to gain
sacred freedom. People must be involved in
this struggle so as to control th!.:! decisions that
effect them. A basic tenet of this struggle and
its object also, is the principle that things we
all commonly use and commonly need should
be commonly owned. In other words, the people should collectively decide exactly what
they need and they should share fully in the
wealth they produce. To this end the whole
administration of the government should be
subject to the dictates of the people, something
that doesn't occur in present capitalistic society. Jf the needs of the people arc neither
being met by the present form of government
administration nor by the present economic
philosophy we call capitalism, both should be
replaced.
The Black Panther Party feels that the pres-

ent govemmcnt and its subsidiarj, institutions
arc illegitimate because they fail to relate to
the people and they fail to meet the needs of
the people. Therefore, they have no right to
exist. The Black Panther Party feels that in
the interest of the people's new institutions,
both political and economic, should be established, and that the old institutions should
disappear.
There is no excuse in our modern times, with
the technology that exists in America, for people to be without the basic necessities of life,
to say nothing of the psychological state man
needs for day to day living.
Black people hav(• been oppressed for so
long that we have forgotten how to make decisions. \Ve suffer from what psychology calls
"fixation." \Ve have done the same things over
and over again. Even if no gratification whatsoever results from that activity, we still go
along with the outmoded values, which are in
strict contradiction to our very existence simply· because we have been programmed, indoctrinated and totally stripped of our dignity.
In America the true basis of creativity is suppressed. Returning to my basic premise, the
value of ri1an, the purpose of man is to be free
and to engage in productive creativity. This is
the freedom we are talking about; this is the
freedom that makes life worth living.
The time has come for black people to start
making decisions that affect their lives. While
this may seem like an easy thing to do, it isn't.
A man living in modem society is affected both
by his relationship to production ( and consumption), and his relationship to other men.
Black people have largely been excluded from
a significant relationship to production and
have suffered from inadequate participation in
consumption.
In addition, their relationship to other men
has resulted in social, as well as economic,
oppression. These external conditions have
produced internal states. That is, the explanations offered by society for the external conditions have become internalized, tJms preventing black people from exercising both physical
and mental mobility. Freud realized that men
become; ill when they feel they have no control
over their lives. So, to free man from these
forces, he evolved psychoanalysis which attempts to make man aware of those internal
states which inAuence his behavior. The assumption of psychoanalysis is that once man
is aware of these subconscious, forces, he can
take the first steps toward controlling them,
and these steps are the initial steps toward
freedom. And it is .this type of freedom the
Black Panther Party is seeking.
The truth, the hard truth which all people,
whether black or white, must understand is
that the capitalistic system functions for the
benefit of the owners of production, whether
it be classical capitalism, state capitalism or
monopoly capitalism. The function of production is to produce controlled distribution that
produces profits. ,vhatevcr good comes from
production is coincidental. In other words,
production does not exist for the benefit of the
people, but only for the producers. Thus, man
is a tool; he is used to produce and he is used
to dispose of the products of production. ,vhen
he foils to produce or dispose, he is considered
a counter-productive member of society. But
a stigma attaches to those on welfare. It is as
if they were enemies of the state.
The ultimate form of capitalism, which is
-.vhat we have in America today, exists where
a small group of men has another and larger
group of men emlaved simply for profit. ,vhat
is missing in this systC'm is th(' production of
goods ( and provision of services) based upon
the needs of the people, and not for profit-

BY HUEY P. NEWTON
making purposes. Also, in this system, the
masses of the people do not participate in the
decisions as to what products shall be produced, what services offered, or where either
are to be distributed. This makes for unequal
distribution, which in turn makes for suffering
and privation for millions of p<'oplc.
Production of goods, and their consumption,
fonns the basis of modem social relations. J lewho controls production and consumption controls everyone in society. Because private ownership of the means of production has such a
great effect upon all people it must be destroyed. Everyone has to live, and in order to
live he has to produce. But in a capitalistic society he never produces for use. Ile always
produces for profit, and this is a slave situation.
It is a historical fact that blacks were
brought to this country for the profit of the
ruling class which at the time were landowners. They needed someone to till the soil
and grow profitable crops. Today we have
shifted from an agrarian economy to a goodsproduction economy. But the same relationships exist between the private owner and the
worker. Nothing has changed. Therefore, for
the working people to be free, they must seize
control of the means of production.
All members of the working classes must
seize the means of production. This, naturally,
includes black people. But as I said before, to
do this we must become psychologically free
so that we can he fully capable of m<'aningful
self-determination. Capitalism deprives us all
of self-determination. Only in the context of socialism can men practice the self-determination
necessary to provide for their freedom. This is
the ultimate objective of the Black PanthCr
Party. ,ve arc attempting to transform an
oppressive ca!_"'italistic society into a socialistic
society in which each man shall participate in
the decisions that affect his life, thus making
him free.
There. Ure steps that will lead to that society. The Black Panther
Party recognizes that blacks are in a unique position in America.
Because of our heritage, we arc the one naticinal minority that has
always been deprived of all freedom in determining our destiny.
We now demand to be free to structure our own communities so
that we can determine the institutions of the community that will
perpetuate our culture.
The Black Panther Party believes that in order for ethnic
minorities to be free, we will have to have administrators who
are responsive to the needs and desires of the people. They will be
in office solely for the purpose of answering those needs, and the
people will be in a position to make the final decision of what will
be done.
In a cal_Jitalistic society, the capitalist is not interested in a
national minority because it has no profit value to him. Black
people can only begin to experience self-determination when the
profit motive Dehind production disappears. That is why selfdetermination can only work in a socialistic con text. We realize
that not only are blacks kept in a slave condition, all persons in this
country are essentially in that condition. In order for us to become
free, all citizens will have to be free.
There are divisions in the black commu nity that impede the
path to self-determination and freedom. One of these divisions
is between cultural nationalists and revolutionary nationalists.
The cultural nationalist seeks refuge by retreating to some
ancient African behavior and culture, and he refuses to take into
consideration those forces that are acting both on his own group
and on the world as a whole. The revolutionary nationalist sees
that there is no hope for cultural or individual expression, or even
hope that his people can ex ist as a unique entity in a complex
whole as long as the bureaucratic capitalist is in control.
The Black Panthers are revolutionary nationalists. We do not
believe that it is necessary to go back to the culture of 11th century Africa. ln reality, we must deal with the dynamic present in
order to forge a progressive future. ,ve feel no need to retreat to
the past, although we respect our African hcritag('. The things
that arc uspfuJ in the African herit;.gc \\'C will use to deal with the

continued on next paqe
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THE BLACK PANTHERS
fo rces that arc working on us today. T hose' things that are outdatC'd, that a rc antique, we will look upo n with respect, and a fact
of our heritagt·, but not as the ba:.is for a pattern of behavior to
fol low in th<.' prcs<.'nt time.
The r<.'volutionary n,ltionalist rt•spects people, p:lrtic ul arly the
oppn•SS(.'d people, everywlw re and he rea li zes all ml'n's com mon
struggll' for fn.·<.'dom. And this is what the Black Panther Party
is primari ly interested in.
Thl're i, another divi'>ion amonp; us, one that the new adm inistration undt'f Hichard 1\'h.on is trying to widen. It is a crud
divi:.ion and a ho,tx perpdrat:.d on many sincC' re but misg uided
black pC'ople who sti ll bdicvt· they can find their freedom and
security in the capita lht sy'ilem. The ta lk today is for a type of
black capitali-.m to paralld white capitalism. ( ls this a return to
separat<.' b ut equa l institutions?) A part of the black b..ourgeoisic
seems to be committed to developing, or attempting to develop,
a form of capitalism within the black community, or the black
colony as WC' call it. As far as the masses are concerned it would
merely be trading one maste r for another. A small group of blacks
would co~1trol our destiny if this dl'velopmcnt came to pass.
Such a notion is reminiscent of ou r earlier history when we had
black slave masters. A small pe rcentage of the blacks owned
slaves; they were our first black bourgeoisie. \Vhat we have tod,ty
are their spiritual descendants. And just as the earlier black slave
holders fai led to alleviate thP suffl'fing of their slaves, so today
the black cap it,1lists t those few in existence) do nothing to alleviate the suffl'ring of their oppressed black brothers.
But in a greater sense, black capi talism is a hoax. Black capitalism is rep resented as a great step toward black libera tion. It
isn't. It is a giant stride au;ay fro m liberation. No black cap italist
can function unless he plays the white man's game. Worse still,
while the black capita list wa nts to think he functions on his own
terms, he doesn't. He is always subject to the whi ms of the white
capitalbt. The rules of black cap italism, and the limits of black .

r

"'~npit; lism are set by the white power structure.
As a matter of fact, there can b(' no real black capitalism because no blacks control the means of production. All blacks can
do is have illusions. Th<'y can dream of the: day when they might
share ownership of the means of production. But tlw re is no free
entcrprisl' in Amniea. \VC' have monopoly eapitaJi.,m which is a
clos<.·d socidy of white industrialists and their protectors, white
politicians in \.Vashington.
\Vhile strictly speaking there ca n be no black capitalism, there
is a black bourgeobie mack up primarily of black professionals
and small bmirn:ss operators. All , regardless of \\'t•nlth or accomplishnwnt, are .. uhjt'C't to and controlled by the indu'>lriali\tS.
Still, within the black community th<'re is something of a close
rC'latiomhip between all black people, rl'gardkss of class or posi~
tion , bt'(·au'ie of raci~m in this country. It \\·ould be in tht· interest
of th<· black houq.~l•oi .. it• to eliminate racism in ordn to t·nhance
their pro.,1wt:ts, hut raci,m cannot lw eliminated until c,1pitalism
b dimin,1t1 ·d. Jii .. torically racism, in the contl',t of cl('vt·loping
c,1 pitalism, pro, id<'d tlw surplus cnpi tal that allowed Am<'ri<.:an
capitali .. m to b(•comt· tht' momter it i, toda~·. llad\m i-; .,till bcli(·ved to be: a profitable and t'',St"ntial in!!;n•di t"n t of capit,ili\tll.
In our socidy raci .. m is linkt·d to t·ap itali\nl. Only by eliminating
C'apitalism .ind .. ub... tituline; for it ~od,lli..m ,, ill black 1wopl<', oil
bL1ck pcoplt', b1· able lo pr,KtiC'l· wlf-cldt'nnination and thus
achiC'n· fr('cdom. Fre('(lom mt·,111., tlw C'nd or t"\ploitation, 'iOtnt'·
thing WC' h,1n· ...,u/lt·n·d lrolll for eenturi('.\. ,\nd \\'h('n th<' Black
Panther Party call., for fr<'t"dom, it me;ltls fn·t'dom iw,d
A capitali, tic socidy c,rn l''i"t only on thC' ba.,i-; of a war
economy, with its built-in oh.,olc.',(:c·nce ,llld artificially .\timubted
demands for p:rt'ater production. The Yictims of thb capit,1Ji.,tic
m·e('.\.\ily an.• tJw black p<'oplc •. Our pt'oph: are the mo'it drafted
:rnd the mo .. t kill('d; it is our contributio n toward tht' pn·\t·n•:1tion
of c::1pit,1lism. In peace \\'l' an• capitafom's ,·ictirm, and in wa r we
arc: its vict ims. Could anythin~ h<' more ha rmful tom ns a pl'oplc
and as individua ls th an to ., trivt' fo r the success of <.·ap itali . . m?

\Vhat black ma n wa nts to d ie in defense of a sys tem that denies
him justice? What black man wa nts to support an economic
sys tem th at forces his black brother to go to distant lands to kill
and be killed? It is litNall y a case of black men sending other
black men to thei r dea ths so that white men can have bigger
profi ts.
TI1e Panther Community Progra m is attem pting to spur the
community into action, creati ve action, to regain the dignity of
the peopl e. We join the struggle of any and all oppressed people
all over the w.orl d, as well as in this country, rega rdless of color,
who arc attem pting to ga in freedom and dignity. These arc the
rights of man, and not of any particular group. ln some ways, the
Panthers arc li ke the psychotherapist in th at we arc trying to make
the people well agai n. The people have been made ill by the
fo rces of oppress ive cap italism that have kept them in a position
of servitude. The first thi ng we have to do is make the people
awa re of these fo rces that fo r so long see med beyond their reach,
or control, or understanding. The ruli ng class has indoc trin ated
us for so long that we have in ternali zed certain behavior patterns

which they want us to have and which we mistakenl y think are
part of our natural selves. They are not. If we are to be free from
economic and social slavery, we must first gain control of our inner
selves before we can begin to change the external circumstances
of our lives.
Th e Panther's educational program in the community tries to
expose the forces that have shaped our past and our present. On
the sociological level we agree with Marx that outside forces
co ntrol man's behavior patterns, and th at he will be oppressed
until he can control them and can act in his own best interest.
W e are not alone in our struggle for freedom. Young whites are
beg inn ing to realize more and more each day that they are not
free. They have become very angry because the ideas with which
they have been indoctrinated have turned out to be lies. They arc
told that they are free, yet when they try to crea te and manifes t
a new form of decision-making on the college campuses they are
arres ted and so me arc even shot down.
The capitalist ruling class ca nnot tolerate any ch allenge from
the peop le. If the people once d iscove r that they arc not truly free,
they will seek the freedom they lack, thus threatening th e existence of the rul ing class. In reprisal th e ruling class wilf use any
means to put down the people.
Today in some wh ite communities people are suffering from
the same repression tha t we in the black community suffer. T he
same forces are there-the police, the National Guard and sometimes even the Reg ul ar Anny. This will continue to happen time
and again in the coming years, thus fo rming a basis fo r unity
between th e peoples of both the black and white communities.
Not only are we com ing together in unity in this coun try, we are
all part of the international brotherhood of oppressed people.
People all over the world sec that their enemy is American imperialism. In Vietnam, one example among many, the people, that
is, the National Liberation F ront, insist on determining their own
destiny. Jn the pursuit of that goal they will give up their lives
ra ther than forgo the purs uit of freedo m that every man deserves.
-- The Panthers stand with the Vietnamese people, and people
everywhere, who arc attempting to determ ine their own destin ies.
T he Panthers are being harassed, persec uted and kill ed across
the country because we know the truth of our society and we arc
trying to pass the tru th on to the people. O nce the people grasp
the reality of what we are saying, the ru li ng class will no longer
be able to resis t the uprising of the oppressed people. The people
of the world arc no longer wi ll ing to be slaves. The ruling class,
of course, is fighting desperately to remai n in control.
Unti l we achieve the freedom we all want, this country w ill be
in a state of chaos. ft will suffer revolts and eventually revolu tion.
But the peoples' needs arc greater than those of the ru li ng class.
And their wi ll is stronger than that of the ruling class. Man, once
awakened to the truth that freedom from oppress ion and freedo m
to engage in p roductive creativity arc with in his grasp, will never
remain content to be a slave.

,
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DENVER PRESS CONFERENCE :
BIG MAN SPEAKS TO UNIVERSITY OF
COLORADO U.S. STUDENT PRESS CONGRESS
August 12, 1969.
I have been asked to come here
and hold this press conference by
the United States Student Press

Association. I was told that my
subject was to be open; so, I can
think of no subject more important
than the fact that the Colorado
detachment of Nixon• s fascist
r egime has kidnapped two or our
comrades. The comrades of which
I speak are Landon wnuams and
Rory Hithe, who are being held
here in Den ver without bail. What
I'm

saying Js

that Landon and

Rory are being held as polttl cal

prisoners by the most reactionary fascist country the world has
ever seen. The action taken by
the fascist Colorado pigs and the

higher level F. B I pigs ts part
and partial of "Tricky" Dlck Nix-

on's overt conspiracy to destroy
the Black Panther Party. Our offices are attacked continually; our
newspapers, office equipment, and
food used for our Breakfast for
r.:::hlldren Program are the main

targets for destruction. With Nixon
in control, J. Edgar Hoover has

been given the freedom to do all
the things in the open that he
has done under cover for so many
years.
Their attempts to destroy the
Black Panther Party are in fact
due to the very sharp contradictlons that are being exposed by
the Party through its pracUce.
Contradlctlons began toarisewhen
the Black Panther Party began to
feed over Hfteen thOusand chtldren fre e breakfast every morning
before school, when the Party
began to Implement free medical
cUnics, and when the Part y went
forth to educate and make coalitlons wtth dUferent organizations
based on a class position. The
Black Panther Party has formed
meaningful coalitions with organizations such as the Young Patriots who prove through their
practice to be revolutionary. The
Young Patriots have come to
understand that the struggle Ir

America ls a class struggle rather
than a race struggle.
Landon and Rory were Instrumental in the Instituting of the
Partyts programs as were some
forty odd Panthers who are locked
up in jails across this cou.-itry on
trumped-up charges. Twenty-one
others have been murdered.
So, in conclusion, l wUl just say
to those people involved in the
news media, if you ever break the i
bonds or Iles and misinformation ,
upon which your wages depend, you
can begin to clean up your hand
by exposing the three levels or
oppression (the avaricious businessman, the demagogic politician,
the fascist pig cop) for what they

~~;~ct/;to~{t~"ALLPOWER BIG MAN, EDITOR OF Tf-lE BLACK PANT~ER
Big Man
Managing Editor
Black Panther Newspaper

THE CONSPIRACY EIGHT
GETTING READY FOR
CHICAGO TRIAL
CHICAGO (LNS) -- The coercive
machinery or nationwide political
r e pression 1s hi gh-powered and
well-tooled. The use of law s which
blatantly restrict the basic precepts
or Consututlonal democracy -- the
abstract _ freedoms of speech,
press and assembly -- ls constantly growing.
While a frame-up on non-polltlcal
charges (from possession of marijuana to trespassing) ls stlll the most
frequent form of repression, the
government ls now turning to more
direct methods of sllencing its opposition.
The anti-riot section of the 1968
Civil Rights Act permits the federal
government to throw any radical or
movement organizer into jail for five
years lf he so much as discusses a
planned demonstration or rally with
two or mor e people.
In Its first run, the government is
trying to pin the responsibllty for
the police riot ln Chicago during last
August's Democratic Convention on
the shoulders of eight "key" movement people -- Rennie Davis, Dave
Dellinger, John Frolnes, Tom Hayden,
Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, Bobby
Seale and Lee Welner. If convicted,
the eight men face up to ten years
in jail and up to $20,000 per defendant In fines.
The conspirators make rather
strange bedfellows, representlng
widely dl!Cerent points of view within
the movement. Three of the men were
leaders of the National Moblllz.atton
Committee to End the War in Vietnam,
a coalition of radicals and liberals
which called for large demonstrations
outside the convention. They are: Dave
Dellinger, whose pacifist id~ologyput
him in jail during World War 11;
Tom Hayden, one of the leaders at
the Port Huron Conference which
founded SOS seven years ago, though
he hasn't been active inside SDS In
recent times; and Rennie Davis, an
urban-community organizer.

The chief promoters of the Ylpple
media myth, Abbie Hoffman arid Jerry
Rubin, are perhaps more glamorous
defendants than the Mobe organizers.
Abbie and Jerry are the personl!icaUon of everything Chicago's Mayor
Daley finds disgusting. They devote
most of their energies to no-holdsbarred spur-of-the-moment theater
-- street theater in the streets and
theater of the absurd in Congressional
committee meetings -- a tactic which
obviously disturbs the government even though It does not involve a disciplined revolutionary organization.
John Froines and Lee Welner are
university radicals. John ls an assistant professor of chemistry at the University of Oregon and Lee Is a research assistant at Northwestern
University in Chicago.While the government's attack on Frotnes and
Weiner ls somewhat mysterious because they are so much more obscure than the other defendants, certainly the most amazing Indictment ls
that of Black Panther Party Chairman
Bobby Seale. The megittmacy of
Seale' s indictment Is even clearer
considering the fact that he spent less
than four hours in Chicago during
Convention Week -· to deliver two
speeches, which bore no clear relation to any other action.
In order to keep the offensive, the

~f

~~ff~te •;;o~~f~~:~o~~;~ehra1~~•~la~~
the Conspiracy. They do not plan to
s it quietly untll their trial starts on
or about September 24. So Car the
Conspiracy's
lawyers - - Charles
Garry, BUI Kunstler, Lennie Weinglass, Mike Tigar, Mike Kennedy and
Jerrv Lefcourt -· have conducted a
fruitless campaign or court motions
to force some semblace or due process out of the U S. government.
The presiding judge assigned to
the Conspiracy trial is Judge Julius
Hoffman, often called Mr. Magoo for
his startling resemblance to the General Electric Company" s near -sighted

mascot. , Judge Magoo ls 74 years
old and many Conspiracy staff members are making bets that he won't
live past the trial. His wUe Is a major stock-holder in a corporation
which makes gadgets for the Vietnam
war, and, not surprisingly, he hasa record of giving draft resisters and
other ' 1 subversives'' the harshest penalties permitted by law.
Arter three costly delays, Magoo
decided not to rule on a defense
motion for the release of Ulegal wiretap records the government read.Uy
admits to having. The reason? The
motion was of such a heavy nature
that Magoo felt he could not possibly rule on It until after the trial
was over. Conspirator Abbie Hoffman
retaliated with a claim that he ls
Judge Hoffman's illegitimate nephew,
but Magoo was unmoved.
Another figure in the kangaroo court
is the prosecutor, U S. District
Attorney Thomas Foran, a Democrat who suddenly started working to
build a go-getter, gang-buster image
a couple of months ago when he realized that Nixon might decide to replace him. His assistant, Richard
Schultz, sees the trial as an apocalypse: convict the Eight and save
the Nation!
The Conspiracy staff has been cooperating with students for a Demo•
cratlc Society (SOS) in plans for a
national action in the fall. The main
slogan for that action is "Bring the
War Home!" -- a new and more intense phase in the struggle against
U.S. imperlallsm.
The action is scheduled for October
8 through 11, centeri nginChicagowith
support actions throughout lh.e country. On Friday, October 10, therewill
be a march on the Federal Building
to protest the Conspi racy trial. The
following day, a massive march will
be held to call for the withdrawal
of all U.S. troops from Vietnam .
The laws under which the E.ight
have been indicted may well surface

again in the government's drive to
crush the national action. The Thurmond Amendment to the 1968 Civil
Rights Act makes 1t lllegal to cross
state lines or use interstate commerce (such as mail, telephone, television and other communications)
with the intent to "incite, organize,
promote, encourage, participate in,
or carry on a riot." A riot ls defined as an act or threat of vtolence by one person in a group of
three or more. The key word is
"intent" -- a riot need never occur.
Thought-crimes are already on the
books!
Another of Attorney General John
Mitchell's chief weapons in stifling
the government's opponents Is the
Long Amendment to the same act.
This amendment -- Louisiana Senator
Russell Long's contribution to the
jurisprudence of repression-- makes
it a felony to make any effort to
get in the way of any cop who is
going about his "business." Combine
that one with the conspiracy law s
which makes it illegal for two or
more people to "agree" on an illegal plan, even lf they never make an
illegal move, and you have a11 the
necessary machinery for a police
state.
The Conspiracy refuses to make the
trial a matter of r,.pologelic technicalltles. Abbie Hoffman says, "We
aren't playing games. This is the biggest political trial of the century."
The Conspiracy has available a variety of Ilterature, including leaflets, bumper-stickers, buttons and
posters. A brochure describes the
case in detail. The button, brochure
and bumpersttcker are being sold for
25~ each, the poster costs 50~ and
the leaflets are free. Postage and contributions are appr eciated. Address
inquiries and orders to : The Conspiracy, 28 E. Jackson, Chicago, UL
60604, phone 312-427-7773.
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In the West Oakland ghetto area where the defendant
lived a nd worked (population 71.3% Negro), the reglstrarate was 52.5% (Defendants Prellmlnary Hearing, Exhibit
D). 16 In the a lmost a ll-white area of Montclair (population
0.0 5% Negro), the registration was 83.6% (Id.). Negro rate
of registration for areas of West Oakland, South Oakland,
and South Berkeley (all heavily Negro) was 64 .7% (R.T
150). Negroes were thus substantiall y underrepresented In
the original source of names by 17.3%, county-wide, a nd
by 29. 5% in the ghetto of West Qakland.
Footnote
15. 1966 voter registration Usts were used, thus elimi nating that proportion of young people who turned twentyone and registered In the two years preceding the trial
(R.T. 19).

16. The figures, percentages, and statistics Introduced
Into evidence here in pertaining to ' 1 West Oakland," uniformly refer to the 24 contiguous precincts taken to comprise the West Oakland area in the challenge to the master
panel sustained In People v. Craig, Superior Court of
Alameda County, No. 4'7150 (1968), The opinion in Craig
is In evidence herein (Defendant's Preliminary Hearing
Exhibit G; see also C. T 135-143).
Likewise, the figures from Montclair refer to that area
and those precincts taken as constituting Montclair in the
Craig challenge and opinion.
End Footnote

HUEY'S

APPEAL

EDIT01l•s NOTE:

The tonowinc article ls ta.ken
from the appeal prepared by the
attorneys
defending
Huey P
Newton, Minister• of Defense of
the Black Panther Party. Huey' s 1
attorneys have moved to have the.
case reviewed b)" the Court of
Appeals of the State of California.
The Black Panth.?r News Paper
will print the appeal In part-~very week to give the people all
.t he facts as to why Huey P.Newton
Should be set free imnte~ate.ll:'..-=.

Economic pressure, poverty, discrlmlnatlon and other
social stresses the product of discrimination, leading to
transctence and apathy, contributed to this pattern of significantly lower Negro voting regist r ation than that of
the white majority (R.T. 153-55, testimony of Dr. Floyd
Hunter, director of Social Science Research and Development Corporation, a uthor of Study of Qakland, Callfornia,
for the United States Department of Commerce Economic
Administration; R.T. 167-68; C.T. 126-29; RT. 90, testimony of Professor Jan Dizard, specialist in race relations
and statistical analysts of demographic data; R.T. 273,
testimony of sociologist Sheldon Messinger). Mr. Messinger testified (RT 267):
"(A)ll the studies of voting and voter registration of
which I have knowledge, which to my knowledge have
been conducted in the United States in recent times,
and including California show without exception that
poor persons and black persons and especially poor
black persons are much less likely to register to vote,
and 11 registered, less likely to vote than are white
persons or wealthy persons and especially white
wealthy persons."

Article l, section 8, of the California Constllutlon pro- persons against whom they would be enforced has been left b. RELIANCE UPON RESPONSE FROM ADDRESS OF LAST
vides In pertinent part:
to the discretion of government of!lc lals. Cox v. LouJstana, REGISTRATION
379 U.S. 536 , 85 S.Ct. 453 (1965); Schnelder v. New Jersey,
"Offenses heretofore required to be prosecuted byln- 308 U.S. 147, 60 S.Ct. 146 (1939); Saia v. New York , 334 U.S.
Negroes and residents of West Oakland were furth er
dictment shall be prosecuted by information, after 558, 68 s.ct. 1148 (1948); Wollam v. City of Palm Springs , exc luded In substantially higher proportions than whites by
exam1nat1on and commitment by a magistrate, or by 59 Cal.2d 276 (1963); Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 81 the method of making up the raw master panel from those
indictment, with or without such examination and S.Ct. 247 (1960); Lovell v. Griffin, 303U.S. 444, 58 s.ct. 666 who responded to letters sent to the address listed in
commitment, as may be prescrlbed by law . .. "
(1938); Louisiana v. N.A.A.C.P., 366 U.S. 293, 81 S,Ct. 1333 the registration rolls (R.T. 22, 27). In West 03.kland 29.4%
(1961).
of the names were eliminated for non-response; ln white
This section and Penal Code sections 737 and 682 provide
In Ashton v. Kentucky, 384 U.S. 195, 86 S.Ct. 1407 (1966), suburban Montclair 15.2% were e limlnated. Countywlde,
no standards as to how the district attorney ls to choose the Supreme Court cited no less than twelve Supreme Court 803 out of 6,906 names were eliminated (R. T. 167-69). Fallbetween those offenders prosecuted by indictment and those cases which announced the principle that "vague laws in ure to follow up the names of persons who were originally
by information:
any area suffer a constitutional infirmity." See, also, White- selected for the master panel but who did not respond
Evidence taken herein shows how little used is the grand hill v. Elklns, 389 U.S. 54, 88 S.Ct. 184 (1967).
resulted In bias against black persons and poor persons
jury In processing felon ies.
Section 8 of Article I of the Call!ornla Constitution pro- (RT. 262-263). 17
In 1965, 60 indictments and 1,059 informations were !Iled vldes only that offenses shall be prosecuted by either tnforWell known sociological characteristics of the black poor
In the Superior Court of Alameda County, Indictments com- matton or indictment "as may be prescribed by law ." The support the data obtained from the jury commissioner himprising 3.6% of the total. For 1966, the figures are 13 legislature, in Sections 682 and 737 of the Penal Code, has self that they are morellkelytomoveto an unknown address
indictments and 1,078 informations, indictm ents comprising equally declined entirely to provide prosecutors with any than are white persons or relatively wealthy persons (Id.).
1.18% of the total. In 1967 there were 23 Indictments and guidance whatever, in selecting between indictment and
1,137 informations, indictments being 1.9% of the total. information.
c. ADMlNSTRATIVE EXCUSE BY JURY COMMISSIONER
(Defendant's Preliminary Exhibit C, 5, 12-13; Defendant's
Because the consequences of the selection to the defend- FOR ECONOMIC HARDSHIP.
Preliminary Exhibit A; see also C.T 38-46).
ant are great, because Indictment by the grand jury deWithout standards to guide the prosecutor in determining prives a defendant o! substantlal rights available to him 1!
From the 24 precincts in the Negroareaof West Qakland,
when to use the preliminary hearing and when to use the the Information process Is selected, the unguided and un- the jury commissioner called 153 registered voters 1n congrand jury, the grand jury proceeding can and did here be- fettered discretion of the district attorney in making the nectlon with the master panel from which the jury here
come a punitive device used to deprive defendant of the selection has deprived this defendant of due process of law . was selected (R.T. 158). The jury commissioner himself
rights almost all other defendants enjoy at a preliminary
hearing.
stt~~t~~~erc~~~:~v::!~cl~h~1 :.:t!fn p~o~!c\~~nC~ll~~:~iao~~~; ;~~t%~dav~~~abf: f~~e=~ti~~3j:re/~~~;. 2J~dt~•e ~:1;J~~e:~~c~:
Defendant· s rights at a preliminary hearing would have Fourteenth Amendment.
in Alameda County, the commissioner called 6,906 pobeen substantial. In Jennings v. Superior Court, 66 Cal. 2d
" Equal protection does not require that all persons be tentlal jurors (RT 159), of which the commlssioner ex867 (1967), the court spelled out the rights of a defendant dealt wlth identically, but it does require that a distinction cused 3,834 and retained 3,072, or 43% (R.T. 159-60). 18
in the preliminary hearing in a criminal case . The denial of made have some relevance to the purpose for which the In Montclair, 145 registered voters were called; 58, or
any of these rights was termed a denial of due process:
classl!lcation ts made." Baxstrom v. Herold, 383 u S. 107, 40%, remained available for jury duty (R.T. 317).
I. Right to assistance of counse l;
Ill, 86 S Ct. 760, 763 (1966). States may e nact laws which
Thus, the differential between the rate of excuse for
2. Right to be advised of the right to counsel by the affect some groups differently from others" 1! th.e clasiflca- economic hardship between residents of West Oakland and
magistrate;
tlon rests upon any reasonable basis as distingulshed from those of Montclair was 9.4%; and, whereas 43% of all
3. Right
to have counsel notified of the action; being essentially arbitrary." Stokes v. Fortson, 234 F.Supp. jurors in Alameda County were retained for service , only
4. Right to a resonable continuance to prepare for 575, 577 (D.C.Ga. 1964).
30. 6% were retained from West Oakland as a result of
the prllmlnary;
California has accepted, as a basic premise of constttu- hardship excuses.
5. Right to have the preliminary conducted in one tlonal law, that once the state provides a right to a defendsession.
ant in a criminal case, the right cannot be granted to some Footnote
but not to other defendants. Thus, although Calllornta may
Prior cases had already guaranteed to defendants the: not have been constitutionally required to provide all the
17. Uncontroverted testimony of expert sociologist witI. Right to confront witnesses;
due process rights of the preliminary hearing, once they are ness Sheldon Messinger, Vice-Chairman of the Center for
2. Right to.cross-examine witnesses;
provided they cannot be taken away from some defendants. the Study of Law and Society at the University of California,
3. Hight to discover the prosecution's evidence; See, Bagley v. Washington Township Hospital District, 65 Berkeley (Earl Warren Legal Institute); author of several
4. Right to put on defense witnesses;
Cal. 2d 499 (1966); Parrish v. Civil Service Commission , 66 books, Including Civil Justice and the Poor, and numerous
5. Hight to challenge the Judge for bias;
Cal. 2d 260 (1967); Vogel v. Los Angeles, 68 Cal. 2d 18 articles in professional journals. Messinger directed and
6. Right to have the court rule on admls.stbility of (1967).
supervised a study of racism in relationship to picking
evidence.
There was no reasonable basis for a distinction between and administration of the jury system of Alameda County
defendant Newton and all of the defendants who enJoy in 1968 (RT. 259-261).
Rogers v. Superior Court, 46 Cal. 2d 3 (1955); People v. rights of discovery and confrontation and cross-examina18. Further disproportionate exclusion of poor people
Ines, 90 c A 2d 495 (1949); Priestly v. Superior Court, 50 tion at preliminary hearings .
occurred through the operation of a special excuse proCal. 2d 812 (1958); Bogart v. Superior Court, 60 Cal. 2d
Rights of discovery were critically important to defend- cedure establlshed by Judge Lercara in Alameda County
436 (1963); People V, Elliot, 54 Cal 2d 498 (1960); People ant In this case (see section D, infra, and Appendix B); whereby persons requesting it are automatically excused
v. Phillips, 229 C.A 2d. 496 (1964); Wright v. Dickson, 336 their arbitrary denial denied defendant a fair trial.
if they arr- wage earners with two chlldren, and the em F. 2d 878 (9th Cir. 1964); Jaffe v; Stone, 18 Cal. 2d 146
ployer does not pay regular wages during jury duty (RT
(1941); People v. Diaz, 206 C A.2d 651 (1962).
B. TIIE MASTER PANEL AND TRIAL JURY WERE SE- 330).
Defendant was denied these rights solely on the arbitrary, LECTl::D BY PROCESSES WHICH SYSTEMATICALLY UNcapricious, and discriminatory whim of the District Attor- DJ::HB:EPRESENTED AND DISCHJMINATED AGAINST End Footnote
ney of Alameda County, who has unfettered discretion to BLACK PERsor-.s AND POOH PERSONS, TOTALLY EXdecide whether to proceed by information or indictment in CLUDED DEFENDANT'S PEl::RS FROM THE JURY, AND d. FURTHER ATTRITION OF PROPORTION OF BLACK
any felony case.
CONCI:.:NTRATED PIU,JUDICED PEHSONS ON THE JURY. PEOPLE ON PANEL
Statutes giving governmental officials unbridled discretion have persistently been overturned by the courts. Bil- I. SELECTION PHOCESSES.
There were, amongst the 99 persons examined prior
lingsley v. Clayton, 359 F 2d 13 (5th Ctr. 1966) (choosing
to swearing in of the twelve jurors, 8 Negroes (R. T. 675,
jury members); South Carolina v. Katzen•~ach, 383 US .J. LSF or- VOTI.R 'S RL(j lS m.\T IO1'" Ll::iTS .\S sou 896, 952, 1136, 1320). Amongst the 51 persons examined from
301, 86 S.Ct. 803 (1966)(vague voter registration statutes SULRCI. IJI THI.\L JLJ{I.)]{':> .
a new set of jurors prior to swearing in of the four alternate
giving unfettered discretion to voter rep:lstrars); Louisiana
jurors, there were 12 Negroes! Thechancesofthese signifiv. United States, 380 US 145, 85 S.Ct. 817 (1965)(discreThe master panel from which defendant's trial jury was cantly differing proportions (8 out of 99, 12 out of 51),
tion to voter registrars.) See, also, United States v. Cohen selected was taken solely and exclusively from the voter occurring at random, without conscious manipulation of some
Grocery Co., 255 U.S 81, 41 S Ct . 298 (1921), and Davis v. registration rolls or Alameda County (H T. 16). 15 No addi- factor affecting the percentage of Negroes to total jurors,
Schnell, 81 F Supp. 872 (1949), cert. den. 336 U.S 933, 69 tional supplementation of names was made from any other are .01 4. 19
S.Cl. 749 (1949).
source (Id.). Negroes In Alameda Cou nty were registered
Selective enforcement of ordinances and statutes has been at the rate of 64. 7~ (R. T 150). The population of Alameda
consistently held unconstltuttonal where the selection of County had a registration rate of 8ZV/( (Id.).

continued on page 23
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A WEDDING
OF
REVOLUTIONARIES
Father Earl Ne il

Saturday , August 16, 1969, at
9:00 a .m., Rev. Father Earl Neil
jo ined in matrimony Black Panther Party Minis ter of Cu lture ,
Emor y Doug las and Judy Gr aham,
a revo lutionary Panther sister
from San Jose , Californ ia. The

To all black women from all black
men
Queen - Mother-Daughter of Africa
Sister of my Sou l
Black Br ide of My Pass ion
My Eterna l Love

cer emony was attended by Pan-

l greet you , my Queen , not
in obsequ ious whine of a cring ing Slave to which you have become accustomed, ne ither do I
gr eet you in the new voice, the
unctuous supplications o( the s leek

thers from all loca l chapters and
br anches as well as the couple' s
fam ilies and frie nds . lnperforming
the cer emony, Father Neil read
a passage from SOUL ON ICE

Black Bour geoisie , nor the bullying be llow of the r ude Fr ee Slave
- - but in my own voice do I
greet you , the voice of the Black
Man. And although I gr eet you
anew , my gr eeting is not new,
but as o ld as the Sun , Moon ,
and Stars. And rather than mar k
a new beg inning, my greeting s ignifies only my r eturn .
But put on your crown , my
Queen, and we will bu ild a New
Cit y on d1ese r uins .

in addition to
the
standard
marriage ver ses . Cha irman Bobby
Seale was best man . The ·a lack
Panther Par ty is very pr oud of
t he joining of these two ser vants
o( the people , and hope that this
un ion will pr oduce many , many
s tr ong Panthers for the people ,
and many mor e problems !or the
pigs.
All Power to Emory and Jud}'

THE PEOPLE

Chairman with Emory and Judy

Chief of Staff with Emory an d Ju dy
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SACRAMENTO PRESS CONFERENCE:

PROVOCATEUR AGENT CHOUNG
EXPOSED IN SACRAMENTO
BROWN BERET: What I'm going within
Sacramento,
and
1! but he didn't bring it out. He
to say ls going to be short and necessary, George Choung will be ran toward the window. He dove

to the polnt. Sacramento has al-

dealt wlth and a position of more ~hrough the window.
people coming from San Francisco,
from other organizations wlthln BOBBY: Do you think he was a
San Francisco (w111 continue) to provocateur agent or do you think ...
deal with the opportunists.
Browns than ln most or the large
WITNESS: I don't think he was a ·
cttles In the United States again. BROWN BERET: I would llke to Brown Berets because hewasn'tin
But in the_ last year and a half, make one more statement and thts unilorm .
Ge orge Choung, a -43 year old man statement Is that the Brown Berets
under the pretext of unity and are making steps to dispose, get BOBBY: Okay. Hold It. Look. This
brotherhood, has exploited the rid of the provocateurs who are In is. the way we dp things. We can
Brown and Black youth. He has the Brown Beret Organization, im- sit down together, talk this stuff
used the news media like a tool personating Brown Berets.
out and we eXpla.in to the people
to deceiVe the public. He instihow we' re going to weed this thing
gates the trouble and then steps QUESTION: Is thistheactualpeace out. And once we do it, the people
in to play the martyr and the peace- parley now? Are you saying there will respect us.
maker. An example is what haP- is peace between the Brown Berets
and those in this community who QUESTION: Can you be more spewere fighting each other?
cific as to who you think ts posing .
the me eting, Choung
stated to
as Brown Berets and· under what
several people that there woul<fbe BOBBY: The first thing· ls that circumstances you think this haptrouble at the meetlng and that there has always been peace be- pened?
we couldn't ~et by him. All during tween us as he has already pointed BROWN BERET: Right now we
th e meeting Choung's men dls- out. It's the provocateur agents, don't know who ls posing, but like
turbed the Board and aua1ence and hired by this fascist government, I said, we will look into It and
Brown Berets. The Berets main- from both the Black side and also we w111 get rid of the impertained complete order and didn't the Brown side who cause these sonators.
answer the Insults that were thrown kinds of incidents. And what we' re
at them. The !Ight began when a saying ls we• re in solldarlty QUESTION: When does thtsoccur?
Black youth called a beret "Jose". working for all of our people to Under what circumstances?
The Beret turned and the Black be free, and we' re gonna' get rid
hit the youth In the mouth. The of the provocateur agents. We don't BROW.N
BERET: This has
whole room then started to fight. play that old European stuff of occurred nationally and tn Los
The witness stated that he saw ••peace parley''. We've always Angeles where we had a provoseveral young Black men fire shots been at peace with each other. cateur agent that came 1n and
from outside into the building. It's just provocateur agents, bought busted about 9 other brothers on 11.
The police arrived, but made no ouf by the fasclst pig power conspiracy (4 on which all of the
attempt to restore order untU the structure. And we' re saying that charges have been dropped.) He
!Ight was over. In these times of we' re both going to get rid of turned out to be a police science
struggle, when Brown and Black them from both of our ranks and student at one of the Junior colpeople are oppressed we must be our people.
leges and thls has been golngon and every brother on the block don't
aware of exploiters and opporon. There always have been in!U- like no Tom. We haven't liked
tunists who would pit the Black QUESTION: Is . . . Farley and trators, there's always provoca- Toms since the period of slavery
and Brown communities against George Choung included in the pro.! teurs that the government pays to because they sold us out, and if
vocateur element?
each other. Thank you.
go in and Infiltrate our ranks. these Brothers here themselves
And we• re constantly carrying on find out any more information,
BOBBY SEAL E: I'd llke to point BOBBY: Yes. We would say to investigations and getting rid of r ll bet you they report it to the
out one thing very clear here; that some extent. It seems that's so these provocateurs.
Black Community, to let the people
the brother here has told me that every time that something happens
know, and to expose any provothere are some people running th at George Choung is not around QUESTION: Do I understand cor- cateur agent. When the man starts
around impersonating the Brown And a l0t of these br6{hers, anO rectly then, that what you seem causing incidents and he ain't never
Be ret Organization who are not the rank-and-file of some of ... to be saying ls that you suspect around, and he got the rank and me
Brown Berets. At the same Ume these are some of the brothers that these may have been people of his organization running around
we know there are some Black right here who are in the Souls (rm posing as Brown Berets the other and he ain't around (regardless of
provocateur agents too who are sorry. What's the name, brother ?) night?
double talking questions), the
trying to pit the Black community The Black Souls. These brothers
brothers are going to tnvesttgate.
against each other, as he' s already here are off the block, just like BOBBY: I would say!romthtsvery
pointed out. And we' re here to the Panthers are off the block action (I think the other brother QUESTION: There were flveorslx
expose this action. And let It be and they know that every time might agree with me), that the Chicanos involved ln the shooting
known to the peoples in the com- something happens, George Chol.lilt action is not the action of the way yesterday ofCharlesJennings. The
munity that the real oppressors ts not around. So he's -running the Brown Berets operate. And witness there said there were.
using these provocateur agents are around blabbing off at the mouth from
what we've discussed Are they all provocateurs?
the avaricious businessman, the and every time something happens generally, somebodY' s a provocapig cop, and the demagogic lying (and if I'm not mistaken and you teur agent. The Black Panther Par- BOBBY: This man says that he
guys can report it), he ain't around. ty has experienced provocateur wlll investigate. This man is the
pollttctan.
Is that right? Is that right, Brother? agents as you all know and we've head of the Brown Berets here.
BROWN BERET:
I'm from the
gotten rid of them and they've also And I'm pretty sure that he's
National Office of the Brown BLA CK SOUL BROTHER: That's said that they have done the same gonna• do that •cause he's conBerets. The purpose of this con- right. The only thing that I'd like thing (their very action, you know). cerned with the oppression of his
fer ence ls to expose the decadence to say is according to this broth- So we• re trying to work together people and he's concerned with the
of the United States Government's er's statement about the goon. Be- to get out of the oppression. And need of alliance between all colored
Poverty Program and the oppor- cause I was there myself, I don't I don't think it's necessary to peoples, and we can go from there.
tunists who run these programs. consider myself a goon. It aln' t no- try to give off misleading quesFor the last year and a hall George thing to be ...
tions. We' re focused tn on 1t and BROWN BERET: If you people
we' re gonna' unite and work in want to check the pollce reports
Choung has bee n building this fus e
of divide and conquer between the BOBBY: Well, he could apologize all1ance and solidarity together on that Incident, you can. I'm sure
Black and Brown oeoDle. So it was to you for that.
against the oppression that the you' 11 see the story right there.
George Choung !nC:eed that initiated
pig power structure puts down.
the violence that occurred~ In an BROWN BERET: I'll apologize to
effort to keep the brothers !Ight- you personally, brother. But I'm BROWN BERET: The pig comes
ing against each other for the just saying there were provo- 1n many, many different colors.
crumbs that the government throws cateurs. Maybe I can use that There are a whole bunch of Brown
out. But this effort has failed, word, that• s better. But as I say, people that are Reagan• s aids . But
because the Black and Brown somebody who was in there was they' re all pigs and they may come
brothers know that a united strug- tnstigatlng with a purposely pre- 1n many different colors. So we
gle against the real enemyw111 win. meditated example of trying to have to carry on those investidi vtde and conquer a people and gations. It wouldn't be fair now
LOS SIETE DE LA RA ZA: The that just ain't golng to work.
to go on explaining anything U
Organization of Los Slete de La
the investigation Isn't complete.
Raza from the Mission District 1n BOBBY: What you do ls just call, It wouldn't be !air to the brothers
San Francisco (and speaking for what we know is a provocateur and it wouldn't be fair to the peothe members who were Brown agent a goon whether theyt re in ple.
Berets of Los Siete) relates to either one of our rank$. You dig?
QUESTION: How about George
the incident in Sacramento not
as an isolated Incident. We face QUESTION: What atx,ut someone Choung? What will be done about
that same identlcal problem of the posing as a Brown Beret? Are George? Do you plan anything.
government
poverty program you saying in effect that the Brown
trying to di v1de the peoples of the Berets who were involved in the BOBBY: Something ls being done
Mission: the FUJpJnos, the Indians, shooting the other night was ac- now. He's being exposed.
the Semoyans, the Blacks, the La- tually someone posing as Brown
tinos, the Chicanos, and the Berets?
QUESTION: In as much as you
white people that are oppressed
are sitting at the same table, it
within the Mission. We've dealt BROWN BERET: I'd like to say indicates that you' re tn unity.
with this problem. Ant.I we !eel that it hasn't been proven that there Is there a posslblllty that vou
that in Sacramento as well as were any Brown Berets that actu- wm attempt to get the Choung facFresno that the opportunists should ally diet the shooting.
tion or its di vision unilied with
be isolated and dealt with. The
you? In other words, what ls the
position of Los Stete is that this WITNESS: I seen who did the outlook?
1s the government's conspiracy shooting; and l believe that I could
against the people and that we point out the one. • We was in BOBBY: These brothers herewithare uniting with the Black Panther the Christian Center when the in the group are tired of being
Party and the Brown Berets of fighting was golng on. I seen one oppressed. These brothers relate
Sacramento in an attempt to deal reach for his stuff. But I couldn't to the fact that they want to be
with the violence that ts at hand get to him. And he spotted me, tree. And I know darned well
ways been one or the most integrated cities in the United States,
and there has been less troubl e
here between the Blacks and the

rf~~~I~3~r%~f::~d:Jt;;~~r~~;~~

Cl-lAIRMAN BOBBY SEALE
None of my people were involved
in that shooting. My people have

the word to stay clear of that
area. And again we do not want
to start any hassel between
the Blacks and the Brown brothers.
BOBBY: Because that'sall thepigs
want so that they can sit back
and laugh like a bunch offascists.
That's all the demagogic pollttctans want and the man who's
behind this crap -- I charge him
now, Is Ronald 'Mickey Mouse'
Reagan that Eldridge Cleaver put
on
the spot and showed up
for what he is. That's who's really
behind It. Because he wants the
Mexican Americans and the
Blacks to flghtandwe'renotgonna•
!tght.
We' re gonna'
unity.
We' re going to build an alliance
to get rt<l of the oppression
that exists· and we• re gonna• make
s ure we work together. And we' re
gonna' make sure that every Provocateur agent he sends amongst
our ranks -- whether they' re
Alack. White, Blue or Green -wm be dealt with. If George Choung
ts another US provocateur, anotner
US fascist, I think that these brothers here know. They're otf the
block. They can deal with it. Right?
Power then.
Power to the People

.

.
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PHILADELPHIA PANTHERS MEETING THE BASIC NEEDS OF WE PEOPLE.

BIG BUSINESS
KICKS OUT
H UNGRY CHILDREN
The Philadelphia Branch of the

Black Panther Party started Its
third breakfast program on August
11,1969 at 2500 Col orado St. The

location ts in the North Phila. area
and t he response was overwhel ming. We had 85 chUd r en and t he
new program prom ises to be the
biggest and best yet In the city.
The shock came that morning
when the brothersandslsterswere
cl eaning up. The owner of the two

story building, stated that there
were certaln children we had fed
that he dldn' t like and he dldn' t
want them back In his building.
We told this Black pig, that we
would feed any and all children
who came to us hungry. He told

us to pack and leave. This pig's
name Is James Joyce and he runs

a little self help program in the
community.
Brother Kentu, who was In
charge of the breakfast
that
morning, told pig Joyce that we
would be back and inform the community of the unjust actions hewas
taking
against the people. He
started oinking at Brother Kentu
about, "Get the hell out of my
place,'' and "I'll call the cops."
We came back to P ig Joyce's
place and the com munlty came out
to join us, as many of them wer e
wondering why the breakfast hadn't
been served that morning. P ig
James Joyce locked himself Ins ide r ather than face the people and
thei r fr ie nds from the B P. P.

The people of the com munlty
came out in force to help us expose this opportunistic pig. They
spoke about the things he had been
doing and the children even came
and spoke on the bull horn atx>ut
pig Joyce. He has been underpaying the teenagers and running
a modeling agency for girls and
not fe llows. When the parents had
protested against some of his under
cover tatics, they were turned back
by water belng thrown on them
and guns being drawn. His place
Is located on a corner and he
dosen•t want the kids to play near
his front or lean on his parking
poles or side walks.
The pig department ca me and
went Inside to oink with Joyce.
They wanted us to sit dow n to
disc uss the whole thing but we told
the m the people would make the
final dP.cls ton on pig Joyce.
The Breakfast Program will
have to be relocated, but the people in the area will not be associating with Pig Joyce or sendlng
any more kids near his phony
store; NO LONGER WU:.L HE EXPLOIT THE YOUTH OF THE
AREA.
All Power T.J The People!!! !!!!
Free Huey!!!!
Free ALL Political P risone r s!!
Youth Make The Revolution!!!!!!
Br eakfast Coordinator of Phlla.
Branc h B P P
Sam Coley

--

. ,d:'i-. :=,.
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TfJE C!-IILDREN OF PHILADELPf-llA S!-IOW UP READY AND EAGER
FOR BREAKFAST.

I

I
I

The following is the text of an
after dinner disc us sion among brothers from the Nationa l U berat1on
m oveme nts of Afric a and Ha iti in
Algeria during the Pan African
Cu ltura l Fes tiva l. Henr y and Ju lia
Herve actedas interpret~r s . Among
the Panthers present were Ch ief
of Staff David J lilliar d, Minis ter
of Information Eldr idge C leaver,
Minister of Cu lture Emory Doug las , and Minister of Education
Ray " Masai"
Hewitt. Dinner
and discuss ion took place In the
Kasbah in thecourtyardoft hehouse
th at se r ved as the headquarter s
fo r th e Algerian National Liberation
Front dur ing their strugg le aga inst
the Fr ench oppressor.

send
to
the other liberation
strugg les ar ound the world ts the
work tha t we do at home. So that
we w111 be working ver y hard the re
a nd keeping trac k of the move ment around the world and expectlng ever yone else to do the
same . And in that w'ly we hope to
triumph
over
the oppr essive
r eg ime,
MODERATOR : Thank you , br other.
Per haps our brother s from othe r
parts of Africa - - is there s ome
special question toask?Marto fr om
Ango la , He has been invo lved in the
s trugg le for a long time .
SPEA KER FROM ANGOU\ (Trans lati on): I wa nt to go back and focus
the discussion on questions of ident ity of the Oppr ess ion. It is the iden tity of oppr ess ion , lived through in
the past wit h a co lonia l regime, as
you are living through a neo- co lonialist regime in the States . Do you
think there .1re links , solid links between us on the leve l of action? ,\nd
do you feel that the form of armed
s tr ugg le , viole nt strugg le tha t we
are adopting in the Por tugese colonies , do you fee l th is has a dire ct infl uence on the struggle in the States?
Ans is it a source of inspiration?

MODERATOR : The meeting today
r ea lly is an inform.11 get together
of a ll the br others who are invo lved
in the s truggles in var ious parts
of this continent and v.i ri ous par ts
in AmerJ ca . And it is a ver y important occas ion on which we exchange views and shar e the experiences of other struggles in the
various parts of the wor ld, And of
course , as you know, these strugg les ar e struggles that ar e ver y
inter linked , not on ly because of
the common experience of the colo- E LDRIDGE : Dciinite ly it is a sour ce
nizat ion , but a lso because che s cra- of inspiration , and it has a direct
tegy of the oppos1tio:1 is coor dinated. 1l1er efore it ' s become
desirable for a ll of us to coordina te these str ugg les. and we get togeth er today s incer e ly ro exchange
those views , ta lk to each other,
know each other. And we can
perform the ceremony which is very
common , to eat these dishes . Of
course the sign ificance of this dish
i s a collective , communa l symbolof
out" unity . Th is i s t he who le pur pose of our method of eating like
this in Afr ica, I' m not g iving a
speech. I'm sorry if chi s i s ex p cccc d,

but

t/Je

purpose

of

formation ; or dlscusslon on this
would be good.

BLACK PANTHER
DISCUSSION WITH
AFRICAN AND HAITIAN
LIBERATION FIGHTERS

che

MODERATOR : TI1ank you , brother
from Mozamb ique. Perhaps I think
you a ll know here that one of the
most oppr ess ive regimes in the
Caribbean , if not the most oppres s ive and corrupt, is the regime of
llaiti, And this regime, as you know,
runs along a police line state , a very
strong police country. And, as you
know, there has been a number~ol
engagements by the fighters who
want to liberate this country. And
th ey've been operating from the
mountains and operating from
various other parts of the Caribbean, We have here a representative from Haiti Liberation Movement , And I think it would be very
intere sting for all of us to get
some perspectives on the llaitian
Liberation Movement.

Pantt,ers in an Infor mal Conversation over Co us Cous.
!~~~~.=•;;~~;~~;
After the liberation struggle, which
l...-------------------------------------------------------~ ended in 1804 , Haiti was able to

¢.7;Ei''';,,H~~;.;'TtR'-i:~1;;;~:
STERS, BE TI-1.EY WHITE, BLACK,
OR YELLOW.
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to really find our true personalitv
and stop being alienated. 11-IAT LS
WHY TODAY THERE IS NO DIFFER ENCE BETWE EN DOING 11-IE
RE VOLIJflON AND SEEKING TI IE
TRUE IDENTITY OF OUR RERESPECTIVE PEOPLE. Th is is
why it is not sufficient w!1en
we
are
meeting here like
today to just make general
s tatements
of solidar ity. One
should go further. One shou ld map
out concrete framework, concrete,
framework of meeting, concr ete
meeting and lining out a global
s trategy . Because, as he explains ,
when South Africa creates oppress ion in one part of the world, Mo zambizue creates oppression in an other part of the woe- Id. It would
be des irab le that there would be
r etaliation and an answer in the
other pans of the wor ld where
peoples are oppressed.

HAITIAN SPEAKER: I believe that
the s ituation inl-laitihasforallof us
a very significant mean ing, because
Haiti has been the first country,
Black country in history, who has
attempted the experience of deco lonlzatioll- cultural, political.and
economic deco lonization. And bec ause of this, Haiti represents a
sort of laboratory today , in which

ELDRIDGL : \\'ell, let ' s jus t say
that because of the rap idly deteriorating s it uat ion that exists in the
Un ited States , we see the people
s tr ugg ling , turning more and more
towar ds armed s trugg le . We know
that
peop le
have had vec-y
d isappo inting experiences s tr ug g ling fr om urban Situations . And
we ' t·e in a s itua tion where we c.:in not rea lly relyupontheexperiences
of other s,
1n that regar d , ther e
ar e qu ite a fe w lessons that we
c an draw from the exper iences
of other s but we ar e confronted
by an exceptional situation - - a
high ly
industria lized , a highly
mecha nized , and mobile military
e s tablis hm ent that has com munic ations that we cannot hope to

influence onthedeterminationofthe
peop le fig hting the struggle, As to
the firs t par t of his ques tion , there's
three things in volved, They have
corpoc- ations in the United States
th at fall into three categories : One,
there are corpor ations th at are tot a llr inv olved in exploitation, externa l e xploitati on of the various
peoples ar ound the world , in Africa ,
in Latin America , and in Asia , but
ve r y heav ily in Africa ; a lso,we have
some corpor ations that ar eonly invo lved in dome s tic e xploita tion;
then you have another ki nd th a t' s invo lved both in domestic exploitation
and in the expans ion arena . So when
it c omes to a question of s electing
t argets and se lect ing obj ects to
move aga ins t; one of the things
that can be done is for us to move a gainst those that ar e involved in the
interna tiona l exploitation and this
would feed the s truggle in the loca l
a r enas , fo r instance . li ke the United

Fruit Company in Latin America
or , in South Africa , a lot of Rocke feller interests , Rockefeller and his
empire, inclllding the Standard OU
e mpire , are very much involved in
the exploitation of our people in the
United States . So that in focusing
in on s pecific targets like that, it
would not only have a domestic effeet, but it will a lso have internationa l repercussions in those specific a reas ,
I don't see at this particular
time e ven the feas ibility of our
depending upon o ther ar e as in terms
of ar med support , and things of this
sort , because we have to do our
own thing, a llthematerialtlrnt'salr eady there . And It ' s only a ques tion of our turning our eyes inw1r d
and moving to get the ma teria l
there thd tweneed,because the situati on will not wa it there for arrangements to be made to tr y to
ga in the type of ma te ri al, except

perh aps some technica l tra ining, concerned (and I think you are a lso
but, otherwise, we have to do our informed of the s ituation t here)that
own thing there.
minority of the British dog have
held the people of Z imbabwe re MODERATOR: Thank you, brothec-. pressed. But the people ofZimbabl hope you will all be intervening we have taken up arm s and are
in the course of the talks , if you cha lle nging the minority circle in
want to .
our country. We are sur e that we
I will ask our brother Ngoma, have solidarity with the fighting
perhaps , to give us a very short de- people and the progress ive forces
s cription of the situation there, and in
the world. The progress ive
per haps fr om that we go on to dis - forces who help us by material
cussing the objectives of thestrug- ass istance and other fighters who
gle s in the various countries.
becaus e of our solidarity as fi ghters , this, because the solidarity
S PE AKER FROM Z IMBABW E:
of the fighting people is important
We ll, it is r e ally a rare thing that in that , this helps , that the fighting
revo lutionar ies fighting for their people be consolidated together beinde pende nce have come together cause we are facing a common
this aft er noon and are sitting to- enem y, Anditisthiscommonenemy
ge ther her e . We ar e followin g the which we must all crus h.
struggle of our Afr o-America n bro- If our Afro-American brothers
ther s in the United States , And I' m s core a s uc cess in the United States ,
sure th ey ar e also following our th at s uccess is not only theirs , it is
s tr ugg les . ln as fa r as Zim babwe our s too. So , th us I s ay that the

s truggle in Z imbabwe is going on.
It is an armed struggle, and it
doesn't matter how long it takes .
But we are sure , because the mas ses, the peopleofZimbabwearedetermined to fight until we take our
l iberation. There' s no question. It
may take 2 years , it may take 3
years, it may even take 15 years .
But we will go on fighting. It will
not take 15 years definit e ly. I don't
mean that, but what I mean is that
we will go on fight ing until we
cr ush the enemy , if we have to.
Jt is not the per iod of time that matrers, but we will crush the enemy.
Thank you .
MODERATOR: Thank
you very
much, br other fr om Zimbabwe,
Perhaps in some of the territories
of Southern Africa , particu larly in
t-.loZdmbique , they have territories
which they 've taken from them (t he
oppressors ). A:,d perhaps some in -
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become a politica l and cultural na tion. But in the 19th century it was
not possible to operate an effective
fusion, an effective merging between the political nation, the economic nation , and the cu ltural nation. And that' s why at the beginning of this century ll a iti was very
vulnerab le to North American i mperia li st penetr ation. There was 19
years of occupation of this country
by Marines . I laiti was really neocolonized. And this is why today it
is ver y necessary for us to wage a
revolutionary armed strugg le for
national liberation , And this is why
the a lllance with the Alro-American liberation movement is a his tot"ica l necessity and that we have
ideal allies in the Black Panthers
and other revolutionary Black or ganizations. 1l1e ver y [act that today a revolutionar}' vanguard is
being bu ilt up inside the United
States is :i historical , a ver y big his-

I

I ~

so that the people would no longer
be duped by this so -called ' ' negritude '', •• Black awareness '' , or
• ' Black ethos" or the idealism
that is perpetrated In the name
of Black revolution .
MODERATOR : We thank our brother . l don't think there is a problem on this count here , because
once the people pick up the gun ,
they then know that cu lture is noth ing. They know that culture is
the gun , (l.1ughter all around) And
I think that people who are still
window dressing separate culture .
And 1 think we agree , that it's
re ally no controversy among us.
Now, thank you very much, bro tilers and s isters. Our victories,
how do you c all it, it must come
off now, and we shou ld summarize and then go into other things
As our friend has s uggested ver~

;~:~~u~i:::~; 1;:-::/:7~r~,:~~t~: to, the people in the United States, concretely, we follo w up.

TO END, I WOULD LIK E TO SA y
A FE W WORDS ABOUT DUVA LIER
WHO RULES OUR COUNTRY , WHO
l5 BLACK , WHO HAS SAID 11-IAT
HE IS 1N FAVOR OF " NEGRI TUDE '' AND IS ONE OF 11-fE
WORST OPPRESSORS TI·IAT HAS
BEEN K.N'OWN. TI-IE EXPERIENCE
WITH DUVALIER SHOWS CLEARLY HOW " NEGRITUDE " WHICH
AT ONE PO INT OF HISTORY DECOLONlZATION \\'ASEFFEC'I'lVE
AND DID ACHIEVE A CERTAIN
AMOUNT OF LIBERATION AND
REPERSONALIZATION OF PEOP LES , HOW TIIIS SA.VIECONCEPf
OF " NEGRITUDE" NOW TURNS
BACK AGAINST 11-IE TRUE IN TEREST OF THE PEOPLE. AND
THE CASE OF DUVALIER PROVES
WAT
WE
HAVE
TO
WAGE
A CLASS
STRUGGLE.
AND TI-IAT 1N 11-!E CONTEXT OF
Tl-115
CL>\SS STRUGGLE , WE
BLACK PEOPLE --IF WE BEGIN
TO DEPEND ON THE POWER OF
MONEY, ON TI IE POWER STRUCTURE AND MONEY--WE Al.SO
TH EN BECOME TYRANTS, DlCTATORS, OR TANTON MACOtJI'ES
AS IN Tl-IE CASE IN HAITI. ANO
THlS L5 WHY ONEM.lJSTDESTROY

meeting her e is co
excha nge.
Let ' s ta lk to each other . Let 's
under stand each other . Let's know
each other. Let' s ask eq.ch other.
Let ' s be completely free and informa l. I'll firstJ.Skquestionsfrom
our brothers in ,\merica . How do
they see the perspectives of the
re volution of America 7 And I hope
other s will go on like that.

not willing to g ive up their strugg le.
And we know that those of us who
have been active!}' invo lved in the
struggle have no intention of givi ng
it up. And we're perfec tly willing to
c ontinue to the bitte r end , whatever
tha t m ight be . Bec ause we not
onl y r ecog nize tha t we will be
s tr ugg ling for our own benefit, but
th a t the United Stares of Ame rica
whi ch is bankrolling and armi ng
a ll of the oppr ess ive r egimes ar ound the world . The peop le have
a n inter est in any amou nt of
pr ess ure that we can put on that
go vernment bec.-mse , if we c an
just s low it down and force it to
have co deal with us , then the
other people wou ld be able to liberace themselvesand the n in retur n we
wou ld e xpect chem to come to our
rescue . So that we recogn ize the
inter nat ional aspect of the s trugg le
and that it' s a strugg le that goes
hJ.nd in hand. ,\nd like Cha ir man
Bol.lby Se:l.le alw.1ys sa id that the
best c:i.re package th.1t we cou ld

SPEAKER FROM MOZAMBIQUE:
In 1964 the war began and we nave
liberated some sections of our
country. Our struggle is developing
in such a way that now we have
opened a newfront --Teta Province.
Teta Province is one of the most important places where the Southern
African minority regime had probAfrican minority regime had prob lems . It' s where they plan to bu ild
up a camp. I'm sure that thls plan
was to try to establish a Southern
African white minority regime. But
the Mozambiquean people , as I' ve
sa id here , have decided to fight,
and they've been fighting up to now,
and in such a way . And because of
their efforts , more and more territory is liberated. (At this point ,
the brother fromMoz ambiquesum m arizes in French).
In French 1will sum up what the
comrades have been s aying, but a lso
add something in general impres s ion which is derived from the interpretation. On the basis of the
descr iption of our various strugfles, what I would like to get at,
what we should be talking about ls
why we are reunited here . What I' m
going to say results directly from
descriptions that have been given by
my comrades about armed strugg les in their respect ive country.
The way Eldridge Cleaver de scr ibed their conception of the liberat ion struggle in the States. We
have au reached here a form of
ar med struggle and that this form of
armed struggle affirms itself as a
cultura l act and as a po litica l act,
and which follows, which logically
follows, from the cultur a l and polit ic al oppression that we are all
experiencing and which is a common denominator.

torical event, And all llbcratlon by the Lmperlallstplgpowerstrucmovements in the Third World tuc-e, using this " Black, Black"
ar e in solidarity in a sor t of globa l excuse in Baby lon and around the
attempt to liberate themse lves , be world, And that OW' interest in culit on a cultural leve l, economic cure is only in the caliber ofthecullevel, oc- politi ca l level. And what ture, whether it be a .308 Winunites us , as MariodeAndradeem- chester or a .357 Magnum. This
phasized a few minutes ago, is that is our understanding of culture .
we have all been de-personalized
We have a particular prob lem
by colonialism. And that on the in the United States in that the
cultural level, our efforts to lib- cu lture question is put before the
er are ourselves can be de- question of economics and class.
fined a search for our own So tha t there ar e Black lacke ys
personality within
our res- there who, under the name of rev pective societies.
Colonlzation elution, are trying to instigate
wanted to_ transform us into by - race war which would further the
products,_ into Ang lo-Saxon by-pro- fas c ism that now exists in Ameri ducts or into Latin ~y-products. But ca. So we have a very clear unthey failed. T hey failed because we derstanding of it. And we appreci:'e kept our own culture. We had ate some definite stands on the
Jazz; we ha~ Blac k culture ; we had question of cultu re that we reBlack rena issance . But I feel that lfer to as cultural nationalism,
we have to go further than that. We or television nationalism, so that
hav_e to go ~urther than tha t and the people that we would relay

r------------ --------- - - ---,

AL FATH
Friends,
In the name o! the people ot
Palestine, in the name of Palestinian Revolution, in the name of
Justice and Peace for which we
fight, we thank you for your concern and the concern of your
people in Justice and Peace 1n our
part of the world..
our people were deprived of
their rights to sei!-determinatlon
and to the enjoyment of 11!e on
their own land without oppression.
This was the result of a serious
racisi aggreSston carried out by
an imperialist organization: Zionism.
The aggression of the 5th of June
ts one manifestation of this baste
aggression that had its roots in
the 19th century, and whose culmination was the establishment of
the state of Israel in 1948. The
major vtcttm of this aggression
was the Arab Palestinian people
who were forced to evacuate their
homes and land under a reign at
terroc- and oppression.
We therefore ref\lse to consldecthe 1967 aggression as a separate
and distinct phenomenom, and we
refuse to accept any solution focused on the result o! the last
aggression without considering the
source of the aggression itself•. .
The rnots of the aggression lie
in the Zionist ideology ltsel!, with
its belle! in the need to bring a
select, chosen people without a
land, to a land that ls to be evaCtl.i.ted by Us inferior people.
The methods used to accomplish
this objective are
terror, oppression and deceit .. .

MODERATOR We thank our fri end
from Haiti, and l think he summarizes the importance and significance of this afternoon. It' s
common for people after they fight
they ta lk too much. I think s ince
we are now in the s tage when we're
fighting , 1 think we have to s top
this talk and perhaps goon t o other
things

We, the people of Palestine, are
carrying on an armed revolution
in order to re-establish Peace
with Justice tn the Holy Land .. .''
(Excerpts from: Address by the
Al-Fath delegation to the Second
International Conference In Support of the Arab Peoples - Cairo,
January 1969)
Al Fath, the Palestinian People's
Liberation Movement, heldapress
conference on Victor Hugo street
on the second day of the 1st PanAfrican Cultural Festival in Algiers -- July 21 to Aug. 1st, 1969.
The room was !llled to maximum
capacity. Attending the press coo!erence were: Algerian workers,
students, and government o!ftclals,
representatives from the African
Liberatloo movements (SWAPO,
FRELIMO, MPLA, ZAPU,), members of the domestic and foreign
press, two embassy representatives from the Peoples Republic
of China, and four members of
the Black Panther Party Central
Committee - . Eldridge Cleaver,
David Hilliard, Emory Douglas,
and Kathleen Cleaver.
Tbe second question addressed
to the Al Fath delegation was:
"What ls your atUtude toward the
Black Panther Party?'•

Masa i: There ' s one point that we
would like to make clear that
doesn' t seem to be clear: and that
Al Fath: We support them. Abis that we don ' t separate theques solutely! And revolutionaries all
over the world. We see our battion of culture and politics into ctiftle as one and the same -- a
ferent compartments , and that the
fight against Jmperlallsm and cap.
culture is subordinate to the poliitallsm -- and that ttght can't
tics. So that the on ly culture to
be divided
t he oppressed can be r ebe llion and
revo lution . And that we are quite
clear on the questio:1 of "negrirude" and " Black awareness " and
a ll this other madness perpetrated ,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
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OMAR SPEAKS AT
DENVER COUNTY JAIL
seized and placed behind bars,
1n cell s with fascist pig guards.
These people are the same people
who are our pollUcal prisoners.
When we began to discuss political prisoners we cannot deal
with individuals, because we are
dealing with the ideas and beliefs
which have motivated and sustai ned them and continue to motivate and sustain them, even when
their bodies are confined. In this
essence, Huey P. Newton says
the whole tS much greater than
its parts, because the whole includes the body which is measured
and confinable, and also the ideas
which cannot be measured and
which cannot be confined. Hence,
''They can jail a revolutionary,
but they can't jail a revolution."
As long as the people live by
the ideas of fr eedom and dignity
there will be no prison which can
hold the people' s movement down.
The walls, the bars, the guns and
the guards can never enclrcle or
hold down the ideas of the people.
They can never confine the mind
and revolutionary thinking of Susan Parker, of the New York 21,

The message of the United Front
Against Fascism is spreading
throughout the country. "Free All
Political Prisoners" r esounds
through the air.
The people of Denver are opening their eyes, clearing away the
thin, tllmy novacatne mist which
blinds and numbs them from the
repression of demagogic, avaricious, fascist pigs.
Seven-thirty p, m., August 8, the
young people of Denver called a
rally at the Denver County Jail.
The crowd of approximately 200,
heard r epresentatives from SDS
Left, Crusade for Justice and the
Denver Chapter of the Black P anther Party, The demand was for
the release of three political
prisone rs being held in Denver
County Jail. Susan Parker , a mothe r-countr y radical, imprisoned
for an indefinite period of time
and denied her cons titutional rights
for refu s ing to testify agains t a
comr ade accused of a bom bing.
The re lease of political pri soner s
Ror y !lithe and Landon William s,
who wer e kidna pped on trumpedup cha r ges of murder and conspiracy to commit murder, was
als o demanded.
Brother Omar of the Denver
Chapter gave the followingspeech:
FASCISM AND THE POLITICAL
PRISONER
In talking about the fascist society that we are victlmtzed by,
the society, as Eldridge Cleaver
says, "has its foot on our neck,"
we must come to realize that
breaking the leg of fasclsm must
, be done cooperatively by all. Racism must be combated, and tonight we are uniting to fight fascism. The liberation of the people
can never be the work of one
single group or one single party.
What we need and what we are
struggling toward ls a broad antifascist front .
The title Vanguard of the people or of the proletariat ls not
self-bestowed. It ls won by serving the people or the class which
should become the vanguard in the
struggle for their objectives. It
is not enough to sympathize with
the Black Panther Party, or the
conditions in the Black commu-

ton; we have lost John Jerom e
Huggins; we have lost Alprentice
Bunchy Carter; but as I stand
here before you tonight, their war
and our war wlll continue and will
never stop. Because, we who fought
at their sides do not and will not
and neve r will recognize the Goddamn word called "surrender."
Their blood and that of other revolutionary martyrs has spilled on
the soil of Babylon, wtll give life
to the seed of liberation and will
turn our contlnent into a volcano
spewing forth fire and destr uction on fasc ism . So, I say to you
here tonight that the time has
come to unite and combat fascism.
All Power to the People!
Free Rory and Landon!
Free Susan Parker!
Free All PollUcal Prisoners!
Denver Chapter
Black Panther Part y
1

or
the Connecttcut
8, and I say,
Goddamn
it, the man hasn't made

OMAR SERVES THE PEOPLE IN DENVER
nity. The time for a continental
revolution has come. J•ii say it
again , the time Goddamn 1t for
a contlnenlal revolution, Goddamn
it has come. We must r espond to
the United Front Agal'nst Fasclsm.
We understand at the same time
some
pseudo-revolutlonaries
tremble at such a prospect. How•
ever, they fall to reallze that by
act1ng as they do, they are not
avoldlng anything. The same fasclst pigs are on their ass. Their
attitude only serves to keep the
people under the whip of poverty,
hunger, and death, sacrificing them
on the a.Iter of conformism. T heir
attitudes are the symbols of death
for the people.
The people of Denver must wake
up and realize that, this town,
this city, thi s fasclst state , is
nothin~ but a concentration camp,

and you have no rights -- none
whatsoever, not even the right
to amuse yourselves , and even
less, the right to protest. U you
think that what ts going on here
is an example of exercising your
right to protest, look at the pigs
that are here, and when you leave,
watch the pigs that wlll follow you
back to your station 1n the concentratlon camp. No! Hell No!
You don't have any rights.
There ar e some people who see
what ts going on; they see that
there ts no dignity in either explotting or being exploited. T hey
see that this system rests upon
the suffering of humans who are
as worthy and as dignUied as
those who do not s uffer. These
persons openly say that the society
'is corrupt and llleg1Umate and
must be changed. These people are

0 UR STAN D
AGAINST FASCISM

a jail that can manipulate the
thinking of our warrior Huey P.
Newton.
If man ls unfree In the materialist sense -- that ls free, not by
r eason of the negative force of
being able to avoid this or that,
but by the reason of the positive power to assert hi s tr ue individuality, then one would not
puni sh individuals for crimes but
rather destroy the anti-social
breeding places of crime. Therefore, we want freedom for political pri soners held in federal,
state, county and city prisons
1and jails. If it was left up to
the Black Panther Party, there
would be no prisoners. The society which we are for ced to exist
in makes criminals. Therefore,
that society should be imprisoned,
they are the real criminals. Even
when the prison think s tt has won
victory, when they think a person
has been "rehabll1tated," there
ts no victory, the re ts no change.
The basic society that fost ered
these ideas stlll exist.
We have lost Little Bobby Hut-

------------------~----------------,------------j

All across racist fascist America it can be seen - - how our fair
government Is becoming mor e and
more a nightmare in reality, by
this country's suffering, tolling,
and oppress ed masses. So it has
been decided by a few, that this
human suffering cannot be allowed
to continue into another generation.
And wlth this mere thought these
few had to look at this situation
and analyze its depth, base and
origin - - by an Investigation and
study of history in the world as
well as this nation. And by doing
this the real problem could be
identified so that an equivalent
solution could be Introduced.
And now these few people are
setting out to bring down this capttallstic system and all Its evils
and to r eplace this corrupt system
with one which allows the people
II vlng under the replacement to
have all power - - poiltical, economical, and social. So advancing
In the interest of the masses,
we find it necessary and completely in order to pass on this
political understanding to the
people for the purpose of educating
them to revolutionary techniques.
Techniqes in which we can place
r eal hope of alleviating this in-

humane treatment, and inhumane
suffering that we so well understand.
Now this tllthy government is
rapidly approaching open, blatant
fascism . So that means that adequate measures have to be made
available for the purpose ofbrlnging the mass~s political understanding and the struggle to a
higher level. And the most effective method or tactic that can
be employed is involving the
masses ofpeopletheffiselves openl}' to combat fascism, through
local committees working in specific areas.
The ruling class and all
r eactionaries are paper tigers,
because the way things stand now,
the ruling class is allying Itself
with all reactionary forces without exception, down to and including the fascists on all levels.
So this makes It Imperative to
have a coalition of all potential
anu kinetic revolutionary reserve
forces to crush the oppressor• s
repression by resistance.
So this Idea can only be as good
as the methods that are put into
practice to enforce and fulfill it.
These are the tactics that the
Black Panther Party has adopted

which represent only a part of the
over-all strategy. In a,dditlon, we
recognize the symptoms of decay
in this government. It's not a sign
of strength when the pigs ha ve to
send out an army of their henchmen to break up a demonstration or
rebellion. On the contrary, H' s a
s ign of weakness. Before, the OPpressors were able to control the
force of the people by a comparative ly small force of pigs, also,
because the oppressed ar e losing
faith in this oppressive state.
So in the final analysts , the real
power Iles dormant with the
masses of oppressed people and
it's only because our rest stance ls
under-developed
and their reprei:;slon is over-developed that we
remain In this situation.
But the inevitable e nd ls the
people will reallze their power
and proceed In overthrowing this
evil.
All Power to the People
Free Huey
Free Michael Harris
Free All Political Prisoners
Deputy Minister of Labor
Archie Si mmons
Des Moines, Iowa Chapter
Black Panther Party

FASCIST PIGS

WEST OAKLAND
COMMUNITY
MEETING
The West Oakland Community
had its first community meeting
Wednesday night, August 13, 1969,
at Campbell vmage Rec reation
Center. The main topics presented
by the Chairman of the Black
Panther Party and David Hilliard,
Chief of Staff, was the Community Control (decentralization) of
Police Petltlcn being circulated in
Oakland now; the defense of political prisoners like Huey P. Newton, Charles Bursey, the N. Y. 21,
Rory and Landon in Denver and
numerous others, and the return
of our Minister of Information,
Eldridge Cleaver.
The turnout was ve ry good and

the people recetved the Black Panther Party warml y. The ages of

the people attendlngthecommuntty
meeting ranged from 6 to 60.

SHOOT
TACOMA YOUTH

~o;!:;ri5fniii~~!f:.1:,"~~

tton and to invite the community
to air their grievances, wlth the
conditions under which they live.
The response of the community
was manifested in the people that
took petitions to circulate that
August 18, Sunday night, 6 car- night, nam ely, Savannah Jackson,
loads of white r acist vlg1lantes Tel: 444-3961; and Frank Washwere sent into the Black com- lngton, Tel: 452-4079; and in the
munity better known as Hllltop people that came in the next day
by the racist mayor. The vigi- (and are continuing to come in)
lantes shot a 13 year old brother to sell papers and offer their
by the name of Donald Quinn, as help .
he was coming home from church.
The Black Panther Party will
The brother ls now r eported to be be calllng on the community aIn sati sfactory condition.
gain soon to attend and participate
Later on that night, the same in weekly community meetings,
fasclst pig drove his car over designed to deal with the problems
Brother Grover Johnson , the n of the comm unity and iss ues relebacked up and tried to r un over vant to the Black com mun tty_
hi m again.
The Black Panther Party ts also
Also that same night the hos - asking the people to let us know
pital was surrounded by uniformed U you see any houses for rent
pigs armed to the gills, to keep tn West Dakland . The purpose for
c-veryone out.
this ts to establish information
The vigilantes are expected to centers in which we will be able
return. So the people of the com - to set up Free Breakfast for School
mun ity have circulated a leaflet Chtldren Programs, Liberation
with Information on the incident , Schools for our youth, Free Health
telli ng everyone to stay off the Cllnlcs, Community Political Edstreets.
ucation Classes, etc., to show the
There ls no branch of the Black people that the Black Panther Party
Panther Party 1n Tacoma. But ls here to serve the desires and
there are brothers who want to the needs of the people.
be Panthers, They s ell the Panther ALL POWER TO THE P EOPLE
Paper and study the Red Book. Contact us at:
FREE HUEY
Black Panther Party National
A. Dixon
Headquarters
Defense Captain
3106 Shattuck Avenue
Seattle, Washington
845-0103 or 845-0104
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APPEAL or PRESIDENT
BOCBIMINB
(Editor's note: The following document has been widely distributed

South are defeating the U.S. "local ment
war".
Nam.

in Vietnam. As the most important
recent statement issued by the North

Since the spring of the year Mau

Nixon plans to withdraw 25,000 have not given up their evil de-

int!~~rs~~~nir~~d!n~~il~~ ~;~1:~~ fa~!~~\he total withdrawal of the
tinued to step up the war of aggres- U.S. and satell1te troops and the
slon in the southern part of our complete liberation of South Viet
country, intensified attacks by Nam from foreign lnyaslon, the
B-52's
and
toxic chemicals, ProvlsionalCoalltlonGovernment,as
launched frenzied bombardments to provided tor in the IO-point overall
destroy our villages and cities and solution, wlll organize free and
massacre our compatriots, perpe- democratic general elections toen_ _ _ _._. tratlng new crimes of utmost bar- able the South Vietnamese people
barity.
to determine for themselves their

~;r~:a!~f~~l~~!~~~~!ere ~~ni~
for the world's great suppc,rt and
assistance. I am confident that the
fraternal socialist countries, all the
peace-and-justice-loving government and peoples, lncludlngtheprogressive people in the United States,
wlll extend increased support and
assistance to the Vietnamese peoples's struggle against u .s aggres-

APPEAL OF PRESIDENT HO CHI

MINH ON THE OCCASION OF July
20, 1969

.,,

!~:c:~•!~

~:~~s
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!.1n'~t~t:0::~so~!!1a~~fet~~ t1;!~~%~
and friendly countries, and warmly Nam, and sutferlngandmourningtor reunification of the country,
' hailed by the people of the world. hundreds of thousands of American
I take this oppc,rtunity to express,

. unity and territorial integrity. These
agreements provided for the holding
of free general electionsinjulyl956
to reunify the whole of Viet Nam .
- But the U.S. imperialists have
Impudently sabota1,1;ed the Geneva
Agreements, carried out aggres.sion against our country, and unleashed the most atrocious colonial war in human history.
ou;'h;~;~o~~:~:::~~ ~r::;l~y~ar;~

The defeat of the u.s tmperialists ls already evident. stlll they
sign of cllngtng to the southern part
of our country. Our armed forces
and people throughout the country,
millions as one man, unholdlng revoluttonary heroism, and fearless of
sacritlce and hardships, are determined to carry on and step up the
resistance war, with the firm resolve to fight and win, tm the complete withdrawal of u s. troops and
till the total collapse of the puppet
army and adm1ntstration in order to

\

study groups. )

:::~~n;~~~~~~·r1~!~~da:: h;~:s~~::
have fought with sublime heroism
against U.S. aggression to save the
country. The U.S. imperialists'
aggressive plans have gone bankrupt one after another; the U.S. defeats have become heavierandheav-

the Republlc of South Viet

Than, the situation has radically U.S troops in an attempt to appease
changed 1n our favour, to the dis- American and world public opinion.
advantage of the enemy. Four-fifths This ls a trick.
of South Viet Nam's territory with The Vietnamese people firmly dethree-quarte rs ofitspopulatlonhave mand the withdrawal of all U.S
been liberated. In these conditions and satellite troops, not the withof victory, the South Viet Nam Con- drawal of only 25,000 or 250,000
gress of People's Representatives or 500,000 men, but a total, commet and unanimously elected the plete, unconditional withdrawal.
Provisional Revolutionary Govern- Only in this way wlll it be posment of the Republic of South Viet sible to retrieve the honour of the
Nam and the Advisory CouncU. This United States, and to avoid for hun~i;(~:en~Y h~:e~~:O~;~:!~!r~~i
a0 ~~~~::n~:a~~

Vietnamese leadership, lt ls being
carefully read and discussed by local

Dear
fighters and compatriots
throughout the country!
Fifteen years ago, after the glo8
g:::v:1,;7e;~~~e:n
cognized our people's fundamental
rights __ independence, sovereignty,

or

J-lo Chi Minh
j5 Go j ng

us:~~~;:t ct/~i;~oo~ltg~/t~!e~:~

~~~u:n'tu~~~~~~~=~rr~~tt: g~~=

!!~~~r~r national salvation till total

wh~!~h:~~~tr;~~:i~~~~~;~~

to wjn

~~:=

Vl~r~~~:ris~~:ierence, the U S. :~~~~~~onG::r~:e~ thif or~:~~ ~i~t
ier ; our peoplehavegonefromsuc- lmperiallsts have stubbornly put Nam, wtthoutanyforelgncountrybe- lutely!
cess to success, and are suretowln forward extremely absurd demands lng allowed to interfere. So long as The us. Imperialist aggressors
total victory.
and refused to discuss seriously the U.S. troops and the puppet admtnis- are doomed to defeat!
The armed forces and people in reasonable and logical 10-point tratton remain in existence in South TheVletnamesepeople are sure to
the North have defeated the U.S. overall solutlon advocated by the Viet Nam, really free and demo- win total vtctorv!
aggressors' war of destruction.
National FrontforLlberattonandthe cratlc general elections will be abThe armedforcesandpeopleinthe Provisional Revolutionary Govern- solutely impossible.

CHICAGO JAIL:
WARDEN MOORE~s DUNGEON
(Editor's note: Theauthorwasjailed
recently for his part in the burning
of 50 sacks of 1-A flies taken from
Chicago area draft boards.)
CHICAGO (LNS) -- After two
years in federal prisons (on a draft
offense) and lesser pericxl.s in varlous county lockups, I had thought
that I could hardly be shocked in
any of the places that this society
uses to hide away the victims of
Its failures.
Cook County jail was a shock;
it was shocking to again realize that
there ls a w1111ngness in this country to commit any outrage and torment on anyone who is labeled a
criminal, all in the name of protection or, more often, simple vengeance.
The men andwomenlocked inside
Warden Moore's dungeon have, tor
the most part, been convicted of
no crime; no court has condemned
them to be punished, yet people
are caged under cond1tlons that no
humane zoo-keeper would tolerate
tor housing animals. They are
guarded and controlled by a staff
and administration whose most human quality seems to be lnditfer~~7~r~~n~~~t:1:~~et~e~~ef!!s~~;
having converted what was once a
hell-hole into a paradise of enllghtened penology.
The physical conditions are slmply the absolute minimum for sustainlng life. Men sleep huddled in
blankets on concrete noors; some
may have lnsect-and-fllth-ridden

mattresses. The r eally lucky ones
have steel slat bunks in two-man
cells whose dimensions are less than
6 X 8 feet. In a cell block housing
80 men there ls one shower room
with three fixtures which one may
use if he can persuade a guard to
unlock the door and pehaps provide soap. In the solitary confinement block, showers are theorettcally provided once a week tor each
inmate, but this too depends on the
whim of the £\13.rd.
Each inmate ls given a "medl-:
cal examination" upon entering the
jail; twelve questions on a printed
form, marching past a doctor with
perhaps a hundred other inmates,
shirts oft... the doctor glances up
from a stack of forms, then writes
"physical condition, good.'' The
doctor asks you how you feel, you
answer good, or not so bad, and
the examination ls over.
Emotionally disturbed men, psychotics, oreventhosesuUerlngfrom
narcotics withdrawal are usually
locked in solitary confinement where
they can make all the noise they wish.
Whlle I was in solitary (for ref'Using to sign a paper authorizing
the jail to open mall, etc.), the man
~:/':.n~~:~ ~:~l :~~:tw~~s~;~i~~:.
or his head, and begging lit cigarettes from the guard, so he could
burn himself with them. One of the
guards thought that was very funny
and provided the man with five or
six cigarettes a day. When I brought
this to Warden Moore's attention,
his response was "what do you expect me to do about it ?"

FREE CHAIRMAN SEALE
FREE ALL POLITICAL
PRISONERS
1

Give full support to the Vietnal}lese people to defeat U.S._imperialism.
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GREEN BERETS
IN HAITI

(Reprinted from ''Liberation")

Once again our nation's government has decided to send "Its
boys" to defend "freedom, justice, and the American way." This
time it ts lo the Island paradise
of Haiti, where brown-skinned na-

tives work happily !orthelrbenevolent masters. With the help of
U -~ corporate Investments this islands economy has nourished. The

per capita Income ls now $63 a
year, per capita milk consumption
a whole seven quarts, the Infant

mortality rate only 204 per 1,000,
and the !Ue expectancy ls 34 years.
With such conditions we KNOW It
MUST be the Communists stirring

up trouble again, for the natives
just want to live in peace with
their humble masters. Therefore
we better send our boys over there
to protect the natives' Interests,
because If the Commies takeover,
who knows what will happen?
This Is what has been crammed
down the throats of the American
public for years now. In the past,
the ruling class or tbis nation
(I.e., the corporate capitalists who
control the press) has been able
to put this illusion over on the
public. Times are changing, however, and the capitalists are
losing their grip. As the contradictions In the system become obvious, so does the truth which Is
now staring America in the face,
smashing the Illusions of the past.
The valiant struggles of the Vietnamese and other Third World
peoples against U.S. Imperialism
have exposed the truenatureofour
country's involvement In other nations' affairs. Because the nature
of their involvement Is so apalllng
to most of the world, the Imperialists must rind new ways to deceive
the public. Instead of making up
lie s to justify their presence in
the Third World, the Imperialists
now try to conceal H entirely. such
ts the case In Bollvia and Guatemala where U S. Special Forces
have been fighting !or quite some
time without the public knowing
it. (T he Congo, Thailand, and Laos
are other examples ofThirdWorld
countries In which U.S. troops have
secretly been Involved.) The last

two highly publicized U S ven- sonnel, disguised as tourists, to
tures, the Bay of Pigs and the assist tbe•tantonmascoute'and tbe
Dominican Republic invasions, police, the Black Americans were
were so blatantly repressive that sent to villages and clties to act
they were extremely embar- as spies.
rassfng to this country and were
Concerning the •tanton macoute•,
condemned throughout the world. Jean pointed out, "The •tanton
The government has been des- macoute' ts a gang of crimlnals,
perately trying to conceal the underworld elements and gangtreacherous role It ts "J)laylngpre- - sters." He also.said that they were
sently in Haiti, where tt Is sup- incorporated into the government
portlng an openly fascist regime a- to give them a legal cover !or their
galnst a popular uprising, with U.S. ruthless acUvlUes. However, what
and Special Forces personnel. The is most important ls that they are
attempt to conceal this fact was trained by U S. Milltary Mission
foiled recently when Leslle Jean, schools in Port au Prince. What
lbe Haitian delegate to the World kind of system does their training
Assembly for Peace, held in Ber- uphold? Obviously an exploitative
lln, revealed In an Interview that and repressive one. They are tn"lhe
at nha
nt structed in controlling crowds,
black
and black Gls dispersing and kllllng strikers and
of the
e}P_ picketers, breaking updemonstra1 e and
lions,
and
anti-guerrllla or
of President Fra
va1fei- counter-insurgency warfare.
round up and klll HaiTian r~Vol\iA regime like Duvalier's fretionarles." He also told of how the quenlly needs to employ such tac~ struggle
against the tics. Duvalier has ruled for 12
Duvalier regime was lntensl!ylng, years wllhout one reform for the
and said that armed groups of people. He rules with the aid of
peasants -- and in some cases his gangsters and a rubber-stamp
workers -- are operating in the "parllament" comprised of his
countryside. Themaintaskofthese own appointees. The Haitian SUgroups, Jean pointed out, "ls to preme Court ls composed of his
protect the peasants against the lackeys. Thousands of people are
violence and robbery of the in HaiUan jalls simply because of
•tanton
macoute' (paramUJtary their poUtical beliefs, and have
gangs In support of Duvalier), and never been charged with a crime.
Duvalier's mercenary soldiers."
The United Nations Commission
"These" he stated "have a free on Human Rights, in a document
hand to' roam the c~untry and en- Issued in May, exposed the true
rich themselves, taking over land nature of the Duvalier r egime.
and goods without payment, looting It stated that "since the bestores, and shooting people who ginning o!this year, repression has
show the slightest resistance." increased in Haili. Citizens have
He went on to say lbat "in the been taken from their bomes, torcities, the armed workers punish lured and thrown tnto prison wtthtrattors and the murderers of out any indictment or triaJ." The
innocent people. In April several document lists the names of 36
armed groups simultaneously at- victims as an example of thispertacked police posts ln the northern secutlon. They range from poets
region or the country and captured and professors to peasants and
large quanUttes of ammunition."
housewives. Nothing has been
Duvalier, frightened by this and beard from them since their arother mass actions, called on the rests. This type of "freedom"
U.S. milltary mission in Port au and "democracy" ts becoming
Prince for aid. The U.S. responded more difficult to conceal as the
by sending Army omcers to lead people rise up and challenge the
the manhunt against the revolu- bourgeois dictatorship's lllegittonarles, and Green Beret per- Umate power.

LETTER TO

FEINBERG

•-=--'--•

I read your letter to Chairman
Seale in the Black Pantber Paper
and J would like to relate my feelings
to you con:;~rning the State of Israel.
You are right when you said there
ls danger of a genocide against the
Jewish people of Israel, but not by
the Arabs of Algiers, but by the
U.S. fascist pigs. The U.S. !asclst pigs have already begun to vamp
on the people of Israel. Whenever a
couni.r}', such as Israel, become
hanging puppets and running dogs tor
a fascist government, (especially
one which identifies with the Hitler
regime(, then the grand stomp has
bas already begun. Just because
Israel has Jet this haJ)Pen to her,
does not mean the Arabs have to let
1l happen to them. Eldridge Cleanr
said, "WP rncogniM that the Jewish
people have sutrered, but this sur.
!ering should not be us':XI to justlfy suffering by Arabs now."
It looks to me like the ruling
class or Israel has been bought off
by th.:! finance capital or U S fascist capitalism. The ruling class is
leading the peop!e or Israel down
the road to destruction. You should
do something about getting the pe0p!e of Israel together for the struggle against the ruling class of Israel,
and the ruling classoUascist US.A.

As in all Latin American countries , the struggle ls not only against the national bourgeoisie, but
against the foreign bourgeoisie as
well, in whose interest the national
bourgeoisie ser ves. In most Latin
American countries, the national
bourgeoisie relies almost entirely
on foreign capital !or its s urvival.
The Duvalie r regime is no exception. It acts entirely in the
interests of foreign capital, mainly
that of the U.S. This was clearly
evident in Its actions which led
to the current struggle. In 1965
Duvalier granted a new concession
to the Reynolds Mining Company,
a U S firm. This consisted of
exclusive rights to 375,000 acres
of land rich in bauxite. As a result
of this concession, the peasants
were driven out of their land without any compensallon. Two years
later Duvalier used this same
method to secure land for another
U.S firm -- this one interested
1n exploiting Haiti's copper resources. It is also interesting to
note that these mines opened using
the most modern machinery, thus
requiring few workers. Because of
the extent of foreign capital's con.
trot over the economy,povertyhas
worsened. One million of the countr}"'s five mllllon people are unemployed, and there have been no
wage or salary increases in 23
years, despite the fact that prices
have skyrocketed. Taxes go up and
earnings go down as the demands of
foreign capital bring out the confiicting interests of the national
bourgeoisie and the masses.
As the current revolt grows,
the true nature of the Haitian system becomes even more apparent
to the world. The current wave
of repression bas been further
documented by Jacques Dorsillen,
member of the Central Committee
of the United Party of Haitian
Communists. According to him,
many popular leaders have been
murdered by Duvalier's •tanton
macoute' gangsters,. and others
have been Imprisoned. Among thf'
latter ls Joseph Ronet, general
secretary of the UPHC . On April
28th Duvalier's puppet parliament

adopted an anti-Communist law
which imposes capital punishment
on any Haltlan engaging in Communist actlvlttes or the propagation of Marxist Ideas, as well
as those helping or harboring Com•
munis ts. Trial shall be by court
Martial. Boukan, the organ of the
Comm unists of Haiti, verlfled
Jean's statements concerning U.S.
involvement,
reporting
the
presence In Haiti or a large number
of Black Green Beret troops.
Boukan asserts that they are training the •tanton macoute• and other
Duva ller forces in counter-Insurgency warfare.
However, these repressive actions have been unable to quell
the Haitian people's valiant struggle. To the contrary, the presence
of foreign troops has tended to
further Inspire the people to drive
the to reign invaders and their lack•
eys from their land. For as the
Impe rialists and their puppets are
exposed, necessitating that they
become more repressive to maintain their power, the people strive
even harder to drive them from
the land. Because of Its !allure
to quell the revolt, the Duvaller
regime has tried another method
of repression. Speciftcally, they
have attempted to use the caste
syste m and raceprejudicetodlvlde
the oppressed masses. But the
Haitian struggle ls a class
struggle, not a race struggle. The
oppressed people realize that their
enemy Is not other oppressed
people, but the ruling cla ss which
subJugates them to poverty through
super. exploitation.,
This and all other methods of
repression wlll fail to quell the
people's struggle. Until the U.S.
lmperlaltsts and their puppets are
driven from Haiti there will be no
peace. The people know their
enemy and are dete rmined to win,
and nothing the imperialists do can
stop them from achieving their liberation through the dlctatorship of
the proletariat.
Victory for the Haitian People!
Smash Duvalier!
Smash Imperialism!

RIOT SQUADS
ON STAND BY
IN HAWAII
T uesday, August 12, 1969
Dear Brothers and Sisters,

For those who have been smug
about the mainland racial struggle
against the pigs, for those who said,
"It'll never happen in Hawaii,"
move it on over!
Riot squads are on standby duty
at the Kanchoe Marine Corps Air
Station after an outbreak of vlo•
lence SUnday which lert 16 Marines
Injured. The violence involved 250
Black and White Marines. TheMarine Corps declined to say what
caused the disturbance and refused
further comment on the subject.
However, from ln!ormatlon pieced
together -- the violence, which ls
the direct result of continued racial
hostility, occurred SUnday afternoon shortlybeforethecolorswere
lowered at the base. Some 50 Black
Marines gathered on bleachers
near a basketball court and gave the
Black power, clenched-fist salute.
A witness said roving gangs of
ALL POWEH TO THE PEOPLE Black and White Marines began gaJim Wilson
therlng after the Military Police

fired two s hots tn the air, thus
quelling the lnltlal outbreak. The
gangs
gained momentum and
roamed about the Station.
More information ts difficult to
get at this time because the mlUtary at first denied the situation
entirely. The mUttary only gave
this amount of Information when
pressed by concerned people who
refused to accept their propaganda.
However, this note canbeadded:
With the military so in control In
the United States, more and more
servicemen are sent here tor duty,
The average red-necked mainland
soldiers bring their pig ways with
them to HawaH and eventually clash
not only with the Blacks who are
here, but also with nearly all the
other non-whites
who accept
llawali as home.
So, brothers and sisters, tr we
don't all T.C . B and fast, you·11
see the flame s go up over here
tc,o just llke Watts,
Detroit,
Newark, etc .
POW ER TO THE .PEOPLE
Jill Voshell Fujisaki

.
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19 YEAR OLD SISTER
MURDERED BY FASCIST K.C. PIGS
so he was going to wall until the
crowd of skaters had cleared
before rising. The pigs took this
or police brutality and murder or as an Interruption and denounced
Black people to a fever pitch. the brother and were attempting
The murder took place on August to evict him from the rink. The
brother was abused by the pigs
17, 1969 (SUnday night).
verbally and physically and with•

The death of Faye Perkins, 19
years old, at the hands or two
pork chops has raised the level

n1ey appr oaced the brother after
seeing him run away lrom this
vicious brutal attack. They asked
him what was the reason for such
brutality and suppression, because
the brother was not harming any•
one.
The two concerned brothers ap..

On SUnday night, August I?, 1969,
several young
black
men and
women were attempting to enjoy

a night of recreation and were in
pursuit of this happiness when
death lnfllcted upon a young Black

woman stilled the night.
The fact that this young Black
woman was murdered outright and
without justification by two pork
chop puppets or this fascist, tyran-

nical regime, called the Kansas
City, Missouri Police Depart ment,
proves how rampant fascism is
perpetuated against the oppressed

masses.
The Black Panther Party as the
vanguard ls denouncing such unwarranted acts of repression a nd
suppression by this ractstgove rnment.
We have In our possession the
true facts and orginal statements
of how and why this young Black
woman was murdered because she
spoke out against this fascis t system .
This is the actual statement
given to our organization by the
brothers involved as victims in th is
incident.
A young Black
brother was
skating at the roller rink loca ted
on 26th and Troost. It see ms that
the brother became involved with
two off- duty pigs , Lloyd De
Graffenried and Sylvester H. Winston, who were working a t the
r ink as watch-dogs for the rac is t
capitalist owners . The young brother had fallen down and was atte mpting to bring hi mse lf up, but
did not want to involve a nyone e lse ,

FAYE PERKINS, MURDERED AT 19 YRS.
out provocation. He was taken outs ide the rink and was attacked
more vicious ly and threatened with
his llfe bythese tworanking-mouth
por k chop puppets.
Two young Black men were
s tanding on the s treet and became
indignant to see s uch acts of force
against this young brother who was
atte mpting to e njoy a n evening ,

proached the two office r s, not
knowing that they wer e officers for
they we r e in plain clothes. The
two pigs did not show why they had
attacked the br other and d1d not
s how any evidence that they wer e
a part of the pig patrol.
The two pigs immed.J.ate ly a t•
tacked the two concerned brothers
- · ver ba lly and threatened the bro-

sbied on questioning their wanton
acts or brutality. This led to the
brothers trying to explain that
they were just trying to make
peace with the otricers and with
the first young brother that they
attacked.
It seems that this Infuriated them
to the point of confusion, because
they proceeded to attack the two
concerned brothers physically and
when one of the brother's wife
attempted to assist him, she was
murdered in cold blood. A shot
was fired wJthln the crowd. These
two brothers have sworn that this
sister did not have any weapon
whatsoever, and could not have
fired any gun.
One pig, DeGraffenrted, was shot
durlng the meiee, and in return
fired upon this sister without any
judgement or knowledge that she
was in possession or a weapon.
The two brothers related to the
sister were further threatened with
their life, and were told by the
pigs that they had murdered their
woman frieod and their life would
be taken if they continued to investigate this situation.
One of the br others was arrested
for disturbing the peace and this
was the on ly charge that could be
bf'OU2ht ae-ai"~t him.
DOES IBIS J t.6TIFY TIJE
TAKING OF A WOMAN' S LIFE?
We feel that thls rampant muroer
and brutality must be STOPPED
and STOPPED IMMEDIATELY.
The peop le of the community
will not let this continue and fascism must be erased fr om this
entire country.
Number 7 of the IO Point Program and Plallor m of the Black
Panther Party states that, «we
want immediate end to police brutality and murder of Black people. "
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!!

fun.

AFTER TWO
HUNG JURIES,

WHO SAID THAT?

WARREN WELLS IS STILL
ON TRIAL
Warren William Wells ls a 22 hung 10 to 2, and 11 to 1 FOR
year old Black man, a Black Pan- ACQUITTAL! But the warring i-

The streets of our country are in turmoil.
T he universities are full of s tudents rebelling
a nd rioting. Communis ts are s eeking to des troy
our country . Russ ia is threatening us with
her m ight and the republic is in danger.
Yes, danger from within and from without .
We need law and order. Without law and order
our nation cannot s urvive.
Elect us and we s hall restore law and order.
We will be respected by the nations of the
world for law and order• Without law and
order, our republic will fall.
Adol h Hitler 1932

FASCIST PIG
TERROR AT
SEATTLE
BEACH
Fascist Pig Chief Frank C. Hamon said today that the use of tear
gas on a crowd or about 1500
white persons was "just111ed" to
quell a disturbance that they (the
pigs) started when they vamped
down on a festival that
was
occurring at Alkl beach last night
(August ll, 1969). The dogs were
there In fullforce, lnltmtdatlngand
s hooting mace all over the area.
These insanity plagued freaks escalated their immediate assignment into the residential area
by shooting canisters
into the
homes of the residents of the Alki
area as well . Ramon also stated
that there were many complaints
of excessive noise but the residents of the community charge the
hogs with "over -reacting, abusive
and un rul y conduct."
"It was terrUytng and rid1culous," Mrs. SUsan Pike, of 2611
58th Ave S.W., said of the wlld
events which occurred at and near
her apartment last night. The eye
stinging stomach-turning presence
of last night's gas was still pr esent
in her apartment this mor ning
hours after a projectile smashed
a window to r est on her li ving
room couch. It was then that s he
fell down the apartment steps and
injured he r foot. An e:ir.::amlnatlon
at Harbor vlew Medical Center
later disclosed that the foo t was
br oken. '• A fa mily was gassed,"
she said, (Not to mention that her
children Michael and Vickie Lynn
we r e also the victims of gas inhalation. )
Meanwhile the pigs were ,des t roying the beach under the direction of Pig Lt. Howara Sless man
at an incredibly rapid rate. A
r;ut~~~ ;h~r:a~~~e:~~ t~hr:~
Into a pig cac said he was siand~r~ut~~~':.-'::'!e,,'~~ad~~~':, -:::~
on him. "The cop ripped out lhe
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when a pig grabbed his wife by
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DEATH Of A PAPER-GOD

1
:ear i\~h\:~ae:~~~s
doubt, but certainly not by his 'tried to try a man three times
~;:·no~:i~gr~~~.~t~~!s~p~;~~~~
than the common knowledge: that
"the wanton boys", who would k:Jll
(or tear the wi ngs ofi)ltvingthings
th at would fly. • • those same
boys grow to what th ey would like
to call "Manhood"; they turn their
sad~stic1 pastimes Into established
pro
ons. In short, they rise
to power and they continue their
idiot wars on the weak and the
small. But, on a more vicious
a nd social level -- again st the 0Ppressed and people of color - against those, not wanting to fly ,
but ra th er, agalnst those fighting

ess

!~e \u:c::~ ::!g ~o u:t 2~8!:cti
to 1 for conviction. The state ls
only doing (and getting away with)
this, because Warren Wells is
Black -- Black and Political. He
muS t be supported, in and at his
tr~al by the people of every race,
an ~ve r y ~ l inte~Uon. An empty
cour room w JUS seal his tomb
with a racist jury! So be a broth er ( and bring a frtend)andmake
it to Warren's trial, at the beginntnt and th rough his trlal. 1-l~'d
ma e it to yours! Warren's trial
begins:

~1~~~ ti!;ty1~o~~~cx!~ea.m.~

28th Ave. s. accused omcers with
~!:~!~g t:n~~y

~!;!;li:_.~Y(~~l~

cOnti nued from page 3
An objective examination
o( the history of SoJth America,
free from bo~rgeoisie propaganda,
shows constant U.S. interlerence
in and domination o( the internal
affairs of the countries diere. The

sources , as China has done. and
uses them for the benefit of their
own people. the backing and buying power of the dollar will shrink
and crumble. When the people
ousted the imperialists o.nd gained

U.S. has carried out over 16 armed
intervent.ionssince 1900. The vast
riches and mineral resources of
that continent have gone to fatten
::;bo~gt::~:e.

~~;:~~;:::a~

control of Cuba in 1958, t..he price
of sugar in the U.S. increased
sharply. When the peoples reyolution succeeds in Bolivia, t..here'U
=~d n;. 0 ~ 0:: ::::; Ct~~ef;:sc:~d

;;:nd~;d ~~.ke~~:sFr'!;1~r:~
ration, Alcoa Aluminum and tobolster the U.S. economy. The high
scandard o( living that the people
in America enJoy and che bU}'ing

:~Sfa;;:s:~:- 1
:~:k:~
perialist. l<1ckeys and running dogs
and gain control of Southeast .\sia,
d1ere"ll be no more rubber to make
tires or bauxite to m.ike aluminum

~~1,:i::t:

to ~dr~e~rren Wells, ln his own
w~~~s,
isl "no di!ferdent than
m ons O oppresse
peoplE
throughout the world''; his onl)
goal Is to be able to determin£
his own destiny. He knows that the
key to the liberation of his peo~~e dis t~e f~da:e~)tal 1~once~t 02-

NO!E:: The peop(le who put up the
cas premium $620.00) to bail
Warren out were not rich liberals
f;e~r~;~ssi1r~le t~~ ~:.~

i::;:

power of lhe dollar is directly airplanes. 1l1e thought of their
proportional to the v.ist amounts god losing its importance and world

l~arr:n wa:~hotd!:n(~nar::::
in th
t
t
r
'
the
~i~s ~;~~e°:~~::~ 1:
1
"shoot-out," in which Bobby Hut.
ton was murdered; gunned down
with his empty hands held high
on the tragic night of Aprll6, 1968.

and took otit a heavy-interest loan!
HELP!
Checks should be made payable to:
WARl{EN WELLS 11AIL FUND
c/o Mrs. Kathleen Gresher
3011 Sha ttuck Ave.
Berkeley, California 94704

::~~r;~ :sp~o:c;:ot~~ ethe ~.S.
~urdrg~oisiel e1
1 un r1 ..i.n
1vest1em
developed countries. An exploi- to make wild and des par ate attalion that causes high infant mor- tacks \\.1lich only act. to speed up
ta lity rates, st.arvation. and un- their doom.
t old sufferinginthree- fourthso(the
world. As the workers and r.,eas -

;a: :i:

~c:~te+w%~rr~; e hr:ri1:sen

~!~

b~:i~:.-cai~o~i:r)

Phone: 845-8859

~

~::i1:::: t:c:a:s

.":i tJ:~ e :l;il:iw~~:::j::1g:!: continued

jn

next iSSUe

WE KNOW IS NOT EVEN UNU~~:t~)pe~1; 1~~~e~~ :~:g::: ~~~~
cert sald "there was one Ironic
twist. "The concert," he said,
"was to promote peace."
The Black Panther Party urges
the people to realize that these
fascist pig cops are America's
number one health problem. Right
at this moment these fascist freaks
are In the process of preparing
their !lnalaggressiveactorassaull
on the oppressed peoples or the
world and on Black people in particular.
People must recognize that these
~~~a;~~~r~~it~:i:nse~:(~~te~~
to ~how great concern fer the
PEOPLE but it ls a fact that these
finance capitalistic, rnj;!rcenarles
are the Pilots at the control of a
diabolical machine . They w1ll send
America to its doom and cause
the fascist walls of Babylon to
comeEtumbll1 down.AINI lx,ony, ne,agan, vans, gnew,
o o, or y,
you name them .•.
Ready or not, it's here .. .
POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Bobby While
Deputy Min. of lnformatton
Washington stale
Black Panther Pa rty
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" WHERE DOES THE CONTRADICTION
PROBLEM LIE? "
Monday , August 12, 1%9.
A note from Lee Johnson, Minister- of Labor of the San Francisco,
Black Guard, was sent to Clevela nd Brooks of the San Francisco
Branch of the Black Panther P<>-rty, to the effect that members of
the Black Pancher Party were
calling
members of the Black
Guards '' Pigs". On Tuesday,
August 13, 1969, Cleveland Brooks
received the note, and accompan ied
by Brothers Elli s and Maurice
went to the Black Guard' s office
a t Fillmore and Fulton Str eets,
TI1e brothers found Lee Johnson
in the office and began to discuss
the matter. Lee Johnson stated
th a t there should be an exchange
of ideas so that the Party could
better understand what the Black
Guc1rd was Jbout and why it was
doing wh at it was doing, and vice
versa. El Sultan Nasser Shabazz
of the 13lack Gu.:ird cc1me on the
scene and asked where the Black
Panther
Part y
got its funds.
He even hinted that the Party was
receiving money from C.S Governmcnul Agencies . Shabazz and
Lee Johnson .1greed th.it they were
not against the Black masses (pe ople) but at the same time, they
are gu<lrding the
avaricious
(Sre<:dy, exploiting, cheating )businessman's property Jnd <1re in
f.1ct suppress ing (putting down)
the poor masses . 1l1is is pure
madness , and th e people recognize
these fools JllSt for what they
are: opportunistic (self-seeker)
and greedy for money to fill their
own
pockets, while the Black
mas6es continue to be oppressed.·
ShJbazz of the 81.ick Guard fur ther s t,.ned that the 13lack Guard
and the 131.ick Panther Party should
unite against the pigs. The pigs

meaning any person or persons
who happens to be white. We of
the Black Panther Party know that
the on ly way co- fight racism is
with so lidarity. It was obvious
th a t the contradictions (problems)
between the Black Guard and the
Black Panther Part y could not
be resolved at that time . So Cleve
Brooks suggesled thatJ. we should
let the masses decide . A community meeting was scheduled for
Friday evening, August 15, 1969
at 7:30 p.m. in the Black Student's
Union building at 1642 Ellis St.
between FUimore and Steiner. On
Friday
before the community
meeting was ca lled to order, Rodney Williams (Community Rela tions Officer) for the Police Department had a few words with
Shabazz and left the meeting before
it s tarted. Earlier that Friday
afternoon at San Francisco City
llall, during the Board of Super visor's meet ing on charter amendments, Mr. Shabazz of the 13lack
Guard made ::i.n appeal to the super visors, aski~ them to endorse a
proposal to elevate the position of
the head of the community relations
officer (Rodney Williams) to the
r ank of Deputy Chief: Mr . Shabazz
went on to explain why he and
the 01.i.ck Guards support Rodney
Williams . :-Vlr. Shabazz stated that
because of the police (pig) problem in the [Hack community, it was
necessary to g:i ve the Deputy Chief
the power to order his fellow
police officers (pigs) out of the
Black community when they are
brutalizing Rlack people .

~Ir. Shabazz went on to say chat
the OJack (.;u.ird and other or gan izations in the community were
willing co cooperate anJ work with
the mayor <ind the supervisors

in supporting Rodney Williams for
that post.
Chairman Rip Ridley called the
meeting to order with Shabazz and
Lee Johnson and Cleve and Ellis
heading their respective panels.
Questioning began with the Black
Panther Party saying chat the Black
Guard was part of the problem by
guarding the avaricous business man ' s property. The Black Guard
r esponded with these questions of
the Party.
QUESTION: Where does the 13lack
Panther Parl:y get its money from,
and if the Party was pimping its
women.
ANSWER: Toe Black Panther Party gets its money from selling
Black Panther Papers and donations and contributions from the
community. We do not pimp our
women. They are our other half
which makes up the whole .
QUESTION:Do any members of the
Party work on Jobs provided by
the system?
ANSWER: Yes. But none of these
jobs are in the capacity of police
(pigs).

QL'ESTION: What is the connection
between the Black Panther Party
and the Peace and l;reedom Party ,
Progressive Labor (PL) and other
white radical groups?
.\NS\\.ER : To the second part of
your question about PL. TI1ere
is no connection whatsoever exccpl that they are enemies of the
peop le. About the PFP, Emory
Douglas, Minister of Culture of
th e Black Panther Party answered ,
"We make coalitions .i.ndalliances
for specific re.isons. The first
co.i.lition was for the freeing of
I lucy P. Newton, Minister of Defense of the 131.:ick Panther Party. We are not here to attack the

Black Guards, We are here to
struggle against wrong ideas. We
will make coalitions with anybody
who wanes to deal with these pigs. ' '
QUESTION: Do you think that there
are any .. Black" C. I.A. agents here
in this room 7
ANSWER: (Ellis) I would be very
disappointed if there were not.
At that time a brother from the
audience stated that he had been
recently released from San Quentin Prison and that the conditions
;,thin the prison where Black peer-~· are concerned were at a subhuman level. I le further stated that
a Black United Front had been
developed within the prison for
mere surviva l. lie said it would
be very inspirational to the Black
prisoners in San Quentin co know
that Black people on the outside
had really begun to u111te.
But the Black Panther Party
cannot and will not align ourselves
with fools like the cultural nationalists of the US Organization who
murder our comrades such as Bunchy and John and at the s·1me time
preach ch at "Trying to .e black
madness.' ' We will not align ourselves with Black racist organi zations whose whole ideology is
that all white people are pigs and
all Black people are gods. We
will not be used as pawns in the
political arena (blinded by racism)
to perpetuate the ruling c lass game
of divide and conquer . We will not
align ourselves with the likes of
those
two bootlicking niggers
Nasser Shabazz and Rodney
Williams who are both tools of the
S,1n Francisco pig structur e.
Rodney (bootlicking) Williams
before his recent promotion to
rhe pos ition of Community Rela ti ons Officer was t he Community

Re lations Officer for t he Western
Addition Area and worked out of
Distr ict Five of the E.O.C and
p layed a very important role in
the formation of what is now known
as the San Francisco Black Guards .
Now we can clearly see the connection bet ween Rodney Williams
anti Nasser Shabazz They are both
self-endorsed spokesmen of the
Black community white at the same
time they are employed by the San
Francisco PigOeparcment. lfthese
two foo ls were sincerely dedicated
to the Black masses and therefore presented the least threat
to this system (capitalism) which
has a history of miJCderlng over
SO million IJlack people in this
country, they would have not been
hired by the protectors of this
system, the local Pig Department.
The Black community of San
Francisco and for that ma tter ,
thr oughout this falling hypocritica l
country, must not tolerate bootlicking niggers running around the
community saying that they have
the interest of Black people at
heart. Black people have been
saying for years that they were
starving. Who instituted the Free
Breakfast for School Children?
Black people have also been saying
that medical attention In lhe Black
community is inadequate and expensive. Who Instituted a Black
community Free Health C linic?
It wasn't these boot licking fools,
but the mack Panther Party who
believes in educating by example
that maJe lhese programs a reality. The Ulack Panther Party will
continue meeting the needs of the
people, not in rhe toric (Talk) but
in pNct ice. llie Black P.i.mher
Party will continue to say that
"our enemies' friends Jre also
our enemies .''
ALL POWER TU Tl!~ PEOPLE
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HUEY'S APPEAL
continued from oaoe 12
Footnote
19 . The usual convention in statlsttca l analysis and
sctentUlc work ls to conclude that something other than
chance fl uctuation is affecting the data lf the probability
is .05 or less. Sometimes ,01 ts used as this cut-off
point, but never less. K.A. Brownlee, Statistica.J. Theory
and Methodology ln Science and Engineering, 1960, page

guilt or innocence (RT 1360, 1428-29, 1430-31, 1433, 1463,
1465, 1469, 1529-30, 1535-36, 1548- 49, 1552, 1573, 1625, 1635,
1658). Of these 15, 7, or almost half, were black people. 20
Thus, of the 20 Negroes called in all, 11, or 55%, were excused for opposition to capital punishment. Of the 125
whites called in all, 15, or 12% were excused for opposition
to capital punishment.
74 .
Race Is the major dttferentlatlng factor with respect to
End Footnote
attitudes toward capftal punishment (R. T 181). 21 55% of
white men approve of capita.I punishment, and 35% of
e . OPERATION OF CALIFORNIA PENAL CODE SECTION Negro men (R.T. 182, per 1968 Gallup Poll).
1074.8 (OPPOSITION TO CAPITAL PUNISHMENT) ON
RAC IAL REPRESENTATIVENESS OF THE JURY
Footnote
Prior to swearing ln the trial jury, 14 prospective
jurors were excused for cause, over objection of defendant,
because of oppositlon to capital punishment. Of these 14,
there was 1 juror each of Mexican, Chinese and Japanese
descent, and 4 black people (R.T. 385, 458, 480, 539, 547,
571, 624, 656, 665, 675, 769, 855(5), ll36, 1239). Fully half
of thOse excused for opposition to capital punishment were
minority persons, and fully hall of the black people examined were excused for that reason. All but one of these 14
persons, when asked, stated that they could be Impartial
and render a decision according to the Iawas to defendant's
guilt or Innocence (R.T. 455,479,539,546,570,624,656,
661-62, 764, 855, 1238).
Of the 51 prospective ju rors examined In order to seat
the four alternates, 15 were excused, over defendant's objectlon, for opposition to capital punishment, and all asked
stated they could have been Impartial as to defendant's

20. One of these black prospective alternate Jurors
was excused for a combination of rt!asons, Including
antl-capltal punishment and economic hardship (R.T. 1363),
and another by stipulation because she knew the Newton
famlly and opposed capital punishment (R.T 1635-36).
21. Testimony of expert witness Professor Hans Zeisel,
Professor of Law and Sociology at the University of
Chicago Law School, co-author (with H. Kalven) of the
American Jury (1968); author of numerous articles on The
JUry System and on statistical evidence in court, and of
"Some Data on Juror Attitudes Towards Capital Punishment,'' published by the Center for Studies in Criminal
Justice, University of Chicago Law School ; co-director
of the Jury Study of the University of Chicago Law School
9.T. 173-76).

LET FREEDOM RING
let freedom ring
Let freedom ring
Let freedom ring
From hell to so called heaven
Let freedom ring
In this day and age;
It ls our duty as the youth
To free oppressed people of the
world
Thls calls for a revolution
This calls for blood to be spllled
This calls for Umes to get harder
This calls for unity of the most
oppressed
"Black" brothers and sisters to
rise and demand
Let treed.om ring at any cost
.. . So let this be done.
All Power to the People
Panther Power to the Vanguard
Sister Joyce
St. Louis, Mo.

End Footnote

'
THE BLACK PANTHER
PARTY Checks Out

TO INFORM
TBE PEOPLE
Another attempt ls being made
by the fascist ST ATE forces to
repress the Black Panther Community News Service.
The State Attorney General's office has filed a brief with the U S
Supreme Court using excerpts
from the Black Panther Paper,
to try to get a ruling, upholding
the 50-year-old State Criminal
Syndicalism Law .
If this law is upheld the lawful
ground work for more brutal repression of the PEOPLE'S information ls in sight. We can also,
foresee the pigs(thPpower)brought
out by the avaricious, greedy, explotung businessmen (of finance
capital) having a legal foottostand
on (a law on the books) when they
break down doors and murder people who will execute Executive
Mandate No. 3. We can also see
renewed book burnings, only this
time the books will be the ones
exposing the true nature of this
class society and pointing out the

contradictions ofa government that
protects the Interest of the exploiting capitalists against the rights
of the workers.
The Black Panther Party says
that It Is the people's right ot
have all information contained in
the Panther Paper because we recognize that "information is the
raw material for new ideas". And
that people informed and politically
aware wlll develop new ideas
for coping with their intolerable
situation. The people have trust 1n
what the paper says, and that is
manifested in the paper's ever increasing
circulation. We are
gl vlng the people the truth, showing
the trickery used by the lying,
demagogic politicians and the
oppression put on us by the fascist pig cops for what it really
ls - the two main weapons of
Fascism.
If this government ~an give its
armed bodies (police, army, navy,
etc.) information and tactics on

how to commit genocide on a whole
nation of people, and show them how
to protect the interestsandprtvale
property of exploiting businessmen, then the Vanguard Party has
a duty to give the people all information regarding the correct
method of resisting anddrivingout
of the community those forces that
are directed against the PEOPLE' s
interest, and against the people
themselves.
With all their laws old and new
this decadent, fascist system cannot stop the Black Panther Party
from going forth to educate the people and showing the masses the
correct way to change this system
that is responsible for their exploitation and oppression. Because
the oppressor has no laws which the
oppressed are bound to respect.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Kathy H.

To: Big Man, Deputy Minister of like the nigger pig that he ls.
Informatton
After a time, the pig called the
From: PhUadelphia Branch, Com- ambulance. Taka was taken to the
munications Cadre
nearest hospital.
Last year, the people of York
The Black Panther PartyinPhJ- moved to remove a meatcompany,
tadelphia went to the City of York, Hoffman's, from the Black Colony.
Pennsylvania, under the orders of The reason being, Hoffman, began
the DeputyMlnlsteroflnformatlon, shooting at the brothers and sisfrom National Headquarters, ofthe ters there last year. Nothlng reBlack Panther Party. Upon our mains c,f Hoffman• s prom lse.s, exarrival in the City of York, some cept for the charred, burnt r,•lns,
100 milesfromPhllly,wesearched and the gra!fttl on the wall, so
for the Black Colony, easily found remlntscent
of Black revolts
in the confines ot This pigass mo- everywhere.
ther country. A sister, who knew
The pigs brieflyJntenslfiedthelr
the events, and the sparks whtch occupation of the Colony by placing
created them, directed us to the the National Guard pigs on the
home of a brother shot tn the wake scene. But, the people York moved
of the happenings, Brother Taka after a pig started shooting at the
NU SWeeney, 17 years old, and the people, and after a plg shot a brovictim of a ptg shooting on the ther.The people ofYork.nave,taught
17th of July.
the pigs of their present power
Taka NU, with 3 other brothers, structure, that ... polltlcal power
was returning from a night of grows out of the barrel of a GUN!
drumming in the Parkway Pro- For, the pigs no longer crutse in
jects. When returning home, they the Black Colony of York, Pennsylentered the turf of a white gang vanta. The Natlonal Occupying Gecalled the NSB' s. There are no stapo, ts no longer cruising the
organized gangs in the Black Colo- Black Colony in York. A plg is
ny In the Clty of York . This is dead of multiple reminders of his
not to say that the brothers and fascist repression.
sisters aren't organized, for the
No gun, no sniper, no brother
people know that the residents of has been found.
the Black Colony of York took
care of business. The one organ- "THE RACIST DOG POLICEMEN
ization there, that the brothers MUST WITHDRAW IMMEDIATEand sisters have seen flt to or- LY FROM OUR COMMUNITIES,
ganize ts the BUM (Black United CEASE THEIR WANTON MURDER
Movement) Taka is not a mem- AND BRUTALITY AND TORTURE
ber.
OF BLACK PEOPLE, OR FACE
Pig cars were rolling around. THE WRATH OF THE ARMED
The brothers went to see what PEOPLE"
was happening, Before they got to HUEY P .NEWTON,
the coners of West Philadelphia Minister of Defense
Street and Pershing Avenue, at
approximately 11:40 p.m., the pigs People's power wlll inevitably triordered them to go home. The bro- umph over the fascist forces of
ther turned. Taka Nil, at about Babylon, New Nazlland!
7 feet from the corner, felt a pumPkin ball (bullet) in his back. Taka DO SOMETHING NIGGER, IF YOU
laid there for approximately 15 ONLY SPIT!
minutes or more, while a nigger
detective pig, hesitated, sUenUy Communications Secretary
sitting- in the seat of his car, Philadelphia Branch
p

•[~,.........
......... ~ ....... _,
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Gl'S
SUPPORT
GRAPE
STRIKERS
(Reprinted from "Spartacus" ,
Fort Lee, Virginia)
The grape OOycott has come to
Ft. Lee. Please help to support
it. The grapes being served in the
mess halls are grown in Calllornla, the home of the grape strike.
In previous months, the Defense
Department "has been one of the
major scabi grape buyers. They
evidently do not recognize the
grape pickers' strike and the grape
boycott.
The strike by the Mexican-American grape pickers is still on.
Through the strike, they are trying
to gain union recognition In California. Some of the grape growers
have recognized the United Farm
Workers Associatlon, but the majority of the growers have not as
yet, so we must continue to support the OOycott • - we must refrain from eatlng the grapes served
in the mess hall. support the struggle of the Mexican-Americans to
gain union recognition, to earn
dec ent wages, and · to gain full
citizenship.
The average Mexican-American
has an income far below the poverty level of $3000. They are
forced to live in a miserable environment. In a statement by Cesar Chavez, the leader of "La
c ausa," he said: "We make a
solemn promise: To enjoy our
rightful part of the riches of this
land, to throw off the yoke of
being considered as agricultural
implements or slaves. We are
free men, and wedemandjustlce."
Put your support behind the
grape pickers' strike -- don't eat
those grapes. If we don't eat the
grapes, the Department of Defense won't buy them . The Chi cano ls a strong, proud man, but
he needs our help. Help him,
please, by supporting the grape
boycott.

NEW YORK PANTf-lER ZAYD SPEAKS AT GI DEMONSTRATION

HUNDREDS PROTEST
DIX COURT MARTIALS

NEW YORK (LNS) -- Four hwidred demonstrators massed In front
of Penn Station August 2 to support
38 Fort Dix, N.J, Gl's who face
courtmartials for having partlcipated In a stockade uprising.
The protestors called for the el1 mtnation of all Army stockades,
dropping charges against the Ft .
Dix 38, and the freeing of all politlcal prisoners .. including Black

Panther Minister of Defense Huey
P . Newton.
As speakers talked to the crowd
about life in the stockade, the
trumped-up charges against the 38,
and organizing in the army In general, demonstrators passed out
thousands of leaflets.
One GI appeared at the demonstratlon briefly and held up the flag
of the National Liberation Front of

South Vietnam; he was later arrested by Military·Pollce in the subway
and charged with violation of codes
which prohlbitsoldiersfromdemonstrating in uniform.
Following the rally, the protestors
took to the streets, streaming down
Eighth Avenue and finishing up at a
Veterans Administration building
which houses a number of Armed
Forces research and administrative

offices. Although the march tied up
traffic for a few minutes, cab
drivers, truck drivers and people
inside cars were sympathetic and
friendly for the most part.
The action was organized by SDS,
in cooperation with the American
Serviceman's Union (ASU) and other
groups.

GI UNION CALLS ON LABOR TO BOYCOTT CAMP LEJUNE
New York, N.Y., August II Andy
Stapp, national chairman of the
American Se rvicemen's Union, today announced that his organization
Is calling upon organized labor to
l.x>ycott Ca mp Lejune in North
Carollna and Fort Dix in New Jersey to protest the "harsh repression and unbridled racism to which
rank-and-file Gls are being subjected by the officer corps at the
two bases.''
The call for the OOycott is one of
the inltlal steps in a nationwide
campaign by the ASU to familiarize workers with the plight of Gls
and to gain support within the Jal.x>r
movement for GI union organizing.
Mr. Stapp exhlbltedacopyofa brochure being distributed across the
country In the tens of thousands,
which appeals to workers to come
to the aid of Gis forced to work
under a "totalitarian dictatorship
where every request o!the OOss, no
matter how unreasonable, is an unappealable command.''
"We have called for the boycott
at Camp LeJune," said Mr. Stapp,
••tn conjunction wlthASUactlvtties
on the base. Weare demanding that
frame -up murder charges and all
other char~es against the three
Black and two Puerto Rican marines be dropped Im mediately and
that they be released from the stockade.''
"Instead, we want criminal
charges brought against the bras.$
who have systematically propagated racism against minorities In direct violation of their own orders
a nd directives,"
The ASU chairman cited a report
which has just reached the public,
compiled by an official committee
at Camp Lejune, which investi-

TO THE
PEOPLE

gated conditions in the 2nd Marine and !Ue?
"The only way the ranks can ever
Division. The report found that
"many white officers and non- get justice against the will of the
commissioned officers" are pre- brass ls the same that workers get
judiced and "dellberately prac- justice against speed-up, laytice" racism; that Black marines oUs, pay cuts, forced overtlme; by
are "the special target ofmllltary organizing Into a union."
The ASU brochure for workers,
police; that "young marines, Black
and white" have been "striving which is being distributed at plant
for mutual accomodatlon" but that gates by supporters, explains that
"their attempts have been blocked "Gls are backwheremostworkers
and frustrated by the officers and were thirty to a hundred years ago''
non-commissioned officers.'' Mr. as !ar as conditions are concerned.
Stapp declared that findings "by The ASU describes theArmyas"a
our own union members on the base factory in the field" and the Navy
have been far more gruesom, far a.s "a factory at sea." The generals
more damning to the officers." and admirals retire to big business
"While we know that much orthe expla ins the brochure, wh1le big
The struggle by this capitallstic,
report is tr'Je," he continued, "we businessmen often become gen- racist society to repress the rehave absolutely no con!ldence erals overnight. The military ma- volutlonary movement of the poor
whatever in the racist, brutal brass chine, aside from being "a sweat- and oppressed masses has been into reform Itself. They are case- shop" is also "forced Ial.x>r" and tensi!ied, Any revolutionary or rethereby unconstltutlonal. A court volutionary organization wh!c:h has
hardened reactionaries. The only
way that the marines can get pro- martial by officers is analogous aligned itself with the people has
tection is by the rank-ana-u1e act- to "a foreman being the absolute suffered an attack by this fascist
ing through their union, the ASU, to judge over a worker." The result, American society -- a New German
make a thorough lnvestlgatlon and expla ins the ASU ls that 95 per -· and by reactionary slogans of
follow up wlth drastic, anti -racist cent of all court martials return "Law and Order" by the lying,
counter- measures against the of- verdicts of guilty.
deceiving politicians who only seek
ficers. They must be brought up
Whlle auto workers earn $3. 50 to perpetuate their system of opan hour and have rights against the press Ion and exploltatlon of Black
on charges."
"We have a similar situation at 1.x>ss, rank-and-file Gis earn$3.50 people in particular and the
Fort Dix where 38 men are being a day and are virtual servants or American people In general.
framed up on charges of arson and the prlvUeged officer caste 24
They are attempting to repress
riot and face long sentences for re- hours a day.
the determination of all revo"This ls the message we want lutlonary peoples and revolutionary
belling against torture and brutality In the stockade. Over 750 men to bring home to the workers in organizations to educate the poor
are stuffed into a hell-hole bullt this country--the message thatthe and oppressed masses to the true
for 250, are beaten by guards , class system which they suffer nature of this decadent American
strapped up and
kicked around , under is the same in the army, society. Remember Medgar Evers
made to stand In the broiling sun only hundreds of timesworse--the and Martin Luther King who were
for hours at a time, put on half racism which the bosses Instigate moderates (yet were a step to berations, and so on. Who are the on the outside Is even more vicious coming revolutionaries, Malcom X,
criminals at Fort Dix ? The brass inside the army where a Black GI Huey P. Newton); the New York 21
who preside over this torture ca n be senttodle because an officer and the Connett cut 8; the murder
chamber, or the victims , the rank- doesn't like his skin color.''

of James Rector at People's Park
in Berkeley, California; the brutalizatlon, by Mayor Daley's fascist
pig forces and 14,000 National
Guardsmen at the Democratic Conventlon in Chicago; the stationing
of 7 ,ODO National Guardsmen in Wilmington, Delaware for one year after
the assassination of Martin Luther
King; the passi ng of the McCarran
Act which gives the President the
authority to open the 52 concentratlon camps, now undergoing renovation, for detention (lmprisonment) of anyone "whom there Is
reasonable ground to belleve ... probably wlll ... conspire to engage in
acts ... of saOOtage." What this all
means is that Hitler's Fascist Germany has been re-born under a new
guise of "American Democracy."
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Eugene Jones
Lt. of Information

Boston Chapter
Black Panther Party
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REVOLUTIONARY
COMMUNITY MEDICAL
CORPS MEETS
Sunday, August 24th at 3:00 p. m.,

the R.C.M.C. wll1 hold a meetlng

at the Free Church located at
2200 Parker Street ln Berkeley
(Phone 549-0649).
This meeting ls supposed to be
held to flnd out the needs of the

com mwilty in regards to medicine.
The Minister of lnformatlon of the
R.C.M.C , Emfly Gordon, states

that their group was organized wlth
t he goal of healing the sick, res-

C~ICAGO PANWERS SPEAK TO COMMUNITY AFTER PIG ATTACK

CHICAGO

.
Willie Calvin, who_was kidnapped
this /IAondav b.y Uniformed fascist• and then held thirty
hours without being charged, We later had to put up
$250 ran.am to get him released, /IAoyor Daley's
Aunkies have increased their illegal attacks on
the party, ,but we will march forward to the
victory of the people's war

URGENT!!!! $5500 IS NEEDED NOW FOR
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN FRED'S APPEAL BOND
ONCE THE MONEY IS IN, THE REVOLUTION
ARY CAN BE RETURNED TO THE STREETS
AND TO THE PEOPLE,,, BRING ALL
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BLACK PANTHER
PART'l..QEEIC_f AT 235lLv<- lv'cdison

The BLACK PANTHER PARTY is establishing a
FREE PEOPLE'S MEDICAL CLINIC to rotisfy the
medical needs of our community, We understand that
the capitalists in America will never provide
adequate medical service so the BLACK PA NTH ER
PARTY has moved to establish another community
program in which all oppressed people can be involved in,
Technical assistance, supplies, and donations can
be brought to the office of the ILLINOIS CHAPTER
of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, 2350 w, Midi.an,
For further information call 243-8276,
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

the dying and practicing
revolutionary medicine In the tradition of Che Guevara, Norman
Bethune and Frantz Fannon.
All people, from all communities are Invited to this meeting.
R.C.M.C says this meeting wm
arrange tor first aid classes to be
held throughout the city ot Berkeley
(it should be the entire Bay Area).
They will also discuss the obtaining of supplles and will be
giving demonstrations in survival
techniques. The RC M.C. has a
platform, program, and a set
ot rules on paper. The Black Panther Party knows little or them
so we wlll judge them as we
judge all groups; by their social
practice. The following Is their
program.
cuing

Revolutionary Community Medical
Corps
I. We give full recognition and
support or the Black Panther Party
10 point program and recognize
them as the vanguard party of the
revolution.
2. We want education for medical
people that exposes the true nature
of this fascist American system.
We want education that teaches our
true history and our role in the
present day society,
3. We want all health, hospital,
dental, and veterinary faclllties
to be run by the people tor the
people.
4. We want an immediate end to
the police brutality and murder
of our people.
5. We give recognition of the
people's right and need for armed
self-defense when necessary.
6. We stand in solldarlty wlth the
oppressed people's struggle for
liberation throughout the world,
especially in the U.S.
7. We pledge ourselves to the protection and defense of the people
in the commWllty,
8. We will protect "by any means
necessary"' the lives, rights, and
securltles of our patients.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=aaaaaaaar======================~ LRuleNos corps member can have

RisoNERS
Rory f-lithe & Landon

Twelve Points of Attention
1. Speak politely.
2. Pay fair ly for what you buy.
3, Return everything you borrow,
4. Pay for anything you damage.
5. Do not hit or swear at people.
6. Do notdamagepropertyorcrops
of the poor oppressed masses.
7. Do not take liberties wlth women
or minors.
8. Carry on the fight, spread the
word, heal, and liberate.
9. Keep eyes and ears open.
IO. Know the enemy within.
11. Always guide and protect the
children.
12. Always be the servant of the
people.
T hree Main Rules of Discipline
L Obey all orders in your actions.
2. Do not take a single needle or
piece of thread from the poor and
oppressed ma sses.
3. Turn in everything libe rated
from the enemy.

in Motto
his possession, or be under the
influence of, any mind-altering "Heal the sick. Rescue the dying.
drugs , narcotics, or alcohol while Practice revolutionary human.1doing community work.
tarlanlsm.' '
2. Any corps member found dealing POWER TO THE PEOPLE
will be expelled from the medical
0
f:1~~c~u~~~~hi~~~fh;;;:~::1~~; '":,'P:"::':'k"':'"~--p°'1""gs:-b,-r'°'o-:-ke--:-ln"'"to"'t'"h_
e _off"'1'"ce ....,.e,-,L"l.,-e'""r-.at""1o_n_Sc,..,.hoo--,.ls--,.tnse_v_er_al_
businessman by am
and destroyed the m all!
cltles across the country. All of
businessman by any means neces Who are the toul pigs now mas - th ese are socialistic pr~rams._
sary.
ter-mlndlng th ese new attacks? whlch these capitalists hate. But
The Deputy ChairmanoftheJowa Well, for one, th er e Is Tricky we say f--- the pigs, because we
chapter or the Black Panther Party dick Milhouse Nixon, heading the have the Interest of the people
was framed and sentenced to 25 s lim y pig sty. Right behind him at heart, and we will fulfull the
years In prison for what th e pigs ls th at righteously fvul , feeble- people's basic needs and wants.
oinked as "being around tire minded, decrepit punk , J. Edgar No matter how low a level Tricky
arms!''
Hoover and his band of hoods , Dick Nixon and punk a-- J. Edgar
The Connecticut Eight were the F.B.L, and many otner s uper Hoover s toop, the Black Panther
jatled and charged with murder pigs, groveling in th e mucJ.; and Party wm be standing right there
and kidnap, which in reality th e pigs mire of th ese foul pigly deeds, be- In defense of the people, going tit
committed!
ing committed against the Party. for tat until the pigs' inevitable
I don't have enough room right
But why have these buffoon pigs doom. Because to make trouble-here to tell you of the countless moved things from a low le-vel to fail , make trouble-- fatl, make
oth er Panthes framed and sen- an even lower level. What Is the trouble--fail, until their doom, is
tenced to prison or jail.There have Black Panther Party doing now the logic of all imperialists and
also been attempts by the pigs to that it wasn't doing before? Well, their lackeys. But to try--fail,
secretly destroy the Breakfast tor we've finally exposed the Amert - try--fall, try--fail, Ulltll final vieCh ildren Pr ogram. (They wouldn't can dream tor exactly what It is: tory, s uch is the liglc of the
dare attack It openly). And to give the American night mare. In ad- p0 ople!
you an idea of the mentality or ditlon, we've Implemented Breakthe pigs, the- brothers and sisters fast for Children P r ograms all Long live t he Minister ot Defense!
at the Denver office in Colorado across the conrlne-s of decadPnt All Power to the People!
collected toys tor nf'edy children America. We've begun moving to Rory Hithe
which wf'rf' to have bt•en distrlhut E'd open Frl'f" Medical Clinics for all Political PrisonE'r
during Christmas time. But thP oppressf'd pc-ople, andwe'vpstart- Denvi?r, Colorado

Fred Hampton,DeputyChalrman
of the nilnols chapter of the Black
Panther Party ls now Inc arcerated
after belngsentencedto2to5years
for allegedly being present when

ON

3. Any corps member round
shooting any drug, wttnout a prescription, will be expelled from the
corps.
4. The 8 point program and platform and the rules ofthe R.C .M c.
must be known and Wlderstood by
all corps members.
5. No corps member will commit
any crimes against other corps
members or movement people at
all, and will not steal or take trom
the people, not even a needle or
a piece or thread.
6. When arrested a corps member
wlll give only name and address,
and will sign nothing. Legal rights
must be understood by all corps
members.
7. No corps member can have any
weapon in his possession while
doing comm unity work.
8. Political and Medical education
classes a re mandatory !or all
corps members.
9. Everyone in a leadership posltlon must read no less than one
hour a day to keep abreast o!
the changing political situation.
IO. All corps members are required to read the daily and weekly
papers and relative periodicals to
keep up with all factions in the
community.
II. All corps members must submlt
reports of their field
acttvitles.
12. Any or all leadership who expell a member must makesureth·"'
information reaches al! cori:,
members and the community.

I

I
I

I
I

II
II
I

I
I
I
I

I

II
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DUCHO , TRANSIT WORKER
AT U.F.A.F.

f-llS SENTENCE IS 10 YRS. FOR 2 JOINTS

JOHN SINCLAIR
HELD WITHOUT BOND
(Repri nted

from

White Panther

Brother John was involved in

News Service). July 29, 1969

community organizing In Detroit/
Ann Arbor area for 5 years and
has taken the brunt or the pig
repression and brutality that has
been meted out by the Detroit/ Ann

John Sinclair revolutionary poet,
righteous spokesman for the moth-

ercountry mad men and Minister
of Information for the Whlte Pan-

Arbor hog squads, especially since

ther Party ts being held without

the brother

bond as a political prisoner by

the national Whlte Panther Party

the racist fascist courts and their
strong arm thugs the pigs.
The Panther Mi nister was convicted on July 25, 1969, of
possessing two marijuana cigarettes In Dec. of '66. The possibJe sentence is 1-10 years In prison, but since the brother has
become politicized and has moved
to answer the needs and desires
of therevolutlonarycommunttyand
has educated the people to the contradictions In America, the pigs
and the power structure have
moved against John with all their
lying fascist machinery to take the
brother off the streets and away
from his people In the community.
The pigs are trying, by taking
the brother away from his people,
to stop the revolutionary fervor
that ts growing In the hearts of
the people across the land.
The possible sentence was I-JO
years, but the racist honkle Judge
gave the powerful brother 9 1/2
to IO years In the Southern Michtgan State hog farm prison at
Jackson Mich.
Like all political prisoners the
Minister of Information Is being
held without ball even pending
aweal, the reactionary pWlks tn
the power structure are afraid
of their own legal system when
dealing
with
revolutionary
brothers and sisters.

to deal with the lying fascist tactlcs that are running rampant In
this jive country.
The lying thieving courts and
pigs of this country think that they
can stop the Ude of revolution
that is sweeping across the land
by putting this brother ln the slammer, but what they don't understand is that they just serve to
add fuel to the revoluttonaryOame
that is raging In the land. The
pigs and the power structure further serve to educate the people
as to what tools will be needed
to gain liberation.
The people and the people alone
have the power to make and write
the history of this country and the
world. No matter how much repression and how much terror the
enemies of the people use, In the
end, the people will decide who
ls their friend and who Is their
enemy, and the people alone will
unite with all real friends and
stomp real enemies. Woe to a.ny
punk who stands In the way of
making history, for he'll surely
taste the wrath of the people.
JOHN SINCLAIR WILL BE SET
FREE
All Power to the People
Panther Power to the vanguard

has moved to form

It's either t>r, Either we come
together In a United Front Against
Fascism, or we suffer at the hands
of these oppressive pigs. Either
we unite to wage a successful
struggle against finance capital
or suffer collectively at the hands
of these terrorist murderes.Elther
the labor movement aligns itself
with all the oppressed people of
this country, ON THIS EARTH, in
their struggle against fasclsm, or
continue to perpetuate Its own
destructlon. Fascism is not new to
this coWltry. Fascism ts not an
import from overseas. It has manifested itself in the Black, Brown,
Red, and Yellow communities
throughout Us history. Fascism is
not new to the IalX>r movement.
It has manifested Itself in the
'30's, with it's open shop drive;
In the '40's with it's anti-labor
laws, like the Taft-Hartley Law;
tn the '50's, wtththevictoussmear
drive by the Senate McClellan
Committee which led to the K~nnedy-Landrum-Grt!fln Law. The
key objective was to divide labor's
ranks.
The outrageous presumption
that the government
should dictate to a union a ban
on Its right to elect or employ
a Communist Is clearly an act
of fascism. Fascism Is manifesting
Itself today In Congress, In the
state legislatures where laws are
being e ndo rsed by two- bit movie
actors, Ronald Reagan and George
Murphy. Laws are designed to
deny workers their most basic
democratic rights, the right to
strike or boycott, the right tonegotiate on their own contract. Fascism manifests Itself when politically Ignorant workers align
themselves with demagogic Alioto' s plg forces and attack other
workers, as witnessed some members of the Teamsters Union 1n
San Francisco when they attacked
workers and members ot the community at a school board meeting.
No. Fascism Is not new to this
country. The game' s the same,

the name's changed: law and order.
No. Fascism Is not new, as witnessed the vicious attacks of the
Ku Klux Klan
against
Black
people.
White workers in this country
have a history of standing up and
waging successful battles for their
rights as workers. But white
workers also have a history of
turning their backs on the Black
Liberation struggle, of turning
the! r backs on the struggles of
other oppressed people. White
workers
in this country have
been and are being, used as pawns
in the game of racism to divide
the labor ranks -- a fascist enemy
who Is waging a battle to divide
the labor ranks -- the fascist
enemy who waging a war to suppress the Black Liberation movement, a fascist enemy who ts out
to destroy the vanguard of the
struggle, the Black Panther Party.
Yeh. The sameenemythatcontrols
that mealey-mouth in the White
House -- Richard Nixon. Yeh.
That• s what he is, a mealeymouthed, demagogic, fascist plg.
The monopoly capitalist, Rockefellers , Hunt, the DuPont's the
Fords, that finance capital that
gives financial support to the fascist right-wlngorganlzatlons, such
as the Minutemen, the Blrchers,
the White Citizens Councils and
many more. They make the policies that govern domestic affairs,
and they make the policies that
govern this
coWllrY' s foreign
affairs. They are the same enemies that interfere with the revolutionary struggles around the
world . They same enemies that
attack the revolutionary and progressive elements in this country and charge them with conspiracy when they are the ones
who are guilt y of conspiracy -conspiracy against the people of
this coWltry, the conspiracy to
perpetuate poverty, racism, ignorance, and exploitation of the
people. The same enemies that

send the boot-licking opportunist
labor leaders of the AFL-C IO to
countries of Asta, Latin America
and Africa to organize, control
or destroy their labor movements.
It ls not enough to be able to
explain or interp r et these oppressive forces, these neo-fasct st tendencies, but it Is our obligation to
take thi s knowledge and to wage
an unrele nting struggle to s top
this shit, to stop the shit that
is going down against the worklng
people; to s top the shit that's
going down against all oppressed
people; to stop the shit pe r iod.
Out of thi s conference we must
put fort h a program to go forth
and raise the political awareness
of the working people. out of this
conference, we must put forth a
program to take to the worklng
people so that we can b r Ing about
progressive movements wtthinour
loca ls, our unions. We must take
the unions out of the hands of
the renegade labor leaders, who
endorse a government that wages
wars against oppressed peoples
of the world. We must take control of the unions and give it
back to the masses oftheworkers,
we must lead the type of struggle
like the progressive elements of
the labor movementsdidduringthe
latter part of the '40' s, before the
leaders of the AFL-ClO capitulated to finance capital and expelled the revolutionary elements
from the labor ranks. Thos brothers were struggling aginst those
same fascist pigs whom we must
combat today. Yeh . It's either or.
Either come together and form a ,
United Front to destroy fascism or
be destroyed by It.
Power to the National Committee
to Com bat Fascist
Panther Power to the Vanguard
FreE> All Political Prisoners
All Power to the Workers
Oucho

PICNIC
L ab or Dar Sept. 1, 1969

Labor Committee
to Combat Fascism

Given 8 1'

P lace:

A rro}!O

Viejo Park

79 04 Krause A ve., Eas t Oakland
Time: 12:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Pun Plamondon
Mlnlster of Defense

NIXON TAKES
THE HITLER ROAD
Last F riday, on T V. , wealthy Republican Party Chieftain Nixon Just
back from his Bossman tour of
poverty-stricken Asta, said:
1. No more welfare aid or A.D.C
(Aid to Dependant Children)
2. Work or Starve
3. Train for what you' re told
4. Take the job you are offered
5. Stay where you live and don't go
into the cities
6. Poverty Js a state of mind .
Hltler took the German familles
in J933 and put them to forced labor.
The German working class was
straight-Jacketed. Nixon plans to set
the American clock back to the
1930's.
To do this he plans to give a few

dimes to the "head" of a family ;
a few dimes to the State to help the
family out. He plans to solve the
"financial plight of the Cities" and
the "Crisis In the Cities• · . His slogan ts "not more welfare, but mor e
workfare".
Nixon Is getting his plan ready for
the hungry 70' s ahead . The Republican Administration Is now showing its teeth.
This whole work or starve prog~·am ls aimed at Black fathers,
Black sons and daughte'rs, and Black
mothers.
Don't be fooled by Nixon's plans.
His aim is to place the burden of a
bankrupt government on the shoulders
of the Black people.

-- ------ --

Free Food and Drink!!
There will be speakers from the communiti1 to commemorate Labor Dar
an d its importance t o wo rkers, b oth

m en and women! Brin g r our fa m lies
and friend, !

Fower to the Workers

RENEGADES AND COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES
AN OPEN LETTER RE :
CHARLES BRUNSON
it ls important !or the people

of Sacramento to know that Charles
Brunson is no longer Captain of
the Sacramento Branch, and is JlO
longer with the Party period. Brunson or alias "Captain Kas" was
not running the Branch Uke he
should have been, and there was
no excuse for it because he was

only 80 miles away from National
Headquarters! He was also what
we call a do-your-own-thing fool.
He would not carry out orders
t hat were given to him by the
Central Committee becausehewas
hardheaded. Brunson as far as we

could see was an opportunist, or
a

person

who saw a chance to

use the Party to hls own benetlt
and not for the people!

Instead

of

carrying

out the

f unctlons of Defense Captain, he

would ride around in his car while
the

other Party members were

doing the best they possibly could
to serve the people whole heartedl y. What really made the chump
show his colors was a tape that
was sent out to each Chapter and
Branch across the country entitled
Male Chauvinism. The tape had
been made to deal with a problem
in the Party, (that ls running wUd
in the streets) of brothers not
treating wnmen in the Party as
their other half, but rather as
the lesser half. The women were
not be ing treated like they should
have been. We realize that in a
revol utionary struggle, such as
we're in now, the women play
Just as important role as the
men even though the men might
be a little stronger physically.
1 But the part that applted to this
son-of-a-jackass was that he was

CHARLES BRUNSON ~y!~fr:~ 1-;.~ •;~~~h~!:1.::t:O~
CO LJ NT£ Rf1m0:, ~nt~~;ie~~ng6b;'fo~:~ e~~~
REVOLUTIONARY ~~! !~i:_ra~~~ •1~\~~•:~:::•t;,~
the pig power structure uses when
they want to lie to the people.

It is known as demagogy (lying,
deceiving and misleading) so
therefore he was classlfled as

a ~e;:~:~:c~t0~~ea~,:~~~:~1t~t[; _
~
whole thing Ughtly or even think
it's tunny, but let us look at an
the trouble that can come about. !'11!. .
Brothers In the streets know as
well as I do that If you have 2
or more women who don't know
about each other, and when they
meet and !lnd out that this one
brother was supposed to be In
love with
each of them only,
and 3 or 4 more turn up, it could
mean trouble. It would turn a lot
of people against the Party. This
ts known as harming the Interest
of the masses whom we• re here to
f:t~~~Y ~~\s ~~l~~~a~~Y~~: 0: 1:~: August 16, 1969.
Panther Party and had to be
TI1e Illinois Chapter of the Black
corrected immediately. Thls ls Panther Pary, refuses any longer
when we found out just what kind to have within their ranks anyof fool we had for a Captain, one who cannot relate to Party
because he refused to correct his ,ules and discipline. Hysan James
:;1sis~~~es~~~ ~ ~1:e :aass st~7i~~ Amos, a member of the rank and
wasn't a revolutionary, he wasn't file violated #5 of the 26 Rules.
concerned about the people's " No Party member
will USE,
struggle, but he was concerned POINT or FIRE
a weapon of
with his own personal interest. anyklnd uncessarily or accldently
A couple of examples where he at anyone." n 1rough investigation
didn't give ad - - - about the people we found that this brother had

-,=,--

1-lYSAN JAMES AMOS

ILLINOIS

~~ew;~:kh;,~;~~h~~t~~~~i!~f:
from National Headquarters which
went against Party rules andprinciples. Then he turned around and
refused to pay the money back
:11th:t~:~th:;:th:~~
~taii~
He also refused to turn over the
money in the bank to the Party,
and has actually spent some money
since being kicked out of the Pa;ty.
To sum him up, he's a low-IUed,
scurvy snake-in-the-grass, bootUcklng, scum-sucking dog.
Power to the People!
Free all Political Prisoners!
Sacramento Branch,
Black Panther Party

::f~

BALTIMORE
TO: National Headquarters
FROM: Baltimore Branch
RE: People Expelled from Party
The following people have been
purged from this chapter, a!ter being
reprimanded and disciplined for the
same acts, repeatedly. They are:
(l) Donald Vaughn

(2) Melvin Johnson alias Jomo Kenyatta
(3) Warren Hai'l:at,tas Captain Hart
(4) Leanna RorlealtasSlssey
(5) Robert Ford alias Bob

DONALD VAUGHN

ELIJAH CUNNING!-lAM BOYD JR.
"ZEKE"

"SISSY"

WARREN HART

ONLY
THE
STRONG
SURVIVE

pointed a piece at a fellow comrade wlth no intention of using It.
We in the Black Panther Party
say that such action against anySince lts beginning, the Bia .:k
one let alone a comrade is inexPanther Party has seen members
cusable and cannot be tolerated_ come and go or come and stay.
As of August 13, 1969 llysan James Those who love the people and are
Amos is purged from The Black willing to !lght for them have
' Panther Party.
stayed. They have stayed because
they are wllllng to accept the challenges and burdens ot the peoAll Power to the People
ple's revolutionary struggle. They
Free Bursey
have stayed because of their faith
Lt. Communications
in the people and in the Party.
111. Chapter of the
This has made them strong; strong
enough to resist the incarceration,
the murder, the nerve-wracklng
harassment they face constantly.
These warriors are men and
women, so unafraid of revolutlonai-y life that they would flght to
the death for It.
And what of those who leave?
They leave tor many reasons -but often, the greatest one ls fear.
Fear or what? Of the Party? No,
fear of the revolution In which they
have no choice but to Involve
themselves . For change Is inevitable. It must always come,
whether one likes It or not. Their
rear ls of this change, of serving
the people, heart and soul. This
fear manifests itself in many ways.
For example, Pat May, a sister
from East Qakland who worked
with the Party, couldn't accept
the truth that mistakes must be
• corrected. Her fear of being corrected and accepting the correction turned into hot, unreasoning
anger, and she stopped working
with us . The fear comes In other
forms too: Pork Chop Penneywell
was so afraid or the pigs' "justice" that he lied and misled the
people. On top of that, he was
paid to do so by the pig pollce.
These people's fear of the revolution made them weak and they
collapsed under the pressure. But
it seems they and the pig power
structure <lon' t realize that only
the strong survl ve.

MELVIN JOHNSON
"JOMO KENYATTA"

'
ROBERT FORD

Comrade Pam
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Death to the Pigs
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6 • We want all black men exempt from military se rvice.

2. We want full employment for our people.

7 • We want an imrnedia te end to POLICE BRUTALITY and
MURDER of black people.

3. We want an end to the robbery by the capitalist of our Black_Community.

~----- -------~~::::.:.:

me

8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal'
state, county and city prisons and jails.

4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter of
human beings.

9. We want all black people when brought to trial to
be tried in court by a jury of their peer group or
people from their black communities, as defined by
the Constitution of the United States.

5. We want education for our people that expoaes
the true nature of this decadent American society.
We want education that teaches us our true history
and our role in the present-day society.

10. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing,
justice and peace. And as our major political objective
a United Nations-supervised plebiscite to be held throu~
ghout the black colony in which only black colonial subjects will be allowed to participate, for the purpose of
determining the will of black people as to their national destiny.

October 1966
Black Panther Party
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What We Want
What We Believe

3. Wt• want
( 'ommunit)'.

;.111

l'lld to the robbery b~ th.r CAPITAL IST of our Hlatk

We believe that this racist governmen t ha s robbed us and now we are
demand111g the overdue debt of. forty acres and two mules. Porty acres
and t\\0 mules was pron11sed 100 years ago as rest1tut1on for slave la bor
and mass murder of black people. We will accept the payment in currency
which,, 111 be d1stnbutecl to our manv commumlles. The Germans are now
a1chng the Jews 111 Israel for the gc1ioc1de of the Jew isl1 people. Th e Germans murdered six million Jews. The American racist ha s taken part in
the slaughter of over fifty n11llion black people: therefore. we feel that this
is a modest demand that we make
-4. We \\..lilt dl't:l' nt hous in g, lit for shl' lt l'r of human beings.

\\'c behc,·c that 1f the white landlords will not give decent hous111g to
our black commurnty. then the housing and the land shou ld be ni.adc rnto
cooperati\·cs so that our community. ~,·1th go,·crnmcnt a id . can build and
make decent hous111g for its people
5. We want ed ucation for our people that ex poses the true nature of this
decadent Ame ri ca n society. We want edu ca tion that teac hes us our tru e
history and our ro le in the prese nt-d ay society.
VVe believe in an ed ucational syste m that will give to our people a know).
edge of self. If a man does not have knowledge of himself a nd hi s position
ii1 society and the world, then he has little chance lo relate lo anything
else.
6. We want all black me n to be exe mpt from military service.
We believe that Black people should not be forced to fight in the military service to defend a racist government that does not protect us. We
will not fight and kill other people of color in the world who, like black
people, are being victimized by the white racist govern ment of America.
We will protect ourselves from the force and violence of the racist police
and the racist military, by whatever mean s necessary.
7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and MURDER
of black peo ple.
We believe we can end police brutality in our black co mmunity by organizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to defending our
black community from racist police oppression and brutality. The Second
Amendment to the Constitut ion of the United States gives a right to bear
arms. We therefore believe that all blac k people should arm themselves
for self-defense.
8. We want freed om for all black me n he ld in federal, state, county
and ci ty priso ns and jails.
We believe that all black people should be released from the many
jails and priso ns because they have not received a fair and impartial trial.
9. We want all black people when brou ght lo trial to be tried in co urt by
a jury of th eir peer g roup or 'people from their black communities, as
defined by the Cons titution of the United States.
'Ne beli eve that the courts should foll ow the United States Constitution
;o that black people will receive fair trials. The 14th Amend me nt of the
U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to be tried by his peer group. A peer
is a person from a similar economic, social, religious, geograp hical, en·
vironmenta l, historical and racial backgrou nd. To do this the court will be
forced to select a jury from the black commu nity from whic h the black
defendant came. We have been, and are being tried by all -w hite juries
that have no understanding of the "average reasoning man " of the black
community.

10. We want land, bread, housin g, education, clothing, justice and peace.
And as our major political objec tive, a United Nations-supervised ple biscite to be he ld throughout the black colony in which only black colonial
subj ects will be aJlowed to participate, for th e purpose of determining the
will of black people as to their national des tiny.

.lli11i.,1n of /),,j,, 11 .,P. Blad.-

Po11//,pr

p,,,,_,·

I. \\'c \\ ;rnt freedom. \\'c want power to clclcrminr the destiny of our
Bla<.'k Comm unity.

\\'t• hcl1c\·c that black people will not be free until \\ e are able to determ111c our dcst111~

2. \\' l' \\ant full c.·mplo~ nll'nl for our f)l'opk .
\\t• hl'lll'\l' that the f'l'dl'ral gmt1 rnmt•nt 1s n.•spons1blc and obligated to

gl\T t'\t•r~ man t•mploynwnt or a guarantct·cl 111t·ome. \\"c believe that 1f
till' \\ l11te .\nH'rn:an hustm•ssnwn ,, 111 1101 gl\ l' full c. mployment. then the
1

mean:-. of procluct1011 should IJl' la 1,t•11 from \/H.' hus1m•ssmen and placed 111
tlw ('Olllllltltlll_\' so that !Ill' JH'OJ)ll' of till' ('Olllllltl llll _\' can org~lllJZ(' and em-

ploy ;ill of Jh people.• and g1,·t• a high standard of' ll\'lng

When. in th e course of human events. it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have co nn ected them with
another. and to assume. among the powers of the eart h, the separate and
eq ual sta tion to which the laws of nature and naturQ, 's God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of mank ind requires that they s hould dec lare
the ca uses which impel them to the separation.
We hold these t ruth s to be self.evident, t hat all men are created equal;
that they arc endowed by their Crea tor with certain unalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to
o;ec urc th ese ri g hts. governments are instituted amon g men , der iving their
1ust powers from the consent of the gove rn ed ; that. whenever any form of
g:orcrnmcn t bl·tomes destruc:tivc of th ese end s, it is the ri g ht of th e people
to alt1•r or to abolish it. and to institute a ne w gO\'Cr11111ent, layin g its
foundation on s ut h principl es. and organizing its powers in s uch form, as
to th l' m ~hall see m mos t likely to effect their safety .ind happin ess. Prudence. rndel•i..l. \\ ill dictate that governments lon g est al .. ed s hould not
bt• changed f'or light and Lrans1ent tauscs; and. ac:c:orclingly. a ll experience
hath sh0\\ 11. that mankind arc more dbposecl to suffer. , . . hilc ev ils are
sufferable. than t0 right thcn1~clves by abolish in g lhe forms to which they
ar(• a(·c·ustonwd But. ,,he n a lon g train of abuses and un suq>alion s, pur-. uin g im;.ir iabl~ the same objnt. e\inc:cs a des ign to red uc:t• them under ab•
-.oluh· dc..·-,poti:-.111. it is tlll'ir ri g ht. it is their duty. to throw off suth go ve rn ml'nt. and to pro, id l' Ill'\\' gu;.1rds for their futun• st·turity.
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STATE/ZIP II

EHr~ 111c rnh1..·r ul" lhl• RI.ACK l'AN 1111-.R PAR
lhrouJ.!1111111 lhi,
counln 111" rad,1 Amcrit:a 11111,1 :1hidc In lhl''"-' rull·, :1, l111n·tion;.1I llll'lllha, of thi, 1mrl) . CE;\/ fRAL COM~11 rl EE mcmhl·r,. CEN'I RAL
S'I Al· l·S, :1nd UK.'AL SI AJ.FS. indudini,.: :.111 c:1p1ain, ,uhordimlll' 10
ei thl'r rrnliomtl. ,1:1ll'. aml loca l lc:.ukr.hip of lhl' BLACK l'AN l'HtR
PARTY will l'nfnrn· llw,l" rull·,. U'ni,:lh ol" ""lh.'1t,iu11 or olhl'r di,ciplinary :iclion lll'('"l'":.lr) for ,iulaliun ur llll''l' rull.', "ill (kl)l'tul 011
tm llomt l deei,iun, In 11:1lion:1I. ,1:1k or ,lall' an·:1. and lun1 I 1..·ommitkl''
and ,1:1ff, Whl'rl' ,ai~I rull' or rull'' nflhl' HL.\(' K P\NIIIER P AR I,
Wt_RE VIOLA n :u.
E,l'ry llll'lllhl'r of lhl' part.} mu,1 know lhl'W Hrh:1111111 h} lwarl.
And a ppl) lhl'm dail). Ead1 llll'lllhl.'r mm,I n•porl .tll} ,iulalic111 oflhl',l'
rull'"' lo !heir ll·:1dl·r,hi11 or lhl'y art.' n111nkr-rl',ol111iunar) and :in· :11,o
,ubjl't.'ll'd lo , n!'>J)l.'11,inn h) lhl' RLA<..:K PANTHt.R PAR'I \'.

Minister of Educatia"

Ray 'Masai' Hewitt

I. No parl) llll'IIIIH.'r ean h:nl' narcolie, or \\l'l'd in hi, IMt,!'>l',!'>i on
whi ll' doing parl) work .
2. An~ parl}' nwmhl'r found ,hoolini,: 11areoli1..·, will hl' t':\pdll'd from
thi, parl).
3 . No parly nwmht·r rnn bl' DRUNK while doinJ.! dai l} parl.} work.
4. No party tnl'rnhl-r will ,iolatt• ru le, relating to urfi1..·l.' work. j.!t'lll'rJI
tnl'l'ling!'> of t hl' BLACK PANTHER PARTY , and rnl'etin~, of lhc
BLACK PANTHER PARTY ANYWHERE.
S. No party membt.•r will USE. POINT, or 1-·1R E a Wl'apon of an)
kind unnl'el's..arily or aeddenlally al :lll)one,
6. No party memht-r ea n join any ulhl'r army fon-e olher than lhl'
BLACK LIBERATION ARMY .
7. No party ml'mbt.-r 1,.•an lunt.' :J weapon in hi, pm,!'l-1..,,ion whill'
DRUNK or lo:1ded off mirt'oli1..-.. or Wl'l'd,
8. No 1mr1y membt.·r will commil :my 1..·rime, again,t other parry
ml'mhl'r.. or BLACK people al a ll. and ean not ,teal or takl' from thl:
JX'Ople. nut l'H'n a net·dle or a pien of thrt·ud.
9. Whl'n arn·,ll'd RLACK PANTHER MEMRt'. RS will 1,!ht• uni}
naml' , addrl':,,,!'1-, :.md will ,ii,.:n nulhini,:. U'gal fil"it aid rm,-.f hl' undl'r,,lood
by a ll Parly membt.-r,,.
10, TIil• Ten Point ProJ.!l"'.tlll and platform ol" the BLACK PANTIIER
PARTY mu,t hl· kmmn mu! under,tood hy e:1ch Part} nwmher .
11. Parl) Co1111111111il'aliu11, 11111!'- I he Nationa l and Lol·a l.
12. Thl' 10-10-10- proi,:ram ,houlcl hl• k1u1w11 h} all llll'lllhl'r,, aml
a l,11 undl•r,,tood h} all ml'mher,,.
13. All Fina111..·l' ollin·r, will tllh.'rall' under llw juri,diction of lhl'
Mini,tn or Finance.
14. 1-:°ach lk.'r-.011 will ,uhmil a r1..·1>ort of dail} work.
15. Each Suh-S(•<·tion Lt.·:ult- r S<·dion l.t.·:uh·r. I.ieukn : ml. and
C':q1t:1in mu,t , uhmit Oail:-,· _rl'pOrh of work.
16. All Panllll'r. mu,r 11..•ar n to upl•rall' and ,l'nin· \H':lllOII, 1..·orr1..·1..·II) ,
17. All Ll':.ukr,hip pe r,onnd "ho e,1>d a 1111..•mlwr mu,t ,uhmil lhi,
i11for111:1lion lo lhl• Editor of lhl' Nl'\\',(lllJX'I", ,o llml ii "ill hl' puhli,hl•d
in till' 11:JJH.'r and "ill bl' kno"' 11 h.} all dmpll"r,, and hrandw, .
IK. Polilieal Edu1..·aliun <..:lu,w, an· maudalor) fur j.!l'Ul'rnl ml'mhl'r,hip.
I IJ, Onl) uftin· lk.'r.onnd :1.,., ii,:nl'd lo n·,pe1..·liH• utlicl.', l':td1 da)
,hould h1..· llwn·. All ulher. a re lo ,di 1•a 11l'r,, :111d do Polilic:11 \\ork oul
in lh1..· t.·o rnmunitJ. indudiug <..:upr:1in,. St.·1..·tion Ll':.ulcr,. l'lc.
20 . C0\1 1\1 L'Nll'A .I IONS - a ll cha pll'l"i mu,1 ,uhmil ""-'l'klJ reporl-. in writiui,: lo till' National lll'adquartl"r,,.
2 1. All Urand!l', 11111,1 i11111kml•ttl Fir.I Aid :md/or ,\ll-di1..·a l l':1dn·,.
22. All Clmpll'r,, Hrnndn·,. :md eompum·nc, or tht· HLACK PANnn-:R PARTY 1111"1 ,uhmil :1 monlhl~ Finanda l Rq)t)rf tu the Mini,fr) of Finann•, :111d a l,o lhe l'l·nlral ('ummifll'l',
23. t:,1..·r)olll' in :1 ll·atk r,hip po,iliou nw,1 n•:1d nu k" lh:111 1\\11
hour. l>l"r d:tJ lo kl'l'I) ahn•:.,-.1 of fill' dmni,:ini,: polilical ,itualion.
14. Nu c h:11>ll'r or hrand1 ,hall :llTl' IJI gr:1111-., po,l•rl) tum!-.. 111111u·.\
or :Ill) ullll'r :1id from :Ill) j.!O\l'r111nl'llf llj.!l'lll') "ilhout l"Ollllll'lini,: th1..·
N:arinnat' llc:uh1uarkr..
25. All d1:1pkr. 11111,1 :ullwn• to llw polit·) :md llw ideoloi,:) laid
do"'n h) lhl· CEN'I RAI . {_'{) ;\ 11\llrrt: E 'uf flu· HLA('K PANTIIER
PARI\'.
2ft. All Hr.111d1l.', 11111,1 ,uhmil \\l'l'kl) rqmrl, in "ritini,: lo !heir rl"'lh."l' liH• l'hapll•r-..

Ministe r of Finance
Praduclian
Manager
JOHN SEALE

Minister of Forei gn Affairs

B POINTS OF
ATTENTION

Ministe r of Justice

Ca-Ectilars

Prime Minister

Oi5tributian Manager
ANDREW AUSTIN

Cammunicatian5 Se cretary
KATHLEEN CLEAVER

Circulation
SAM NAPIER

Minister of Culture
EMORY DOUGLAS

The editorial and production cost of THE BLACK PANTHER Newspaper have increased considerably. We would like to continue
incre,sing weekly circulation and our national and interna tional news coverage. To do this we need your aid. Please se'nd
.us news items, general information, and contributions. Help us
distribute and get new subscriptions to The Black Panther
newspaper. Submit tc,

BLACK PANTHER NEWSPAPER
3106 SHATTUCK AVE.
BERKELEY, CALIF.

I) ~pt·al.. politd~.
2) l':1, lairh for \\h:11 \1111 IHI\.
J) lh:t urll l'·H•r~ thin:.:,
ho;·rt1\\.
-0 Pa, for :rn, thin!,! ,ou d.1 111:1 :.:,1..·.
5) De; 1101 hit ·or"'" 1..•.· r al pl'oplt·.
6) Do not d:1111:1g1..• 1H 111>l'rl~ or t·ro1" of thl· poor, op1>rl'"l' CI 111:l"t·,.
7) Do not 1:1l..1..· l ihl'rtin \\ilh \\Ollll' l1.
K) II \H' t·H·r h:1H' lo t:il-l' t·:1pliH·, do not ill-lrl' :11 lhl' III.

;011

3

MAIN RULES OF
DISCIPLINE

1) ObL•y onll-n, in .ill

2) l>o

11111

)0 111'

t.ikl' a ..,ing:h-

ad ion ..,.

IH'l'd ll·

or a pit-('l' of thrt•;.ul from lh l' poor a nd

11p1>rl'~M·d ma~M'"'·

:;i Turn in l'H'r~ thin~ capltirl·d from llw attal·kin~ t·m·my.

